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Redevelopment Funds
Application Approved

GETTING READY FOR FAIR — New bleachers are being constructed for the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. Cost of the bleachers is about $4,000 with labor being supplied by the Jaycees and the fair board.
Working on the bleachers are (from left) Tony Wallace, president; David Foley, associate member; and Ken
Asher, vice president. Other fair expenses, including electricity, insurance and prize money for cattle shows,
will total around $15,000. The Jaycees and the fair board ask for public support to this year's event by attending the fair.

Full Week Of Activities Slated
For 22nd Annual Jaycee Fair
A full week of activities is planned
for the 22.nd annual Murray-Calloway
County Fair sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees July 13-18 at the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
The fair queen beauty contest
featuring 40 local young ladies will be
held at 7tonight at Lovett Auditorium.
The coati*, which will select a queen
to reign over the week's activities, is
sponsored by the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the Jaycees.
Donna Swift is the reigning queen,
and Janice Nix and Sue Spann are
Woman's Club co-chairmen of the
contest.
Beginning Monday, July 13, the
district dairy show sponsored by the 4H and FFA will be held. The 4-H rab-

bit show will begin at 5 p.m. followed
by the official opening of the fair at
6:30 p.m. and the farm tractor pull at
7 p.m.
The Holstein and Friesian cattle
show will be held at 6 p.m. Tuesday.,
July 14, and the mini rod tractor pull
is set for 7 p.m.
Wednesday, July 15, will be family
night at the fair. The jersey cattle
show will begin at 6 p.m. and the horse
and mull pull at 7 p.m.
Kiddies' Day starts at 1 p.m.
Thursday, July 16. The 4-H and FFA
dairy show will be at 6 p.m. followed
by the demolition derby at 7 p.m.
The only event set for Friday, July
17, is the horse show at 7 p.m.

Farm Bureau Day will begin at 10
a.m. Saturday, July 18, at the fair.
The pony pull starts at 4 p.m. and the
gospel music show at 7:30 p.m. The
Kingsmen of Asheville, N.C., will be
the featured performers.
Eddie Jones is president of the fair
board, Jerry McCoy is secretary and
George Hodge is treasurer.
Fair directors are Ted Howard, Jan
Steely, Larry Gilbert, Carman Parks,
Mitchell Stom, Sherwood Potts, A. F.
Myers, Bobby McDowell, James
Puckett, R. G. Outland, Tim Alton,
Don Norsworthy, Roy Scott, Don
Lovett, Jack Watkins, Van Waugh,
Gedric Paschall, Ted Delaney, Jamey
McMillen, Joe Kelso, Ernest Edmonson, Jones and Tony Wallace.

A resolution authorizing application
for $500,000 in federal redevelopment
funds for Murray was approved by the
City Council at its regular meeting
Thursday.
The funds will be earmarked for improvements in the South Douglas
Community according to city planner
Steve Zea.
Zea told the council that a similar
project in the North Douglas Community is expected to be completed by
October of this year. To date, approximately $800,000 has been spent on improvements in that neighborhood.
The application must receive approval from the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Renewal.
In other business, the council:
Accepted the annual audit of the
Murray Natural Gas System
presented by E. L. Howe Jr., CPA
with the firm of Richardson,

Was advised by councilman
Howard Koenen that the public safety
committee had decided not to recommend the city adopt a noise abatement ordinance because of the cost
of equipment and training is not
justified by the need at this time."

By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent Board of
Education heard a report from the
Reduction in Force Committee concerning the formulation of a policy in
the event the ranks of tenured
teachers must be reduced.
Lloyd Hasty, committee chairman,
told the board of the committee's proposed policy and answered questions
relating to it.
"The Murray City Schools do not
foresee that such a reduction would
necessarily occur," the proposal
states. However, the policy is being
formulated "in order that guidelines
may be established in a fair, equitable
and logical atmosphere."
Board members indicated that action on the proposal would probably
be taken toward the end of the year.
Committee
members are:
superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey,
assistant superintendent Eli Alex-

ander, Murray High School principal
W. A. Franklin, Murray Middle
School principal Larry Salmon, Murray Elementary Schools principal
Mary Ryan, supervisor of instruction
Doralyn Lanier, and teachers Jean
Hurt, Pam Cartwright, Joan Bowker
and Hasty.
A policy proposal on teachers'
leaves of absence was related to the
board by Alexander, who headed the
committee charged with revising the
school board policy book for 1981-83.
Although the board approved the
rest of the hook at its June 25 meeting,
the committee was sent back to
review guidelines on the leave policy.
The new policy states that requests
for leaves for more than 10 days may
be granted by the board and that all
leaves less than one year in length
cannot be taken either during the first
20 attendance days or the last 20 attendance days of each semester of the
school term.
In addition, leave applications must
be made in writing and submitted to
the building principal. The
superintendent may grant leaves not
to exceed 10 days for other causes
without pay.
The board accepted the low bid of
$7,695.60 of Parker Ford for a driver's
education car which will also be utilized for school transportation needs.
Board members decided to allow
the Murray-Calloway County swim
team to transport team members in a
school bus to meets scheduled July 18

at Calvert City, July 21 at Marion,and
July 25 at Paducah.
'
In personnel action, Violet Covington Was hired as Robertson
Elementary School secretary.

The deed transferring ownership of
the old post office building from the
US. Postal Service to the Calloway
County Fiscal Court was scheduled to
be signed today, according to
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Robert O. Miller.
Miller stated postal officials were to
be in Murray this afternoon.
The county/executive received verbal acceptance June 29 from E. Miller
Carbon, contracting officer for the
postal service's Field Real Estate and
Building Office in Louisville, of the
court's $125,000 bid.
The building, located at Fourth and
Maple Streets, has been vacant since
November when the local post office
moved to its new facility on Chestnut
Street.
The purchase
expected to
alleviate space limitations in offices
now housed in the courthouse. The
court is to decide later which court or
county offices will be relocated to the
new facility.

But Brown said Ms. Mateus was
contacting
prospective
board
members Thursday afternoon so their
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— There is
names could be included in the
apparent confusion over the status of
package to be sent to the national enmore than $340,000 in federal funds
dowment.
earmarked for Kentucky arts proBrown reappointed many new
grams after Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
members to the arts commission just
recent abolishment of the Kentucky
two months ago, when he revamped
Arts Commission.
its membership.
The confusion may have been a
He said he abolished the commismatter of semantics.
sion so soon after changing its
Brown signed an executive order
makeup because of the administraMonday abolishing the state arts,film
tion's recognition of the potential of
and heritage commissions. The three
Kentucky's arts and crafts.
were merged under a new Arts
"We needed to consolidate our arLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Ken- for the same operation.
Department in the state Commerce
tists and our creative people under
Surgecenter is located in St. MatMedicaid program, for the
tucky's
Cabinet.
one agency to maximize our efficienfirst time, plans to pay for surgery on thews, a Louisville suburb, while the
cy and utilization of our people." The
Before that, the National Endowpoor patients performed at indepen- other center, Relsco Inc., is located in
administration also had to address an.ment for the Arts had approved a
dent outpatient surgery centers in the Louisville.
ticipated federal budget cuts in the
block grant of $340,320 to the arts comBarring delays, Medicaid payments
state.
arts area, he said.
mission — which no longer exists.
State officials are taking the action for these centers will begin Sept. 1.
"Any time you make a change it's
"In a sense, the funds are frozen,"
Surgery at such centers is "an acpreviously refusing to pay for
for progress and not out of confusion," after
said Anthony Turney,director of state
ceptable, high-quality form of
surgery
at
such
centers.
That
earlier
Brown added.
programs for the endowment.
refusal encouraged patients to have medical practice," said Grady &limsurgery performed in hospitals, bo, a physician and secretary of the
resulting in a large increase in state Human Resources Department,
which is responsible for administerMedicaid payments.
After. kb examination of ing the Medicaid program.
It can be done safely without any
Surgecenter, one of two independent
surgery centers in the state, officials lessening of the quality, and it can be
done at substantially cheaper rates,"
Goldwater, in a Senate speech, found that the costs for surgery were
WASHINGTON (A P) — ConAn Associated Press survey
Later, in a television interview,
he added.
about
half
hospital
those
charged
by
a
labeled
mount
a
the
conservative criticism "a
servative groups trying to
Goldwater stepped up his counterat- Wednesday and ,Thursday found 33
political offensive against Sandra D. tack by accusing the Moral Majority senators committed to vote for Mrs. lot of foolish claptrap (from) people
O'Connor's nomination to the and the National Right to Life Com- O'Connor and 20 leaning that way. who do not know what they are talking
Supreme Court are finding a fight and mittee, two groups in the forefront of There were no declarations of opposi- about."
In an interview Thursday night on
seeing no support in a Senate inclined the battle against the nomination, of tion, with 45 senators undecided and
Washington television station WDVM,
to confirm her.
"taking more of a fascist line than a two not responding to the survey.
Goldwater said of the Moral Majority
At a Capitol Hill news conference conservative line."
Phillips said the conservatives are
Very hot and humid'day with
and National Right to Life Commitbacked by 21 conservative and antiurging the Senate Judiciary CommitHoward Phillips, spokesman for the
Two Sections-28 Pages
widely scattered thunderstorms.
tee: "I don't think they can call
abortion organizations, a spokesman groups and head of the Conservative tee,
which is tentatively set to begin
Aces
Highs in the mid 90s. Fair and
themselves conservative when
said Thursday that the Reagan ad- Caucus,told reporters that the O'Con16
confirmation hearings later this mon- they're
Church Directory
warm tonight with lows in the loit
really taking more of a fascist
ministration may have "covered up" nor nomination was a "major blow" th, to
5
wait until October. He said the line
Church Page
'70s. Partly sunny and hot again
than a conservative line."
information about Mrs. O'Connor's to the conservative bloc that helped
13,14,
conservative groups would start askClassifieds
on Saturday with highs in the low
He added: "You are not arguing
alleged pro-abortion stance.
ing grass-roots organizations to work
elect Reagan lastfall.
-13
Comics
to mid 90s.
with conservative philoadphy when
They claimed that as a member of
13
Crosswords
"It can be expected that the O'Con- against the nomination or at least for you use the ERA or abortion because
Kentucky Extended Forecast
the Arizona Senate in 1970 she coa
3
delay
in
Abby
considering
it.
Dear
the
diminish
could
Sunday through Tuesday:
they can't be judged conservative or
sponsored and voted in committee for nor nomination
16
Deaths & Funerals
Meanwhile,Senate Majority Leader liberal."
Chance of mainly afternoon and
a measure that would have legalized prospects for Republican gains in the
13
Dr. Lamb
Howard Baker, R-Tenn., joined
evening showers each day. OverGoldwater said the nominee should
abortion on demand. The bill neve; House and Senate in 1982," he added.
Horoscope
night lows around 70 and daytime
was enacted.
Phillips noted that several senators Goldwater in defending Mrs. O'Con- be "the best person to serve on that
Local Scene
nor's
record
on
2,3
'
.
4
highs mostly in the 90s.
aborticn.
court
whether she's a woman, black,
Within hours of the news con- have expressed a desire not to be
OpUiPagc —Lake Levels ference, conservative Sen. Barry "railroaded" into voting for Mrs. - Baker said Abkneverhad sup o•4. brown, Christian, Jew...J don't hie to
Sports
'
8 9--.--Laitrtia
Alta
Gourcvattir, R-Ariz., to (vibe Senate O'Connor, wrde'acknowledgmg,-"rm the concept ot libortian on denti114. -see a very talented person who ciat
12Pisges
TV Week
Kentucky Lake
=LIB
floor to denounce criticism of the not aware that any senator has taken and he predicted the conservative at- improve the court crucified because a
4
•
Arizona appeals court judge as "a lot an unequivocal position against the tacks would not stand in the way of few people are opposed to one position
she took 11 years ago."
of foolish claptrap."
nomination."
her confirmation.
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

_

Brown said in an interview.
And he stressed that the guidelines
would be met.
Lois Mateus, who heads the new Art
Department, is to put together a
package before week's end explaining
the changes to the national endowment, Brown said. "We're gonna get
our money."
Most members of the Kentucky Arts
Commission will be reappointed to
serve in some capacity under the new
department,Brown added.
• Ms. Mateus said the department
will include a 17-member citizens
board to review grant applications.
"The process hasn't changed. The
citizens board will continue to review
grants for accountability," she said,
and a professional advisory group will
make recommendations to the board.
Ms. Mateus said the citizens board
would not be named before the
reorganization is complete and supporting staff members are in place.

building to house chamber offices and
tourist service offices on city-owned
property near the intersection of U. S.
641 N. and Ky. 121.
Authorized Mayor Melvin B.
Henley and City Clerk Jo Crass to borrow up to $150,000 for city operating
funds. It was pointed out that this is a
routine procedure and is only
necessary because tax revenues will
not start coming in until this fall.
Approved various documents
that will permit the city to begin a
self-insurance plan for medical bills
of city employees.

City Board Hears Report From
Reduction In Force Committee

Confusion Results Over Arts Funds Status
-We have a block grant..,which
would have gone to the arts commission. If it doesn't exist, we can't give it
(the money)to them," Turney said in
a telephone interview Thursday.
He stressed that the commission "is
one of several organizations in the
state that receive funds. No other
grants are affected."
The endowment is awaiting official
notification from the governor's office
about the structure of the new arts
agency. There are federal guidelines
— such as participation of a citizen
review board — that must be met
before the grant money can be forwarded to the state,he said.
Brown interpreted Turney's
remarks as a description of a "routine
administrative matter that will be
handled in proper course" and not a
"freeze."
"As long as all the guidelines required by (the endowment) are met,
(Turney said) there's no problem,"

Trevathan and Howe.
Howe's audit pointed out that the
system increased its net income from
$73,883 in 1980 to $150,251 for the 1981
fiscal year. Howe attributed the gain
to a higher rate of increase in
operating income compared to
operating expenses, a lower rate on
the system's indebtedness, and a
higher return on investments.
Approved several appointments
to_city
boards. Ann Kelly Bolen was
_
named to the Murray-Calloway Transit Authority Board; David Graham
to the Electric Plant Board; and Billy
13alentine to the Community Development Board. Irma LaFollette ad Joe
Arnold were reappointed to the Murray Municipal Housing Board.
Approved a lease agreement that
will allow the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce and the
Tourism Commission to erect
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Community Events Listed
Friday, July 10
. "Mummy Market" will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
freight depot tri the MurrayCalloway County Park.

Friday.My IS
Events in Land Between
the Lakes will include Solar
Energy: A Time Line at 7
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center, and Night Visual at
8:30 p.m. at Center Station.

Saturday, July 11
Hazel Lodge No. 832 of the
''Mummy Market" will be
Free and Accepted Masons presented by the Community
is scheduled to meet at 7.30 Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
p.m. at the lodge hall.
freight depot of MurrayCalloway County Park.
Greater Paducah Chapter
of Parents Without Partners
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will have an un-birthday par- will dance from 8 to 10:30
ty at 8:30 p.m. at the Cabana p.m. at the Woodmen of the
Club, Paducah. For informa- World Hall.
tion call l-247-6599 or 1-2478346.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Club membership social the west end of the Livestock
and Twilight Golf will be at and Exposition Center.
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
Twilight Golf will be will have a family picnic
played at 5:30 p.m. at the starting at 2 p.m. at the new
Oaks Country Club.
Murray-Calloway County
Park. Each family is asked
Summer 4-H Day Camp to bring their own meat for
for 1981 will be held at the grilling. Activities including
new Murray-Calloway Coun- rental of the park pool from 6
ty Park from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. will be held.
,
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Bad
Georgia Road
Gory Lockwood

Coming Fri. July 1711,
FIVE ACAINST A THOUSAND...
THE ODDS ARE EVEN.

FORCE:RVE
A

AN AMERICAN CINEMA RELEASE
1981 Atroncon CornenonAcPlons Industries. Inc
All ophts resArved

Sunday, July 12
Saturday, July 11
Youth musical, "Walk In
Events in Land Between
the Lakes will include Love," will be presented at 7
Return of the Winged Giants p.m. at the Poplar Spruig
at 2 p.m. at Center Station _Baptist Church.
and Lantern Tour at 8 p.m.
Ice cream family event
at The Homeplace-1850.
will be held at 3 p.m. at
Greater Paducah Chapter Keller Park, Paducah, by
of Parents Without Partners Greater Paducah Chapter of
will have a Luau at the home Parents Without Partners.
of Patsy Parrott, Mayfield,
Workshop in photography
at 6:30 p.m. Each person is
will open at Murray State
asked to bring an Hawaiian
dish. For information call 1- University. For information
call 762-3784.
247-6599 or 1-247-8346.
Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship
Murray and
Calloway County will meet
at 9 a.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Hall, South Third
and Maple Streets. Dorothy
Myers will be speaker. All
women, men and children
are invited.

r

Local Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with a converted canibal to
be the speaker. All men,
women and children are invited.

Bargain Matinees Sat & Sun 2:00
Cheri & Cine'•All Seats 51.50

The story of a man
who wanted to kee
the world safe
for democracy...
and meet girls.

:15,9:45+ 2:00 Sat.,Sun.
No one comes close to James Bond 007
ROGER MOORE

*alb

STRIPES
BILL
MURRAY

El

A COLUMBIA
PICTURES RELEASE

7:20,9:30+ 2:00 Sat.,Sun.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
Rutherford of Almo announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Denise Robin,to Christopher
Anthony Taylor, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Taylor of
Hamlin.
Miss Rutherford is a 1960
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is pressony
attending Murray State
University majoring in
chemistry and physics.
Events in Land Between
Mr. Taylor, also a 1980
the Lakes will include
graduate of Calloway County
Stream Stroll at 2 p.m. at
High School, will be attenCenter Station.
ding Murray State University in the fall majoring in preMonday,July 13
law.
He is presently
Coldwater
United
employed
by MSU.
Methodist Church Women
The vows will be exchangare scheduled to meet at 7:30
ed on Saturday, Aug. 15, at
p.m. at the church.
10:30 a.m. at St. Leo's
Church, Murray. A
Catholic
Mary Rowlett Group of
reception
will follow at the
Blood River Baptist Church
Parrish Center behind the
Women will meet at 7 p.m.
church.
The couple and their
Hazel and Douglas Centers
parents
invite all friends and
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
relatives
to attend the
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will ceremony and the reception.
be served at Hazel at 11:45 Only out of town invitations
a.m. and at Douglas at 12 will be sent.
noon.

James Wainscott Family
Reunion will be held at the
pavilion at the Paris LanUnited Methodist Church
ding State Park. Meat will be
furnished and others are to Women will meet at 11:30
bring dishes for the potluck. a.m. in the parking lot of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
First 18 of 36 holes of the to go to Barkley Lodge for
Men's Medal Play Golf Tour- lunch.
nament with Larry Robinson
American Legion Post No.
as chairman will be held at
73 and Auxiliary will have
the Murray Country Club.
the annual picnic at 7 p.m. at
Third annual Kentucky the Legion Hall. Meat,
Lake American Indian Pow- bread, and drinks will be furWow, co-sponsored by Ken- nished with the rest potluck.
tucky Western Waterlands Officers will be installed.
and Two Warriors Gift Shop,
Returning Students United
will be at Pow-Wow Arena,
Highway 641 south of Ken- at Murray 'State University
tucky Dam. Performances will sponsor a Child Care
Task Force with an open
will be at 2 and 8 p.m.
meeting planned at 11:30
Motorcycle races, spon- a.m.in the Conference Room
sored by Benton Bush of the Counseling and
Wackers, will be at 8 p.m. at Testing Center. For informathe Livestock and Exposition tion call 762-6851.
Center, Murray.
Calloway County High
Orientation, third in a School Boys and Girls Varsiseries of four summer ses- ty Cheerleaders will conduct
sions for new freshmen and a cheerleader camp from 9
transfer students, will be to 11:30 a.m., today through
held at the University Friday. For information call
Center, Murray State 753-0286 or 753-2678.
University.
Greater Paducah Chatper
Sunday,July 12
of Parents Without Partners
Annual homecoming will
will have a family fun day at
be held at Jeffrey Cemetery.
Noble Park, Paducah, from
7
to 10 p.m.
Second day of Kentucky
Lake American Indian PowGuest Swim Day for 7th to
Wov‘ will be at Pow-Wow
Arena, U. S. Highway 641 9th grades will be held at the
south of Kentucky Dam,with Oaks Country Club.
performances at 2 and 8 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Creative
Writing
Center, North Seventh and
Workshop will open at MurOlive Streets. For informaray State University.
tion call 753-6333.

Prog. Info. 753-3314

7:05, 9:30 + 2:00 Sat.,Sun.

TC1#&cII 7:15,9:15 + 2:00 Sat.,Sun.
You'll never guess who wins.
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Burt Reyrpolds
Roger IVioore
Farrah Fawcett
Dom DeLuise
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The ultimata hero in thei
ultimata adventure.

DERS
OF THE
LOST ARK

Coming Fri. July 17th

A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE

Walt Disney
Predestine

Late Show Tonite 8. Sat. 11:40•Cheri
(
Advit Entertaininento 18 or over aril,/
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Rutherford-Taylor.Wedding Planned•
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'Td like to live like a poor
man with lots of money." —
Pablo Picasso.

Ladies Tennis Group Plans Play
A G. CORN,JR.

NORTH
7- 111- A
•A 9 5
•K J 10 94
,4 6 5 2
484
WEST
4Q83
53
•K Q 10 9
4A 7 3

EAST
•10 8 7 2
2
*J84 3
QJ 92

SOUTH
•K 4
II A Q 8 7 6
*A7
K i05

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding.
South West North
2 NT

Pass
Pass

2V
41P

Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Monday,
July 13, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Kathy
Newton, Sheila Grogan, Ann
Haney,and Sharon Wells.
Court Two — Jean Hurt,
Lashlee Foster, Marilyn
Adkins,and Janie Ryan.
Court Three — Wilda Purdom, Sandy Brannon, Barbara Malinauskas, and Mug
Rigsby.

Court Four — Vickie
Baker, Kay Ray, Jan
Seargent, and Frances
Hulse.
Persons needing
a
substitute may call Vicki
Miller or Jeannie Harrison.

East
Pass
All
oass

Opening lead: Diamond
king
er makes his game and
rubber.
Why complain about bad
luck when careful play can
make one's own luck?

Kennel Club Meet
An organizational meeting of the Southwestern Kentucky Kennel Club will be held Wednesday,July 15, at 6:313
p.m. in the main meeting room of the Calloway Public
Library.
The purpose of the club will be for the study of the care
of dogs including health problems, food, etc., and will not
be for the showing of dogs. For information persons may
call Mary Belle Adelman,436-2858.

Bid with Corn
South holds

Legion Plans Picnic

7-10-B

•Q 6 3
•5 3
•K Q 109
46 A 7 3

North
11,

South

24

2 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump.
Should offer a good play for
game and there's little to
hope for in the minors.
--Send bridge questions.. to The AFes.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

The United Methodist
Women of the Russell's
Chapel Church will meet
Monday, July 13, at 11:30
a.m. at the parking lot of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
to go to Barkley Lodge for
lunch.

and Gaynelle Williams,
secretary, as hostesses. Ginny Crihfield presided.
Dolly Lorenze gave the
devotion. A white elephant
sale was held.
Eleven members, one new
member, Thelma Farley,
All women of the church and one visitor, Flora Ford,
and their guests are urged to were present.
Refreshments were served
attend, a UMW spokesman
by the hostesses. The tables
said.
were decorated with roses
The group met June 8 at from the garden of Lucy Ann
1:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Forrest and Lourelle Forwith Roxie Jones, treasurer, rest.

OSPITAl NEWS
Murray; Mrs. Laura A.
Thorn, Dexter; Lisa L.
McAdoo, 416. Honey Locust,
South Fulton, Term.
Troy Shepherd, Rt. 3,
Hickman; Aubrey N. Wyatt,
405 North Fifth Street, Murray; Mrs. Anna Lou Dowdy,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Connie
W. Nanney, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Devoe Bridges, Rt. 1,.Murray; Mrs. Janice K. Sheppard, Rt. 1, Dexter,

T

In the United States each
day, approximately 5,000
people turn 65.

Dealer

Russell's Chapel Women
To Meet, Barkley Lodge

Adults 147
Nursery 6
7-6-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Pinkston, baby boy
(Sylvia) Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
Joseph, baby girl
(Pamela)Rt. 1, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gayle L. Smith and
baby boy, 1705 Miller, Mur.
ray; Mrs. Cathy J. Stockdale
and baby girl, Rt. 4, Murray ;
Mrs. Kathy L. Cleaver and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Murray;
Betty M. Chadwick,' Rt. 2,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Howard W. Scott, alio
South Fotrh 904attar. Mrs.
Willie A. Smotherthan, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Virginia M.
Clayton. 806 quilwia,ray; Tina M. Barrow, Rt. 2,

groom,
Murray,
served as
Elizab(
ray and
Cape Gir,
as the bri
Daren
brother
bride,
candlelig
of Muria
book atte
Threas
Cheathat
and De!
Bloomfie
the me(
followii4
fellowshi
The co
ray whe
as a boo}
Tropic al
at Fred.!

Miss Denise Robin Rutherford
and Christopher Anthony Taylor.

THE ACES®IR

Declarer played today's
catchy game like the perennial poor man. He had his
opportunity for a shot at the
gold. Instead, he played
poorly and then blamed all
on bad luck.
Declarer took the first
diamond and cashed the ace
and king of trumps. Next
came the ace of spades and
a spade finesse to declarers
jack. West won the queen
continued
and
with
diamonds. Declarer ruffed
the third diamond and
crossed to dummy to try the
clubs. A low club to his king
and West's ace (East split
his honors) gave the defense
two club tricks and declarer
was left one short.
"Two out of two finesses
were wrong," lamented
South. "Change one of those
cards and I would have
brought the game home."
Bad luck to be sure, but it
Was also poor play. To make
his game, declarer should
duck the first diamond and
win the continuation. Two
trumps are drawn, ending in
dummy and dummy's third
diamond is ruffed. A spade
is led to dummy's ace and a
club is led towards declarer's king. East splits as
before and declarer plays
his king to West's ace. With
no safe diamond exit to fall
back on, West is stuck. He
must lead a spade for a free
finesse or he must lead a
to establish South's 10.
er way, dummy's spade
loser goes away and declar-
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American Legion Post No. 73 and Auxiliary will have
the annual picnic on Monday, July 13, at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Hall,South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The meat, bread, and drinks will be furnished by the
Legion,and the rest will be potluck.
• An installation of new officers for the 1981-82 year will
be held, according to a legion spokesman who urges all
members and interested persons to attend.
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Reagan-Kelleher Vows Read
• In Ceremony At Bloomfield
Treva Lynne Reagan and
Eric Wilton Kelleher ex-changed wedding vows in a
pandlelight spring ceremony
at the First Assembly of God
Church in Bloomfield,Mo.
Officiating at the double
nag ceremony was the Rev.
Mabrey Wampler of
irredericktown, Mo., -the Rev. Darrell Ramsey of
Murray, and the Rev. Danes
Reagan, father of the bride,
of Bloomfield, Mo.
-; The soloists were Lance
Corporal Doyle Reagan,
brother of the bride, and the
bride as she sang to the
groom. They were accommnied by Eddie Reagan,
also a brother of the bride.
Carl Kelleher of Spr,Mgfield, Mo. brother of the
gi.00rn, and Doug Holt of
Murray, uncle of the groom,
served as attendants.
Elizabeth Stanley of Murray and Paula Hester of
Cape Girardeau, Mo.,served
as the bride's attendants.
Daren and Tricia Reagan,
brother and sister of the
bride, were chosen as
candlelighters. Rita Dawson
of Murray, served as guest
book attendant.
Threasa Long, Teresha
Cheatham, Cindy Tuschhoff,
and Desiree Pope, all of
Bloomfield, Mo., served at
the reception immediately
following in the church
fellowship hall.
The couple resides in Murray where she is employed
.as a bookkeeper at Hawaiian
Tropic and he is a COP Clerk
at Fred's Department Store.

By Abigail Van Buren

Saying It with Flowers
Could Take All Night
DEAR ABBY: You said when a woman wears a flower
over her left ear it means "I'm available." A flower over the
right ear means "I'm taken," and a flower over both ears
means "Let's negotiate."
Actually, a flower over the left ear means "I'm taken!"
But you failed to mention that a flower worn on the back of
'the head means "Follow me," and a flower worn on the top
of the head means "Let's fool around."
PUA LILA IN HONOLULU

- 4f1:‘•
.
SIM •
211$fr
'1111,

DEAR PUA: Thanks for the correction. My Hawaiian "expert"-gave me cockamamie information. But
I'm intrigued by the additional flower signals. Now
all the tourists will be on the lookout for ladies
wearing three flowers: one over the right ear,
another on the back of the head and one on top!

DEAR ABBY: I'm 40 and have been divorced for seven
months. My husband left me for another woman. She has
six -kids. (I have five, but only three are at home.)
My 22-year-old daughter lives at home. We get along fine,
but here's the problem. She has a boyfriend, and I also have
a boyfriend. Her boyfriend comes over about five nights a
week and they sit in the living room,talking or watching TV
until 2 a.m. My boyfriend comes over maybe once or twice
during the week, and only every other weekend. My younger
kids(13 and 16)have the gobd sense to go to their rooms and
leave us alone, but my daughter and her boyfriend don't
budge. Abby, we need a little privacy. I'm afraid my
boyfriend will quit coming around if he can't see me alone.
--He takes me out to dinner now and then, but afterward he
can't even kiss me goodnight without an audience.
My daughter's boyfriend goes out two or three times a
week, spends his money, then tells her he can't, take her
anywhere. I'm beginning to think Maybe my daughter is
jealous of me. What should I do?'
NO PRIVACY
DEAR NO: Have a frank talk with your daughter
and agree to some ground rules stating which nights
the house will be exclusively yours and which nights
will be hers. Period.

- Mr. and Mrs. Eric Wilton Kelleher

• ••

Newborns And Dismissals Are Listed
7-3-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Cleaver, baby boy (Kathy)
Rt.6, Box 340-A, Murray.
Stockdale, baby girl
(Cathy) Rt. 4, Box 120, Murray..
Shupe, baby boy (Carolyn)
Rt. 1, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Hazel L. Price and
baby girl, Holiday Trailer
Park, Benton; Larry
Jameson, Rt. 1, Almo;
James T. Cashion, CR Box
20, New Concord; James S.
Amburgey, Rt. I, Henry,
Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret F.
Parham,Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Michael S. Birdsong, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Betty L.
Kelso,806 Sunny Lane, Murray; Mrs. Brenda A. Hutson,
1412 E. Stadium View Driv,
Murray; Mrs. Eva C. Hooks,
Rt. 2, Cadiz; Lacy R. Boren,
Sr., Rt. 2, Indian Mound,
Tenn.; Ted M. Cunningham,
1100 Berkshire Court, Murray.
Mrs. Annis M. Parrish, Rt.

•:P.

6, Murray;' Mrs. Mary 0.
Hopkins, Hardin; Robert
Eugene Nance, Rt. 7, Murray; Max Keel, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Ann M. Thornton,
Rt. 6-, Mayfield; Mrs. Leona
Williams,Rt. 2, Hazel.
Edison H. Pritchett, Dexter; Marvin Holland, 1624
College Farm Road, Murray; Commie E..Cain, Rt. 1,
Almo; Aubrey 0. Fitts, 705
Story, Murray; Mrs. Annie
Maude Wells, 701 North 18th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Jessie M. Wyatt,
Dexter; Mrs. Gladys M.
Houston, 516 South Sixth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Mary
E. Townley, Farmington;
Mrs. Lula White, 1606
Parklane Drive, Murray;
Robert Kirk, F-3 Southside
Manor,Murray.
7-4--81
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Kenneth W. Overcast, 271
Riviera Court, Murray; T.
Michael O'Cain, 907 E. Nor-

Free For The Asking!
WRITE

. BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

DEAR ABBY: I met a girl a few months ago, and I asked
her out. We had a great time, but when I tried to kiss her
goodnight, she said, "Don't rush it." I felt like an idiot. I
figured she didn't like me,so I didn't call her for a long time.
Then I got to thinking that maybe it was to her credit that
she didn't jump at the chance to kiss a guy she'd only known
a few hours. Anyway, I asked her out again and we had a
wonderful time. This time I didn't try to kiss her, but when
we said goodnight, she gave me a hug, which meant more to
hie Than a kiss.
My advice to guys who don't get kissed on the first date is
to call the girl for a second date. Don't feel rejected. It's nice
to know that there are still some girls who place a high
value on their kisses. I, for one, appreciate a girl who's hard
to get.
BRISTOL, CONN.

•

• *,•.
.

TO CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY- Master Johnny DeCaulElliott wil celebrate his fourth birthday with a dinlier
and party at his home in Murray. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Adams, and the grandson of CSM and
Mrs. Harold R. Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Cody Adams.

Dr. McKee Completes
Plastic Surgery Training
David McKee,formerly of
Murray, recently completed
plastic surgery training at
the Medical College of
Virginia in Richmond.
After graduating from
Murray State University,
Dr. McKee attended medical
school at the University of
Kentucky and completed his
general surgery training
there in 1979.
This year he received
board certification in
general surgery by. the
American College of
Surgeons.
Dr. McKee has opened his
David McKee
office in Nashville, Tenn.,
where he will be practicing
in the areas of maxillofacial, aesthetic, and hand surgery,
correction of congenital problems, and microvascular
surgery.
He is the son of Mr. and
- PATIENT,PADUCAH
Mrs. Aude- McKer;lormerly
Gail Troxler of Murray of Murray,and is married to
has been dismissed from the former Jeanie Diugtd;k
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah. They have three ciiiildren.

DISMISSALS
thwood Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Mrs. Glenna Sue Higgins
Jennifer C.Howell and baby
girl, 2101 Main Street, Ben- and baby boy, Rt.5, Murray;
ton; Mrs. Rebecca A. James D. Dowdy, Rt. 4, SprFutrell, No. 70 Shady Oaks, ingville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Murray; Danny Joe Rowena J. Calkan, 2104Gatesborough Drive, MurBurkeen,Rt.6, Murray.
Jean I. Green, 313 South ray; William W. Salmon,
13th Street, Murray; James Hazel; Mrs. Lou V. McGary,
S. Smith 419 South 10th 1308 Overby Drive, Murray.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Bobby R. Pickel, Holiday
Patricia A. Pearson, Rt. 1, Trailer Court, Benton; Mrs.
DEAR BRISTOL: And it's nice for a hard-to-get girl
Alino; Mrs. Debra A. Barth, Brenda V. Sanford, 4605
915 North 16th Street, Mur- Blandford Drive, Memphis, to know that she's appreciated.
ray; Mrs. Isle M. Thomas, Tenn.; Teddy G. Futrell, Rt.
•• •
Rt. 3, Cadiz; Mrs. Debra L. 1,Murray; Mrs. Lillian Sally
Workman, 500 Vancil, South Henson, Rt. 8, Murray;
DEAR ABBY: I've read a lot in your column about tipping
Charles E. Slater, Rt. 6, waitresses, but has leaving a tip for the maid in a hotel or
Fulton,Tenn.
Theresa L Jones, Rt. 8, Murray; Bernice F. Bishop, motel gone out of style? My friends say it has,but I disagree.
Murray; Joseph A. Wilker- New Concord.
Who is right?
BONNIE IN PALM BAY, FLA.
son, Rt. 7, Murray; Randall
E. Carter, 325 W. Farthing,
DEAR BONNIE: Leaving a tip is a gesture of
-Mayfield; Jay E. Young, Rt.
for a job well done. Such thoughtful
appreciation
3, Murray; Jenny R.
EATING AWAY
generosity never goes out of style.(Especially when
Johnston, Rt. 2, Benton;
UTICA, Ohio (AP) - An you're on an expense account.)
Tamra L. Curd, 1607 ice cream eating contest is
Sycamore Street, Murray.
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the highlight of an old
Mrs. Irene B. Jackson, Rt. fashioned ice cream festival the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Fred T. held every year here by "What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
Hart, Rt.! 1, Hazel; Mrs. Velvet Ice Cream. Con- and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
12080 Hawthorne
Mary L- Gross, 829 12th testants are judged by how envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
5000,
Suite
Blvd.,
Obine
Ill.;
Silvis,
Street,
much they can eat in three,
Wyatt, Rt. 1, Hardin; Edgar five or 10 minutes.
L Rowland, 110 South 12th
According to the volunteer
Street, Murray; Mrs. Nellie Sertoma Club, which runs
A. McCallon, Rt. 1,ICirksey. the contest, ice cream por7-5-81
tions are weighed by . the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS pound. An average quart of
Jenkin, baby boy (Alice) premium ice cream will
Rt. 2,Box A-9, Murray.
weigh 22 ounces, or nearly
Cochrum, baby girl 11
2 pounds. Players eat
/
(Anita) No. 56 Shady Oaks, away a pint at a time.
Murray.

Summer Sale
SAVE

1/3 to 1/2
Chia:iron 's fashions
Hrs. 9-6/Won Sat
9-9 Fro

7he step cz

adder

ElistAir Shopping Corer
753 77%

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHS
DON'T HAVE TO BE
EXPENSIVE...

Ben Brumley IV To Be
ri On
National TV Show
Ben Allen Brumley IV of Murray will be seen on the national television show,"Card Sharks," in the shows to be.
aired nationally on NBC an Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday,July 13, 14,and 15. The show will be seen at 11
a.m. on Channel 6,WPSD-TV and on Channel 4, WSM-TV
Brumley is a contestant on the show which was filmed
at the NBC Studios in Hollywood, Cal., June 12 and June
25. Brumley was the Winner of $5,700 before he was
eliminated on the game show.
A special feature story and picture of Brumley, a 1981
graduate of Calloway County High School who will leave
Aug.31 for basic training with the U.S. Army at Fort Dix,
N. J., appeared in the June 156 issue of The Murray
Ledger &Times after it% first appearance on the national
television show.
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Miss Donna BaileyBecomes The Bride Of
Charles Park in Ceremony At The Home
—1

Miss Donna Bailey and
Charles Park were married
on Saturday, June 20, at the
home of her parents on
Neale Road. The parents of
the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Gene N. Bailey— of Murray
Route 4 and Mr. and Mrs.
David L. Park, Sr. of Memphts, Tenn.
Nuptial music was provided by Oneida White, pianist,
Hellon Carlin, vocalist.
The Rev. Dr. Jerry
Glisson, pastor of the
Leawood Baptist Church,
Memphis, Tenn., performed
the double ring ceremony.
The vows were read before
the fireplace which was
flanked by brass plant
stayids topped with ferns.
The mantle was covered
with an arrangement of
white gladioli, poms, ferns,
•and ivy with brass
caSdlesticks on each end.
The staircase, descended by
the bride, was decorated
with ivy and white satin
streamers.
The Bride
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal gown of
candlelight peau de soie and
Chantilly lace. The bodice of
the dress and long fitted
sleeves were made of lace
and featured a Queen Anne
neckline. The flared skirt
formed a chapel length train
arid was appliqued with lace.
Her veil was a fingertip
length mantilla fashioned
with candelight illusion and
trimmed in _peru lace and
Chantilly lace appliques.
The-gown was handmade by
Mrs. Cleo Bucy and Mrs.
qadolph Smith, great aunt of
the bride.
Her bouquet was a colonial

4414,41.7
4111104k
nosegay of ivory silk roses f,
and salmon colored
sweetheart roses, with
sprays of apricot gysophilia
and baby's breath. The bouquet was designed and made
by the bride. She wore a gold
pendant, a gift from the
groom and pearl earrings
belonging to her aunt for
"something borrowed."
Miss Karen Bailey, sister
of the bride, was chosen
maid of honor, and Miss
Elizabeth Bailey, youngest
sister of the bride, was
bridesmaid. They wore identical floor length mint green
satin gowns with slip-style
bodices and green organza
overblouses featuring short,
puffed raglan sleeves and
bell skirts. They each carried an ivory lace fan with a
single open salmon rose attached with ivory streamers
tied in love knots.
The Groom
The groom was attired in
an ivory Mil coat tuxedo,
featuring a pleated skirt and
wing-tipped collar and ivory
ascot. His boutonniere was a
salmon colored silk rose.
The father of the bride and
the father of the groom, who
served as best man, wore
fawn .colored tuxedoes with
ivory pleated wing-tip shirts
and brown bow ties. They
wore
white carnation
boutonnieres.
The bride's mother chose
to wear a street length
border print dress of mauve
and white georgette. with a
scoop neckline, long raglan
sleeves, a draped waistline
and flared circular skirt.
Mrs. Park, mother of the
groom, wore a pink street
length qiana knit featuring a
The mothers and grandV neckline with accordian mothers of the couple, Mrs.
pleats down the front.'
B. D. Ferguson and Mrs.
Dwight Park, had Corsages
of white cymbidium orchids
Miss Susan Park, sister
We ore pleased to
the groom, kept the guest
announce that Kelly
register. The wedding was
Williams, bride-elect
directed by Mrs. Paul Lyons.
of Harold Doran has
Reception
selected her pottery,
Immediately following the
formal and informal-ceremony, a reception was
flatware and achosted by the bride's
cessories from our
parents.
bridal
complete
Serving the guests were
registry.
Mrs. Don Bailey, Mrs. John
Dunn, Miss Stephanie Dunn,
Kelly and Harold
Miss Danna Shipley, and
will be married August
Miss Nella Simpson.
15.
The three tiered wedding
cake was accented with pale
yellow roses. The cake was
topped with white satin
covered bells. Punch, nuts,

Senior
Citizens

The annual homecoming will be held at Jeffrey
Cemetery on Sunday, July 12, with the Rev. Paul Bogard
to speak at 11:30 a.m. A basket dinner will be served.
Persons unable to attend may send donations for the
cemetery upkeep to Troy Cleve Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.
42036.

Tour Planned Foil
Group In August serThvedo
tiftland Homecoming
Outland
land Cemeteryhomecoming
be
To Two States

on
Wednesday, July 15, at 12 noon with a basket dinner to be

-The - Murra y-C a1low ay
Persons unable to attend may mail their donations to
County Senior Citizens Tour Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray,Ky. 42071.
Director, Toopie Thomas,
has a trip of three days and
two nights planned for Aug.
11, 12, and 13.
Leaving the parking lot at
North Fourth and Walnut
Streets at 7 a.m. on Aug. 11
by Brooks Bus, the group
will go to Branson Inn Motel,
then have dinner at Aunt
Mollie's cafeteria, and attend the Shepherd of the
Hills pageant.
Wednesday morning the
group will travel to Eureka
Springs, Ark.,for a full guided tour of Eureka Springs attactions including the high
lights of Eureka Springs
known as America's "Little
Switzerland."
At 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday
the group will see the Great
Passion play, a drama portraying the Biblical account
of Jesus of Nazareth.
The cost will be $142 which
includes rooms, tickets to
the plays, breakfast, one dinner, and tips. For informa(If You Buy This
tion persons may call Mrs.
Thur., Fri. or Sat.)
Thomas at 753-0274 or 7530929.

ack of Ladies
Spring & Summer
Dresses 1/2 OFF

eans by Faded
Glory
10% OFF
inter Coats
0%

Fr
8th
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Symms,

1

and yellow rose and green
leaf mints were also served
from crystal and silver appointments on a table
vered with a yellow cloth
overlaid with white lace.
Yellow candles in crystal
holders and an arrangement
of pale yellow carnations
and roses accented the table.
A table covered with an
ivory cloth held various hors
d'oeuvres.
Rice bags were distributed
by Misses Amy Bailey, Carol
Bailey and Hope Carlin.
The couple left for a wedding trip to Williamsburg
and Virginia Beach, Va.,
after which they will reside
in Memphis,Tenn.
Out of town guests included Mrs. John Dutiff,
Stephanie and Stacy, Covington, Ga.; Mrs. Ann Gray,
Granada, Miss.; Mrs. Ina

JEFFREY'S

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Roger Parrish of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Park, Tupelo, Miss., Miss
Nella Simpson, Manilla,
Ark.; Miss Carol Montgomery and David York,St.
Louis, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. D.
L. Park, David Park, Miss
Susan Park, Miss Pam McCarley, Miss Beth Olson,
Miss Anna Pesce, Miss
Terry Leach, Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Parrish, Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Joyner, Miss
Michelle King, Garry
Spencer, Dr. and Mrs. Phil
Glisson, Dr. Jerry Glisson,
Miss Kelly Milam, Miss
Betts, Danny
Marsha
Harlow, Miss Karen Ellis,
Richard Murck, Miss Mary
Bryant, and Miss Donna
Barnett, Memphis,Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
hosted a rehearsal dinner at
Barkley Lodge for the bridal
party and out of town guests.

302 Main—Murray

cWiL
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DIAMOND REMOUNT.
SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
RE-SET WHILE YOU WAIT*

SALE

2 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY
JULY 10TH
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

Rt. 1

SATURDAY
JULY 11TH
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

41.,t
ps).<
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FOR SATURDAY,JULY 11, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
row be? To find out what the (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "I
stars say, read the forecast
You'd like a quiet weekend,
given for your birth Sign.
but interruptions interfere
with privacy. Take a nap.
You'll find that things will imARIES
prove towards nightfall.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
CAPRICORN
Others may be touchy in the (Dec.72 to Jan. 19) 10a
morning, but the situation iI71You may contact the wrong
proves later. Towards friend about a business matnightfall, you'll reach agree- ter, but keep trying and you'll
ment about finances.
meet with one sympathetic to
TAURUS
your cause.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
AQUARIUS
If you have offended a loved (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
one, you'll be able to mend
A close tie may feel left out,
fences towards evening. if business is the only thing on
Heart-to-heart talks lead to your mind. Be considerate,
pleasant times.
but take advantage of imporGEMINI
tant developments.
nap(May 21 to June 20)
PISCES
You may be undecided (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
about a work project, but
If traveling, the afternoon is
you'll come up with the right the best time to leave. Get a
answers later. Be alert for a second opinion about a
new job or money opportunity. business matter. Save time for
CANCER
hobbies.
(June 21 to July 22) 484;1
YOU BORN TODAY have
Children may be difficult administrative ability and will
during the morning. Later, the succeed in public life.
way is clear for good times
with loved ones. Singles attract romance.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) at`g
CLARK BOY
Small domestic problems
Sgt. and Mrs. Gregory Don
require your attention, but Clark announce the birth of a
you'll experience a sense of
Don, born
well-being once you've handl- baby boy, Richard
at the Naval Hospital in San
ed them. Enjoy family life.
VIRGO
Diego, Cal. Sgt. Clark is with
Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
the United States Marine
Morning plans are subject to Corps.
revision, which could prove
Grandparents are Rayexasperating. Even so, attenand Linda Clark of
mond
dance at a social event should
Murray Route 4, and Mrs.
pick up your spirits.
LIBRA
Tashi Takeda and the late
(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
Mr. Takeda of Sasebo,
A friend could be touchy due
Japan.
to a money question. ExGreat grandparents are
penses are high now, but you'll
meet with both career and Mrs. Jewel Wilkerson of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
financial opportunities.
Milford Clark of Great
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Valley, N. Y. A great great
A fawning manner will be grandmother is Mn.' Clara
resented by a superior. Don't Whitcomb of oiesCW, y.,
bring up personal problems
with non-interested parties. who will celebratilbw MO
birthday.
on July n.
Evening 100kB promising.

STEAK DINNER

1165 P
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COUNTRY FRIED
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Ilse Oar Csavealeat Layaway Plea

Your Individual
Horoscope

NEW!
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Fri. Et
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ortswear 1/3 OFF

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Park

Jeutiii®

Jeffrey Homecoming

(11 IntereNt To
(

ent4

$2.95
Our new Country Fried Steak is made with real round of beef.
tender and meaty We cook it up crispy and golden. and smother
it with creamy-rich country gravy Served with mashed potatoes
and a fresh green dinner salad. Its a whole new reason to .

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

Protect your diamond investment against possible loss due to
worn or loose mounting. Let our experts create a beautiful new
ring, simply and inexpensively. Over 300 styles in 10K and 14K
-white and yellow gold from which to choose. Additional
diamonds also available at a savings. Cost includes custom
made mounting, polishing, and complete ultrasonic cleaning
of your diamonds.
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1 CANT

$1,999
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Available

SPECIAL
141 SOLITAIRE
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I've Got The Shield

...Attend Church

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main - M urray. Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice

AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FIFTVRE

\

North 12th Street
CHURCH

JflJTJJ
-

WE DELIVER

..

Carroll Tire Service

(imIRcraa

,CAr<HY -OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
1301 W. Main — 753-7745

, ,

7 a.m.-10:30a.m.

SO

limbo

Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist

Breakfast Served

7 a.m.-Midnight

SHELTER

For Your
life•IIsoftie•• Home
CAP° BUe11111111S•FIK1111

Restaurant
Victor's
West

VICTOR.

-

-----'
---Y t i IIT"--1"--4
I 011 • t)
(1-1 4 1
Sun.-Thurs. -- 0
ATTEND
7 a.m.-11 p.m. -I
REGULARLY

Fri. Et Sat.

Wit D
—
Of

753-0445
522W. Main
...

HOURS:

1110=0.1

Dan McNett

. .,

l ')'
'
Sunday
Psitans
150-14
Ao.”.csay
Solomon
86-13

4

Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
/
11
753-1489
1105 Popo

.0

'

.

!

PRINTING
Winchester

Murray,Ky.

'a

Isalsn
36 I 10

Services!
753-11317

t

Wednesday

1.Lulu,

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Shoot
8th & Chestnut

gtotiand

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

1021-24

Thursday
PNlippisris
2:12-18
Friday
John
18.113-24
Saturday
Psalms
18:5-11

Natal
753-4832

DALtIg 4,

Beildiag Mocks II Ready Mil Concrete

East Main Street

-

15% Discount Cub & Carry
on Proscription

.

1N So. 4th St.

'

753-14112

•
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"It's Finger Uckin' Geed"
Try Ow Delicious Beef

Le,

People chuckle when they me•baby who MOM to have the weight of the
world on his shoulders. What cam he possibly be thinking about that makes him
"
seem so pensive?
Ifis thoughts probably aren't very serious, for babies often strike delightful
and comical poses that enliven the family photo album.
Rut babies grow up and become adults, with real problems and difficult
..
decisions to nuke
Don't forget,as year baby sutures, to emphasise those things that will enable
hiss to cope with his helve. Don't forget love, discipline, understanding ... and
especially, don't forget No spiritual training.

Gardens
Murray Memorial
..Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counsermg Service
641 North - 753-2654

P 1-;-:. OPLE

CThe

KY.

Mar-Lane CeramicsEt Gift Shop

&ERRE COMES
U:00a m
Karr*" Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship

POPLAR SPIN/4G
II :00 a.in.
Montag Worship
1.30 p.m
Evening Worship

COLDWATER SAPTIST
CHUR04
Sundry &hoof
9:0
Morning Services
11:99
EmigSonic*
4.48

......

of

DEXIIM IMPTISE CHURCH
Wednesday Service I:311pm
ma'am.
fent*Scheel
11:01am.
Wershipbernee
ale pm
Ihirday Nile

D & Welionopply
"We install auto glean"
Auto Paint Material
7534543

PIZZA NUT

PUNT BAPTIST
U-1111a_m
Mendes Were*
IL 46 pm
15vaing Ininhip
GIACE MITER
alia.m.
Weft Wheel
00aca.
Menne Warship
5:38
Singing.Era• Wee.
8:81 am.

Murray Electric Systom
401 Olive - 753-5312

HAZEL BAPTIST
earning Worship
U:811am
Wank*
I:71115AL

E•enuti

/WOW EAPTIST

Storey
Food Giant

IORICIEY BAIEUT
Wierving Warship
U:Nam.
Evening Were*
7:34 pan.

Bol-Air Shopping Coast

LEDINETTIMI NISSIONMY
BAPTIST

Ward-Elkins
WRECKER
SERVICE
Air Conditioning

Service
Rudy Lovett

R

rsuoveSSIP
Worship
la:SI a.m.
8:30 a.m.
Bit& School
6:IN p.m.
Evening Service
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Basle Study
te:011 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:le a.m.
Evening
"
I:
Pm'
COLDWATER
*:54am
Horning Waren*
Evening Worship
11:110 p.m.

Won-up

MINDSHIP
10:0 a.m.
Sunday School
11 ASam
Morning Wonhip
OMEN PLAIN
NW a.m.
MsStuidy
WNW,Ser. le:46 a.m.&II p.m.
7:5 p.m.
Wed. Weroldp
HAZEL CHURCH
Of CHRIST
egge=ip
5110
AM.
10:60
P.M. Worship
4:36
Mid-Week
7-18
WILSEY CFIURCH
Of CHRIST
Swift School
10:0a.m.
Mariang WordUp
M:38a.m.

'

So-v.es roma t,
Me toast

ceionow tsar

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

Roy McKendret, Pharmacist

PRESBYTERIAN

FOR D

LISERTY CUMWERLAND
10:00 ism.
Samday School
Worship Sernce
II:01 a.m.

wowsawe UNITED
Sunday Schoolto:OD a.m.
Wondng Worship 11:00 a.m.
lat & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.

MOUNT PLEASANT
11:SIa.m.
Morning Warship
Evening Worship
7:40 pm.
.1AsANT
.
...mar
050VI
it;i--sci,;(4
11:4 a.m.
Worship Service
II:Noma.

COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 :411 am 1st &
2r* Sunday. 10:01 am. 3rd &
'm Id
h.Salm*SchoolI"s
"
& led Suothe. 11:0 am. 3rd Ili
ealassoloy.

Compliments of
,

Trenholm's
Restaurant

OAK GROVE
Sunday Sdiool
18:1111 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND
10 00 a m
Worship Service

1206 Chestnut
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:06 stn.
&oho School
11:1110 a.m.,11:00 p.m.
Worship

Vaughn's Plumbing

CALVARY TIMM
laelia.ra
Sunday School
Worship Ser. 11 a.m , 7 30 p.m.

FIRST Is5T140057
Worn*
8:4581111:511a.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHOOIST
NM arm
1101 am

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
NM a.m.
Morning Worship
11:99 am.
KIMSEY UNIT0ED
11 a.m.
Sunday School
11 elam
Morning Woe**
7:10 p.m.
Evening Worship

I.
t --' ..

WEST KENTUCKY MUSIC CO.
Owned A Operated INN Smith 4 Seas
Bast la Maim& & Arcade Gams

MARTIN'S CHAPEL MUD
Want4P &lyric*
9:201-In&nay School
11:94 a.m.
MASON'S CHAIM. UNITED
Worship
HIM a.m.
handily School
11:GO a.m.
.
MT.CJUMEL
Worship Service 1804 a.m. 2nd
Sunday; 11 OS a.m. ith Sunday
Sunday School 10 00 am 1st.
3rd, - Oh Sunday . 11:01 a.m.
Ind Sunday
MT. HEBRON
Worship
am. lat
10:0 al
, 4Service
)
.
&and
11:19 am
sun
Sunday School 11:0 a.m.
1st Sonde,- 10:40 am.,Ind, ird
k 4th Sunday

day.

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School.
IS:00 cm.
II :pa a.m
Worship

!AT, .
is,•• 6

FIRST UNITED
Sunday Woraup 10 a.m.& 7 p.m.
7-40 p.m.
Twas & Thurs

BAPTIST
=rota

5%Ante

Murray, Ky.

Randy Thornton Service Co.

I...I_

I

NEW MT.CANNA
MISSIONARY
Man*.Wombat'
11 ••a.fn.
6 11111 p ot.

E.—Went*,

Air Conditioning-lhating-C•nomersial Rofriorailoa

SERVICE MUNI ENOWLE1111

NOIT101011

m
awning womb* n7.16Nap.m.

limning Wonted

Phone 753-8181

NEW
Compliments Of
.

ritoviourcs

lehni
=ime
tegmty Winne

.....

0::::
11 1
.
S.al pm.

CHAIR
11 *a m
Weft Warship
II:31 p m
EwesWarship

#2011

UNION GROVE
NI:54 a.m.
Naming Wer0iip
COS P-rn.
* Warden
Erse,
UNIVERSITY
Merging Worship
10:10 a.m
leaning Worship
6:0 am.
WEST MURRAY
WI 50am.
Nersiag Warship
6 01 p In
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS 04Arti
is0Lai,
Bib*ShaN
11:IS ant.
Wining IF
Wed. Eve. Bibleomoy 7,0011 In.

The Pillsbury Co.

THE CHURCH Of JESUS
CHRIST — AAIA0 HEIGHTS
NM a.m.
Sunday School
worshiP Service 11 a.m.. 7 p,rn,

Located On Kentucky Lake Near Aurora

UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:0 a.m.
WwarnPnervIcell 1111m.0ara

Compliments Of

Tay or Sood Co.
i

f,

OTHERS

SAVE-WAY
GAS AL RESTAURANT

i

MURRAY CHURCH
11,45 cm
Sunday Scheel
Marra;Worship
00s m
N.V.P./. Worship
6:16p.m.
lErseig IlIership
11:W pet,
Wedennlay Warship 7:18 p.m.

1
.

_

.

-

Phone 753-5012

Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerald Boyd—Owner

11981911ardware

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

llarvhis You lance 1117"

,/

pm

Slue Oran -- Ilardwara
Cara Is Buck Knives
_

mak&

•A,

11.44 fro fr ••••••• • •

•••• •

41,11•

""us

-MIENS

7124WS

am"

, PU-100 •

Jim Tate
Murray Auto Auction

ta m . 11 a m ,
4 30 p m
Mw8:311p.m.
Saturday

,t
'

end Casilele Counties

Ram* CM tic
7511311

Hwy. 641•Abso, By.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
Illth at Calloway
10 00• m
Church School
1 i Nam
worehip
i 30 p.m
Sudsy Evening

•

Hair
Designing
!Studio

HEAD
LINE*
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-0882

•

gat
Opea 7 Days f
ian
Geese & Amerc
Criers Ts Ge 753•44118
,km)
41 hi Naar
.
osart

ALL JERSEY
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
Murray, Ky.

753-0202

c=p Hendon's Servide Station
66

OF SMELL OIL PRODUCTS

Batwing Callaway,Greve*.

1511150

209 So. 1I

I.

Janrs Cafe
100 Maple St. -- 7534456

FLA11-0-RICH

A -Friend

.

Country Horn Breakfasts-Our Specialty

a

West Kontooky Coral Eleotrio
.
. Co-Operative Corp.

753-7793

4th & Sycamore

Sunday Mass

LOCUST GROW CHURCH
11 1110 a m
Wonting Worship
if 00• m
Sunday Sever/
5 30 p m
Even*,Worship
5 00 p m
N.Y.P.S. Wend*
30 p m
4
Evening
Wedelns's,

753-5742

Lynn Grove Rood

011U1K11 OF JESUS OIRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
321S. Nth Si.
11 11111 a.m.
01IndelY School
Secrienerd Meeting 11.911 a.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
sawn
Fenner Ave. 4.17th St, Murray
11 GO stn.
Sunday
11.11ecin.
Ihnishy School
7 36
Ind Wed.
134
RR Ind Wed.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School li
Bible Class
115 a.m.
Worship
NM a.m.

UVENDI DAY ADVENTIST
&items School 50.1430 a.m.
Set. 9:19 am.
War**
'
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Pfaani.
ihrill.BM
11:00am.
CENrCiiReboot
ST. LEO CATTIOLK
CNU1104

NAZARENE

753-1217

Compliments Of

111:el am
11:00 am.
7:16 am

NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENCE
hicfUratey Ras& Denise
NO a.m.
Sioiday School
II:00.m
Womb*

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
It Sea rn
_YSchool_
_
WON°MOW--' — - Strdl
II Sea m
*Waft , manlinft w"MO
Morning Wonhip
Sillipm..
Evening Worship
TIMM MU UNITED
SWUM a POPLAR
Morning Worship
la 00 a m.
&mai
Sunclny
Ellba.M.
Wonhip Service
11 10 a.m
9:0am.
Bible Study
WOam.
WY AMIN CHAPEL
Worship Service
6:0 p.m.
Emming Wor*dp
AME CHURCH
Wet MIR ROW 7 31O ain- winter
10 45 a m
Morning Services
7:1111p.m. mune

900 Calibrator ltd.

11719EL CHAPEL
sundiy sdi00
Worship Service
Eveiling worship

LYNN GROVE
II:45 a.m.
Worship Servior
N:45 a.m.
Church School

7534168

501 N. 4th

Sunday Sc&F*
W.00°°4-m•
ASSWIILY CW
11:04 am
Morning Worship
7:0 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:40p.m.
Thum Hite

Worship
School
&oda,

.
s

Jimmy Lamb, Owner

FAITH APOSTOLK
CHURCH
21115Cekhrater Rd.
Sun.Ser. 31-11 a.m. 7:61 p.m.
7:0 p.m
loss. 13/bieIN*

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
WinneService
1110am
NM a.m
"
Send
86"1
GOSHEN METHODIST
NW a.m.
Church Scheel
11:1111 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Ser. Worship 4:30 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
1:41a in.
Sunday School
lad a.m.
Morning Worship
6-411 am
1:verung

IWII1UPIS

753-2997

PENTECOSTAL

MW PROVIDENCE
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
11:40am
'WPM
Evening Waren*

Parker
Ford Inc.

DX IA/—
701 Main — 753-5273

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
M.31 s m.
Watchtower
1:30 am.
Bible Lecture

MEMORIAL BAPTISE
MISLEL
Iierniag Worship
11:411pan.
Evening Wenhip

753-2380

Olympic Plaza
FIRST PRESSYTERIAN
1130 a.m.
Church School
10 *a.m.
WoreniP Service

eITHel UNITE)
Morning worship 9:30 a.m.
10:30 am.
Sunday School
Ind h 40Sun. Night 6:00 p.m.

RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Synch,.School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.011 a.m.

LONE OAK PRISETIVE
laianday
IleP.m111:91am
day
Std

•

1

4Prolleirp *nem
1
Rata" 1/
•0 Om ION. 011rlitievant 140110 MOO

METHODIST

7594144

Byron s Discount Pharmacy

,••• ......0

NEW CONCORD
Marring Service
10:SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6:OS p.m.

.
was

Tires
old
______

Murray Moose Lodge

atimmuLumitisnAts

Serve You On Monday"

Wain
GROW
iiinwow Win
-ow
Evening Winer
7:SI p.m.

Pleats 753-1713

802 Chestnut

PIRST 04RISTIAN
WaleServices
11:46 ans.ili 11:0 gun.

623 so. 4th

ilk
'AL.00."16 ,..• At
MIN. 16 NM'?
"11611114,1118atm

7:*Pm!I
"
Wm.
igvaVal
*
(Sane
& Wednesdays

SERVS!753-3571
CENTER • -

Owner

Lynn Grove
Feed Et Seed
t
435-4415
Lynn Grove
Coo
D & T Wadhouse Foods
Lowest Groceries in Town
st."Closed
On Sunday-To Better

p.
a.m.
Er:tam el:m.
=
Wednesday night
7:SI p.m.

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MA'fTAG
403 Maple

in
na..m
1:311 pm

ick"
=p
tniffileg Service

's

SIMMS CREEK
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 *a.m.
Wining Wernhip
6 30 p.m.
Training Union
7.30 p.m
Evening Worship
740 p,m.
Worship
Wed.
ST. JOHN 111APTIST CHURCH
Morning War**
a0a.m.
Sunday -Mon
11:4111a.m.

CHRISTIAN

FIRST BAPTIST
Mereleg Warship
N:45 a.m.
7:ID p.m.
Evening Wershlp

Auto Body & Frame Work
1945
900 Sycamore Established
753-5142

SINKING SPRING
11 *a.m.
Morning Wonhip
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Rindey ached
1,.91 a.m.
Wrong Warship
11:01 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:88 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 AI p.m.

FAITH BAPTIST
11:1111a.m.
Idernuir Worship
CO p.m.
Evening Went*

Buck's Body' Shop

SCOTTS GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
8.360:mEvening Wroth*

SUGAR CREEK
Morekte Wenhip
11:IN am.
liVuelog Worship
I:6p.m

WANIANUIL MISSIONARY
Manitg Warship
U:le a.m.
Eveadee Womb*
SW p.m.

12th & Chestnut,759-4646

SALEM BAPT5T
learning Wonhip
1180 a.m.
Evening Woratep
7:15 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
OIUROI

WJA GEOVI EAPTEST
Merwlee Worship
11:14 a.m.
Ewa* Worship
II:0 p.m.

•Plua•Pasta•Saadvoiehas "
t

WEST FORK
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6,011p.M.
sunday evening
eedneeday Evening 7:00 p.m.

COLDWATER
11 10 a m
Morning Services
6 110 p m
Ennuis Services

Certified TeochereCustom Orders•Supplms
Noun:Two. b Time. 111:30 ALM. OD 4 oni
10 ili sun
753-2540
11 I. 1 Murray
Weel. It FA. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m

512 S. 121h

14.000 RIVER
11 011 a.m.
Morning Worship
630 p.m.
Evening Worship

OWSTNUT STEUT
GENERAL
10:10arn
Sunday School
11.00 it m.
Morning Worship

Member FDIC

N

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

,iiBA N K

M1792RAY

.
t
..
....

Problems... Problems

Us Entertain Yee

Murray
Theatres

C

k

't:'

aail Has Sandwiches
OM le Orders 7534101

Sycamore et 12th

Hwy. 121 N. 753-0233

*ob._

= ,..0t..2.
,

Kentucky fried Ckiektn

121 Auto Repair

,

lob Dunn,i..

753-3540

No.4th Street

CLOSID ON SUNDAYS
'

PRIMPS 66 PRODUCTS
Phone -153-1921

ON Ivary Sweeny
hod Dune
Mem & Aisaritiaa
05.25
.
OBSTAURAINT

Sharon's Housc,Of Pets.
Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

_601 So. 4th St.

-

753-8619

4
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Cat And Rat Farm

Low
Down

FROM THE

catalyst between the bondholders and
the Federal Government" He said
the plan is well thought out by bond
authorities.
Shoemaker said the money from the
new $300 million bonds authorized will
be used on "existing roads generally"
for repair and reconstruction.
While the authority for issuing the
$300 million is provided in HB 464, the
money provision is in the budget,
which says:
"There is hereby authorized in the
Transportation Fund a bond fund
authorization of up to $150 million in
fiscal year 1980-81 and up to $150
million for fiscal 81-82 for the construction and rehabilitation of roads
along with the related costs in the
primary road system.
The related debt service payments
or lease payments to the Kentucky
Turnpike Authority as appropriate,
may be expended from funds appropriated to the Transportation
Fund."
The highway construction industry
and the general public have had some
difficulty in interpreting the effects of
the plan if it is carried through.
In checking with some key people in
the construction industry, none held
out any hope that it would create any
boomlet in the industry in times that
are very dull. There is little or no construction and small amounts of repair
and resurfacing going on in the state.
Some legal authorities raised some
question whether the $150 million
authorized for 1980-81 can be issued
now since the time expired midnight
June 30.
However, Shoemaker says his
understanding is that the Brown administration plans to issue the full
$300 million, but he refused to comment on the June 30 deadline
"because I can't get into the legality"
or "law"on the subject.
There is also some wonderment in
legal and financial circles whether the
Federal Government will let the state
sell non-taxable bonds and then make
a profit by buying Treasury notes that
pay more even though Shoemaker
said,"We aren't going to get the full
rate the average buyer gets on the
Treasury notes."

Congressional
Record

oer

New Civilian
Conservation Corps

-

Representative Edward R. Royal
(Calif.) "...I (have) introduced H.R.
3686 to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps.(CCC).
-The purposes of my bill are very
simple. It proposes to create a national work force of young people to
maintain our national forests and
public lands. It proposes to provide
both employment and experience to
young people currently unemployed.
And in recognition of the fact that we
live in a world of limited resources. It
proposes to foster conservation.
"In order to join the new Civilian
Conservation Corps, a person would
have to be unemployed, a citizen or
lawful permanent resident of the
United States, and between 16 and 25
years of age.
"Special consideration would be
given to minority youth and youth
from areas of high unemployment.
"The Secretary of the Interior,
under whose jurisdiction the new CCC
is to fall, would be responsible for insuring that CCC members receive at
least the minimum wage and work
under reasonable terms and conditions. The Secretary would be
authorized to provide the opportunity
for CCC members to further their
education either through credit for
service in the CCC or through actual
academic study.
"Finally, H.R. 3686 would make service in the CCC an alternative to the
draft by making CCC members ineligible to be drafted except in times
of war or national emergency...
"The unemployment rate among
teenagers 11.5 percent and among
minority youth, it is a staggerhig 33.6
percent. We cannot fail our young people this way.
"To my knowledge, I am the only.
current Member of Congress to have
served in the original CCC, and I can
testify to the pride and self-worth that
service of this kind can provide to a
young person...
"The bottom line in this issue is that
young people with jobs pay taxes and
young pen* without jobs do not pay.
'Through my Bill 3686, •.re can put
these young people to work and help
them to help our country..."
+++

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
A CCC.program is not new. The
original CCC accomplished its goal of
providing meaningful employment
when jobs were scarce. The time for a
new CCC may be here. At the Hearings a date should be set when the
CCC program should end. Any new
regulations added to the new CCC program should be monitored by the Congress.

Copley blows Service

EARTLIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to Heartllne,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have worked under
Social Security for 17 years. I am now
partialy disabled by arthritis, which
caused me to lose my job for 7 years,
because I could not continue to do the
duties that were required in that position. I have been tryin to find employment for 4 months now, and have had
no luck, because of my condition.
However, there are many jobs that I
could do, if I could just be lucky
enough to land one. I was wondering if
I could apply for a partial disability
under Social Security, just until I find
a job. L.F.
ANSWER: There is no such thing as
partial disability under the Social
Security program. You must be 100%
disabled from doing any type of gainful employment, and have a doctor's
statement that your condition will last
at least one full year. If social security
feels that there are jobs that you could
perform, then you would not be eligible for any disability benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am new to the
Medicare program. Should I just attach my receipts from my doctor to
the Medicare claim form and send it
in, or should!send it to my doctor and
let him fill it out? Also, should I send
the claims in as I make each medical
payment, or should I wait until the
end of the year and send them all in at
one time? J.B.
ANSWER: If your doctor provides
such a service as filling out your
Medicare claim forms, then it is more
effective to allow him to do so.
However, many doctors do not have
the time or the staff to provide such a
service, while others may provide it
at an added costto you. If you send the
claims in yourself, be sure to send an
itemized copy of the bill, not the

10 Years Ago
The 1971 version of the Calloway
County Fair will get underway on July
12 and will continue through July 17 at
the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
The fair is under the sponsorship of
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
and the Calloway County Fair Board.
Deaths reported include Ralph F.
Mason,51.
E. J. Haverstock, president of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, and
vice president and general manager
of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company,spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Rebecca Hope Neathamer of
Drakesboro is the winner of the
scholarship of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. She is a senior with a double major in art and mathematics.
Miss Laurie Ruth Tucker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Tucker, was
married to Joel Dean Tobey EM3,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tobey, on
July 2 at the 1Cirksey Methodist Church.
Carl Todd was honored with a dinner in celebration of his birthday on
July 3 at the Murray City Park.

By S.C. Van Curon

FRANKFORT — Transportation
SecretarY Frank Metts and Gov. John
- Y. Brown Jr. have come up with a
"Cat and Rat Farm" idea to pay off
the Kentucky Turnpike Authority's
bonded indebtedness.
This will open the door for issuing
$300 million new industrial development road bonds for "reconstruction
and repair of industrial development
roads," spokesmen for the department have explained.
Here's the way the plan works as
presented to Kentucky by some New
York bond specialists:
The Turnpike Authority will issue
$621 million in new bonds which will
give the present bond owners a higher
rate of interest and adequate security
for payment. The state would take the
money and buy U.S. Treasury notes at
a higher rate of interest than the new
state bonds will pay.
The new state bonds will carry
essentially the same maturity dates
as the present bonds, and the earnings
the state gets from the Treasury notes
will be paid the bond holders through
the Kentucky Turnpike Authority.
Since the state bonds are tax free to
the investors, the rate will be lower,
although higher than the present
bonds,than the state is earning on the
Treasury notes, hence the state
makes a profit estimated at $10.8
million over a period of 10 years.
Essentially the idea is to transfer the
obligation from the state to the
Federal Government.
The authority to issue the $300
million in new bonds was granted in
HB 464 by the 1980 legislature. It provides the state may issue $150 million
for fiscal year 1980-81 and $150 million
for fiscal 81-82.
Ron Shoemaker, comptroller of the
Department of Transportation, said
the plan has been worked out to
"eliminate some of the language in
the old indentures that would hamper
us in issuing new bonds. We didn't
want to do it if it cost us money."
Shoemaker said the refunding idea
is "not extending debts. The new
bonds will have approximately the
same maturity dates as the present
bonds. The plan provides more flexi6ility. The state is acting as a

Looking Back
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The Murray State College Orchestra, directed by Richard W. Farrell, will present a concert on July 11
original. It is not uncommon for the do wait until the end of the year and in the Student Union Ballroom at MurMedicare carrier to lose a bill, and send all their claims in at one time. ray State.
write back to ask for another copy. So This causes long delays in processing
Deaths reported include Mrs. Vade
always keep the original copies.
and payment, and creates a real Crawford,91.
You should send in your claims as headache for the Medicare
Holmes Ellis has been promoted to
carrier.
soon as possible after a medical ser- So, send your bills in as soon as
you lieutenant colonel and James M.
vice has been received. Many people
Lassiter to major in their reserve
unit,the 430th Civil Affairs Company,
with headquarters in Paducah.
By BRUCE LOGUE
Births reported at the Murray_
Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
Mark Edward Hall, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Terry W. Wilson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lassiter, and a boy
to Mr.and Mrs. Billy Garland.
Mrs. Elmo Boyd, Mrs. Richard
Nesbitt, Mrs. Milford Orr, Mrs. Van
Burnett, Mrs. Delia Graham, Mrs.
James wrote "Let every man be
by the other person. Concentrating on
Hollie Alderdice, Mrs. Leon
quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to
something else or thinking of what
Chambers, Mrs. Ernest Madrey,Mrs.
anger..." A brief observation of
you want to say next is unfair to the
Stubblefield, Mrs. Sherwood
Charlie
human practice will prove that the op- speaker.
Potts,
Mrs.
Pat Thompson, and Mrs.
posite is the reality. Too many of us
Ruel Howe wrote,"Some people by
William
Adams
have been nominated
are slow to hear and quick to speak. In
their indifferent manner inhibit our
candidates for the Master
as
the matter of communication the
ability to express ourselves, and
hardest task by far is listening atten- others by their attentiveness and in- Homemaker Award of the Kentucky
tively to what another person is say- terest help as,to express ourselves Federation of Homemakers Clubs by.
various clubs in Calloway County, acing. More than any other time in our
with an uncommon skill and grace."
to Barletta Wrather, county
cording
nation's history, we have been jaded (The Miracle of Dialogue p. 74).
by a bombardment of communica- Healthy families understand the im- extension agent.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
tions of every sort: television, radio, portance of listening. They know that
working among masses of people, and development of secure people rests in "All hands On Deck" starring Pat
Boone, Buddy Hackett, Dennis
written publication. Because of the part on the pillar of listening.
O'Keefe,
and Barbara Eden.
sheer quantity of communications we

—4‘k

Appreciation To Newspaper
Dear Editor:
Please accept my sincere_appreciation for the support your newspaper
has given to Murray High School this
past school year. Our community has

Oversight?
Dear Editor:
According to a July 6 photograph in
The Murray Ledger & Times, the
CivitanClub recently held a media appreciation night. On that occasion the
Civitans recognized members from
The Murray Ledger & Times, WNBS,
and WSJP for their contributions and
achievements. Media appreciation
night is an excellent way of publicly
thanking the media, but where was a
representative from WKMS, MSU's
FM Fine Arts radio station?
Their live coverage of local events
(for instance, the comprehensive
coverage of the recent Regents
squabble) are rarely cover&
elsewhere in Murray in such depth
The music they offer provides an
alternative from the commercial stations. Mark Reinhardt does an excellent job on his 12:30 program, often
interviewing local and state 'officials
via telephone for a different approach
to the story. It's a shame he was not
ded in media apr---igAias night.
Undoubtedly, this was just an oversight which will be corrected in the
future
Sincerely,
Marie A. Forrester

been enriched because it has been
made aware of the many educational
activities being conducted at Murray
High. We have just completed a banner year and thank you for telling our
community about it.
I particularly commend Debbie Lee
for the many times she has written
about an outstanding achievement of
a Murray High student and David
Hibbitts for reporting the results of
our athletic teams.
Cordially,
W.A.Franklin
Principal
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Hunifin Practice

hear every day, we have become skilled in tuning out extraneous sounds including the voices of people who need
us.
A typical American scenario begins
with Dad sitting down in his easy
chair to watch the evening news or
read the newspaper. His wife or child
begins to relate some important event
but Dad is too engrossed in paper or
T.V. to either look or respond. He has
been well trained in selective attention.
The concerned individual will be
quick to hear.(1) He will demonstrate
care by looking directly at the person
talking to him. Nothing is more
frustrating than carrying on a conversation with someone who is looking
out the window or staring at the television. (2) He will demonstrate care by
paying attention to what is being said

30. Years Ago
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All rural one and two room schools
will open on July 30, according to
Huron Jeffrey, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools. The schools
are Coldwater, Dexter, Brooks
Chapel, Independence, Palestine, and
Pleasant Hill.
Deaths reported include William M.
Yates,78,and Mrs. Albert Farris,83.
A special feature story on John Tom
Taylor, local implement dealer, is
published today. The story was written by Lochie Faye Hart, staff writer
for The Ledger & Times.
Miss Iosetta Morris, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris, was
married to Will Frank Steely, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Munsey Steely,on July 8
at the First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to the
Rev. and Mrs. James H. Kelso, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Damon Carson on July 6, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain
on July 6, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Joe Cain on July 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Dale Cohoon have
By GEORGE W.CORNEU,
the same. It changes your life."
returned home after a vacation in
AP Religion Writer
He spends much time on the road,
-Dirreit, Mich.
meeting with governors, testifying in
NEW YORK (AP) — Charles state legislative hearings, speaking to
"Chuck" Colson, whose fall from civic and church groups as well as
power to prison turned him into a visiting prisoner — about 500 visits so
Christian ally of convicts,
has far in 200 prisons, some repeatedly,
By The Associated Press
developed one of the fastest growing, getting to know hundreds of prisoners.
Today is Friday, July 10, the 191st
most dynamic movements of modern
Colson,' a Boston-born former US. day of 1981. There are 174 days left in
times to reform prisoners — and Marine and lawyer whose advocacy the year.
prisons.
Today's highlight in history:
for faith retains his crisp, gritty style
"It's working," he says."One thing but with clearly wholehearted dedicaOn July 10, 1850, Vice President
was the vision, but another is to see it: tion,emphasizes that his prison move- Millard Fillmore succeeded to the
take place. It's happening."
ment is anchored in the teachings of presidency following the death of.His "Prison Fellowship" operation Christ.
President Zachary Taylor.
has more than doubled in the last two
On this date:
"We don't go into prisons just to
years in scope and peronnel, now in- preach," he said, although forming
In 1509, the Protestant reformer,
volving 102 employes, an annual Bible study and prayer groups is part John Calvin, was born in France.
budget of $3.2 million and 6,000 church of the process.
In 1553, Lady Jane Grey was provolunteers working in 126 of the na"The answer is in a person going to claimed Queen of England.
tion's 600 state and federal prisons.
In 1890, Wyoming became the 44th
an imprisoned criminal and
"What's thrilling to me is to find all establishing a one-to-one concern, one state of the union.
these people actively involved," he guy caring for another, Christians
And in 1943, Allied forces landed in'
said in an interview. "Wherever I go, caring for other human beings in Sicily during World War!!.
the momentum has really set in. For need."
Ten years ago: The Senate Foreign
the first time in history, we have a naBesides such activity, now carried Relations Committee estimated that
tionwide volunteer movement work- on in 28 of the 33 major federal prisons the war in Vietnam had cost nearly
ing in prisons."
and 96 of the 567 state prisons, Col- $500 for every man, woman and child
When Colson started the project in son's group also takes convicts out of in the United Sines.
1976, himself shaken by seven months prison for two-week training periods.
Five years ago: Four mercenaries
in prison and gripped by a new faith in
About 600 so far have spent such — three of them British subjects and
Christ to help those behind bars, he periods at his organization's head- one an American — were executed by
had trouble getting in to work in some quarters in Great Falls, Va., near a firing squad in Angola.
prisons.
One year ago: Iran announced it
Washington, D.C., where "about 70
But as once dubious officials saw staff members work. About 200 others was freeing American hostage
results and commended them, the serve across the country.
Richard Queen because of illness.
gates were thrown open to him and his
Today's birthdays: Author Saul
Several are ex-convicts therriaelves.
co-wo."...-aileta wide basis.
lot of guys out of prison are now Bellow is 66. Former IW.nis star ArColson, 49, ex-White House working lathe ministry," Colson said. thur Ashe is 38. British tenni, player
strategist who served prison time for "It's no more pushing dope, but Virginia Wade is 36.
his Watergate involvement under holding jobs, running half-way
Thought for today: Man is his own
former President Nixon, said, "Once houses,teaching Christ.
worst enemy — Cicero, Roman
you've been in prison, you're never
orator-philosopher ( 106 B.C.-43 B.C.
"That's the payoff."

Prisoner
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'Mummy Market'To
Offer New, Unique
Shopping Experience
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By Barbara BlIvia
A new and unique shopping experience will soon be
available to area residents.
"The Mummy Market"
opened its doors to the public
Thursday, July 9. Located in
the old freight depot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park, the market deals exclusively in new n4 used
mothers.
"The Mummy Market,"
under the direction of
Richard Valentine, currently has nine different mother
types in stock, with new inventory arriving at various
intervals. Shoppers should
be warned that in most
cases, in order to take a
mother home from the
market, a used mother must
be presented for U-ade-in.
"Naturally, most of the
new stock comes from tradeins," Valentine stated. "A
very small percentage of the
mothers place themselves on
the market voluntarily.
Those that do are usually the
best ones, however," he
said. "All of the others are
mothers that somebody else
didn't want."
The market is designed to
.enable children who are
unhappy with their current
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PAITNING WORKSHOP — Cindy Williams, an art teacher at Henry County High
School, Paris, Tenn., prepares a "gum bichromate print," by arranging materials on
light-sensitive paper. Williams, of Murray, was one of several teachers who joined
in a "Watermedia Painting Workshop" at Murray State University. The teachers,
along with education majors and painting students, participated in lectures and
demonstrations that dealt with contemporary approaches to painting. The approaches were designed to develop perception and response while enhancing
communication and expression techniques.

'Blue Flu' Hits City Of Ashland
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
More than half of Ashland'S
city patrolmen called in sick
today in an apparent. outbreak of the "blue flu," said
city officials.
Authorities said they
believed the sickout was prompted by problems that
_have been brewing between
the police and city administration for several
weeks.
Eight of the 14 patrolmen
who we.e assigned to work
on the midnight and first
shifts today were reported to
have called in sick.
Authorities said the three
patrolmen who remained on
each shift manned city
patrol cars with the aid of
police supervisors.
All city patrols were
covered, and a back-up unit
reserved for emegencies
was not activated, according
to reports.
Police spokesman Paul
Sologic had presented a list
of police requests to city
commissioners at a June 16

board meeting. At that
meeting, Sologic asked the
commission to respond to the
requests within a week to ten
days.
Sologic was unavailable
for comment today. His wife
told an Ashland Daily Independent reporter that he
was not feeling well and was•
"too ill to come to the
phone."
The commission has so far
taken no action on the request.
Police demands include a
across-the-board
$3,000
salary increase for all police
officers and an annual costof-living raise that would not
be included in any other pay
raises.
Maximum salary for an
patrolman is
Ashland
$13,293.
Sologic also asked that a
contract be drawn up
between the city and Fraternal Order of Police Lodge
No. 3, which represents all
city policemen: Other requests include the
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
— Governor John Y. Brown,
Jr. has proclaimed the week
of July 19-25 as Cave Appreciation Week in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This coincides with the
Eighth International Congress of Speleology being
held that week at Western
Kentucky University in
Bowling Green.
Over 1000 professional and
amateur speleologists (cave
enthusiasts) from at least 38
countries will be convening
in the first such international
event to be held outside
Europe. The Congress meets
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to sit in. If we can find some
extra money, I'd be glad to
give it to them."
Commissioner WinstonMorris said: "If it's a
deliberate attempt to stay
away -from the job. I'm personally disappointed. I read
about the situation with the
police in Ironton (Ohio). Certainly some of these officers
read that article and realized they're not as bad off as
police in some of the
neighboring cities."
The city of Ironton, which
has reached a technical state
of bankruptcy, is now down
to three squad cars, according to reports.
Its number of police personnel has dropped from 25
at the end of 1980 to a current
15.
"Hopefully if this is
deliberate," Morris said,
"they'll acknowledge we're
doing as much for them as
'lye can, and will realize the
situation of this city. I hope
they will try to work with
us."

,Cave Appreciation
Week Is Proclaimed

m.
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addition of a dental plan to
current fringe benefits, an
increase in officers' clothing
allowance from $260 to $400 a
year, and a continuing
education incentive program
for officers.
Sologic said at the meeting
that the requests were
"wanted and desparately
needed by the police in an attempt ,to keep up with the
economy and local average
wages."
City commissioners expressed disappointment over
the sickout.
"All I can say is they'd better have an excuse from a city doctor, whoever examines
them," said Commissioner
Norman 'Dutch" Berry.
"I don't know where they
think the city is going to get
the money. I don't even know
where we're going to get the
five percent increase we promised them,"said Berry.
"All cities are in this
shape," he said. "We're going back over the budget
again and they're welcome

With RII-Up Of Full
Swaim Quality Amoco Ciao,
And If We Forget To Ask
You For A Not Wax You Get it prow

Our business is washing cars for
less than you can do it yourself!

nf AVAILABLE

once every four years. Tht
Central Kentucky area was
chosen for this gathering
because of the worldwide
reputation of Mammoth
Cave, the world's longest
charted cave system (more
than 230 miles mapped to
date).
Events during the week of
the Congress center around
technical sessions where
foreign and domestic cave
experts will present findings
of scientific studies and recent explorations in the
world's most magnificent
caves. Other events will include a welcoming reception
at Lost River Cave, pre- and
post-Congress field trips to
the best cave areas in the
United States, competitive
photographic and cartographic salons, equipment
and techniques seminars
and demonstrations, climbing contests, and business
meetings. The week will
culminate in the premiere of
"Time and the Rock", a new
play by the Horse Cave
Theater dealing with the
death of Floyd Collins in
Sand Cave in 1925, and a
Gala
Excursion
to
Cumberland Cavers in
McMinnville,Tennessee.
Cave Appreciation Week
has been proclaimed to encourage the citizens of Kentucky to raise their
awareness of the nature of
caves, the unique environments and resources of
caves, and the importance of
caves to mankind.
Further information may
be obtained from Ernst H.
Kastning, ICS Program
Chairman, c/o Department
of Geography arts! Geology,
Western Kentacity University, Bowling Green,Kentucky
42101.

mothers, housekeepers, or
other female guardians to
replace them with more
suitable ones. The process is
relatively simple.
The unhappy child takes
the undesirable mother to
"The Mummy Market,"
selects a more appropriate
mother from the current
stock and takes her home.
The old mother is left at the
market, where she may be
selected and taken home by
another child, to whom she is
more suitable.
Shopping for a mother is a
delicate business, however,
and one that the proprietors
understand and allow for.
"Most of the customers
make a mistake in selecting
a mother the first time
around," Valentine said.
Because of the large margin
for error, the market will
gladly accept returned
mothers,and exchange them
for another model. In fact,
according to Valentine,
many of the market's
customers take out and
return three or four Mothers
before they find one that fits
their needs.
Anyone interested in attending the market should
make plans to do so soon,
since it will only be in town
for the limited engagement
at 8 p.m. July 9-11 and July
16-18 and 2 p.m. July 12 and
19. Sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre, "The
Mummy Market" is part of
the Playhouse in the Park
summer season.
When asked his opinion of
this new enterprise, one
local businessman stated,
"Even if you don't want to
pick up a new mother, an
evening spent at the Mummy
Market should be an interesting one for the entire
family. I would recommend
it on sheer entertainment
value alone."
Admission to the Market is
$1.50 for children and senior
citizens, $2 for students and
$3 for adults. There is also a
special family rate of $8. For
further information, or
reservations to attend "The
Mummy Market," call the
Community
Theatre's
Ticketline at 759-1752.

'MUMMY MARKET' — A wide variety of models and styleuare available at "The
Mummy Market," which recently opened at the old freight depot at the MurrayCalloway County Park. The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre
production begins at 8 tonight and Saturday and July 16-18 and at 2 p.m. July 12
and 19. Pictured are,from left, front row, Donna Rogers, Jon Burke; second row,
Scottie Rice, Ricky Jobs, Kathy Cohen, Linda Begley, Mary Beth Price, Wendy
Parker; third row, Kathy Pasco and Charlotte Hammack.
PRESIDENTIAL
MATTERS
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
AP) — Ronald Reagan, 32,
who works here is not
related to the President, but
shares a related concern
over budgets. Ronald J.
Reagan is manager of
marketing financial services
for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco,
where'he controls and
monitors
marketing
budgets.

THE KING'S DEN
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.

Summer Clearance
Sale

70%

SAVINGS UP TO
ON SOME ITEMS

Dr. John Ingram Foot Specialist
announces the association of

Dr. Jess Olson
Podiatrist
"physician and surgeon practice
limited to foot and ankle diseases.

For the fulitimeproctice
of podiatric medicine
and surgery.
Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.

Office Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Fri.

C Southern States
SUMMER APPLIANCE

VALUES-an
SAVE THRU JULY 23 WHILE OUR PRICES ARE DOWN
Southern
States

Upright
Freezers
Southern
States

16 9 cu ft (No DF-17)

SPECIAL

Chest
Freezers

$397
Fast freezing throughout.
Polyurethane insulation.
Defrost drain. Flush-opening hinges Security lock.
MON storage grate Many

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

-

$428

more.

20.1 Cu. ft.(No. C-20)

Fast freezing throughout.
SPECIAL
Sliding baskets Interior light Security lock.
Adjustable full-range temperature control
Defrost drain Many more.

-1-11-crtia_crixotBuilt-in
Dishwasher
SPECIAL

Electric
Dryer
. SPECIAL

$398

$277

Convection drying. Potwasherru feature with PowerScrub. cycle. 7 cycle options.
No. HDA860

4

Up to 90 minutes timed
drying. Permanent Press
d Poly-knits cycle No.
DLB1550

1--taxtiaxris-ut 19.03-cu. ft.
No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
Combination
SPECIAL

Automatic
Washer
SPECIAL

$378
Large capacity
Regular
cycle plus activated soak
Permanent Press cycle
No WLW3500

Rt. 8 Industrial RC

$339
$397

14.8 cu. ft.(No. C-15)

20.3 cu.ft.(No DF-20)

153-1423

$644
energy-saver switch.
"Nature fresh" system No
CTF19GB
Special

mlitray, Ky.
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Other Opposition Includes Bradley, Southern Illinois

Clash With Notre Dame Highlights MSU 1981-82 Schedule
A confrontation with Notre
Dame at South Bend,Ind., 13
games at Racer Arena and
an appearance in the
Evansville Holiday Tournament are among the
highlights of the 1981-82
men's basketball schedule at
Murray State University.
The 26-game slate includes
16 Ohio Valley Conference
contests beginning with a
Dec. 10 encounter at Racer
Arena with the Akron Zips.
In addition to the Dec. 7

contest against Notre Dame,
the 10-game non-conference
portion of the schedule will
feature outings at Bradley,
Southern Illinois and the
Racers will join Eastern Illinois, Tennessee Tech and
host Evansville for a holiday
tournament Dec. 29-30.
Murray State will open its
season Dec. 19 with an exhibition game featuring the
Marathon Oil team at Racer
Arena. The regular season
schedule starts Nov. 28 with

a home contest against
Missouri-Kansas City.
The OVC Tournament will
be played March 5-6 and
hosted by the league's double round-robin champion.
This may be the most
demanding and challenging
schedule that a Murray State
team has faced in a long
time," said Racer coach Ron
Greene.
M.SU 1181-82
Basketball Schedule
Nov 211, Missouri-Kansas City;

two-run home run and a triple, and by Rodney Skinner,
who had three hits, including
two doubles.
For the Twins, Aaron Barrett had a double and a tn-.
pie.
In the Reds' win, Chris
Padgett had nine strilteouts
and a double while David

inside-the-park home run
and a double.
The Reds were also led by
Leroy Brush, who had a double, and by Ben You, who
had a triple.
For the Astros, Chuck
Baker had two triples and
Terry McCallon had a double.

Cubs, Pirates Blast Reds, Cards

In the only game played in
the Park League Thursday,
the Astros beat the Cubs,7-3.
For the Astros, Joey
Bazzell had a home run and
a triple, Chris Bailey had a
home -run and Doug Payne
and Mike Copeland each had
a double.
The Cubs were led by Jay
Lamb,who had a triple.
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A FORMIDABLE SCHEDULE - The Fighting Irish of Notre Dame vial be at the heart of Murray State's demanding nonconference basketball slate for the 1981-82 season.

Brown Wants Allen As
Replacement For Curci

the bases loaded, allowing
In the Pirates' win, Todd
Knight to circle the bases.
Seargent had nine strikeouts
in four innings and allowed
The Cubs were also led by
Frankie Blaustein, who had only three hits.
James Payne had four
two hits, including a two-run
hits,
including a two-run
triple, Kevin Tucker, who
home run, in four at bats,
had a two-run double, and by
while Joey Walitiii-frad two
Sean Morton, who had a twohits and two RBI.
run single.
For the Cards, Brett
For the Reds, Jason Sam- Christensen had two hits, inmons had two hits in two at cluding a double, in two at
bats.
bats.
•

Weather May Play Major Rale

Davis Cup Begins Today

Ashley, the governor's press
aide, could not be reached
for comment..
UK Athletic Director Cliff
Hagan and George Allen Jr.,
son and agent for the former
coach,refused comment.
Combs said he received a
tip on July 1, when a source
told him that "the UK football situation is ready to explode."
"Quite honestly, I didn't
put a lot of stock in It at
first," said Combs. "'Then it
looked better. Yesterday
(Wednesday) it sort of fell
apart, but this morning a
person close to the university who really knows what's
going on gave me some confirmations.
"I've also talked with a
person very close to Brown
who gave me Brown's
views," Combs added. "And
Brown's views are, roughly,
that he's been talking to
Singletary about the situa-
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Murray will have four
more meets after the Rotary
Invitational, including the
Calvert City Relays on July
18, a meet at Marion on July
21, the Paducah Invitational
on July 25 and the Mayfield
Invitational on July29.

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

In the list of last week's
winners from the Oaks
junior golf program in the
Tuesday Ledger & Times,
Jay Thotnpson's name was
omitted.
Thompson had the low
score in the boys 12-13 age
group.

Clinic Pharmacy

7 •
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Proscription Film From
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•Drive-in Window
•30 Day Charge (With Approved Credit)
•1 5% Medicare Discount
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Como Make Us An Offer

In yesterday's article
about the Murray-Calloway
County swimming .team's
win over Calvert City, there
was a misinterpretation of
the team's remaining
schedule.
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On Exhowst Parts

Swim Team Has Four More Meets

ii.

&ad Must Clear Our Lots

tion, that's he's not happy
with Curd, particularly with
his'off-the-field problems
with some of the players."
Combs said he learned
"through three different
sources" that Allen was a
guest at Brown's home in
Lexington last weekend.
Although he said he has
been unable to reach Curd
and Singletary and has
received only a "no comment" from the governor's
office, Combs feels the story
is solid.
"This thing is confirmed
from beginning to end," he
said. "There's no questions
that Brown wants him (Curci) gone and wants Allen in. I
base this on my interviews
and association with several
people who had to remain
anonymous."
Curci has been coach at
Kentucky since 1973, compiling a 43-44-2 record in eight
seasons.
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Snead Not Ready
To Call Dogs And
Go Home After 72
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Hebert's 70 Leads

We're Leaded With Trucks
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LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)In the East T-Ball League Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is
Thursday,the Cards beat the seeking tn replace UniversiSluggers, 29-23, and the Jets ty .of Kentucky football
beat the Misfits, 22-16.
coach Fran Curci with
The Cards had nine former pro football coach
player with doubles, in- George Allen, according to
The Cubs bretheir game
cluding Kevin Farris, Darra the publisher of a tabloid
open with 14 runs on seven
Mitchell, Jeff Luffman, Josh newspaper that covers UK
hits in the top of the fourth
Roberts, Willie Roberts, sports.
inning. The key hit was a
Michelle Allen LaDawn
Oscar Combs, publisher of
blast by Trevor Knight over
Cook, Janie McDaniel and The Cats' Pause, confirmed
the right fielder's head with
Jason Reed.
that today's edition of his
For the Sluggers, eight paper carries a report that
had doubles, including Mac •-Brown has become
Dunn, Joey Tubbs, Missy dissatisfied with Curti and
Weibrauch, James Barrett, has apparently been courAnthony Black, Brian Mc- ting Allen, former coach of
Clard, Corey Wilson and the Los Angeles Rams and
the three-day match - Ivan say whether he would have Cheryl Fogle.
By BOB GREENE
-Washington Redskins.
Lendl, the world's fourth- preferred to play the doubles
AP Sports Writer
In the Jets' win, Shawn
Combs said he received
NEW YORK (AP)- The,. ranked player, and Tomas along with th singles.
Vaughn and Stephanie the information "from a
weather was expected to &aid. The United States will
The surface at the Na- Miller each had a double very, very impeccable
play a major role in the retaliate with -McEnroe, tional Tennis Center at while Miller also had two source near the university."
quarterfinal round of the ranked No.1 in the world, Flushing Meadow is just the unassisted double plays.
He did not reveal the name
Davis Cup tennis match and third-ranked Jimmy opposite - a fast, hard surFor the Misfits, Pam Bitty of the source:
between defending cham- Connors in the singles, while face. With the sun beating had a double while Jeremy
Brown, Curd, Allen, UK
pion Czechoslovakia and the Stan Smith and Bob Lutz will down, temperatures on the Grogan each had a double President Dr. Otis
United States, which started play the doubles.
court were expected to rise play.
Singletary, and Frank
"McEnroe and (Peter) about 100 degrees.
today.
The National Weather Ser- Fleming are the best doubles
Czechoslovakia advanced
vice predicted sunny team in the world," Ashe to the quarterfinals with a 3weather with temperatures said in explaining why he 2 victory over Switzerland.
in the 90s and high humidity. picked Smith and Lutz,"but The U.S. defeated Mexico 3-2
"It was in the 60's in I don't want to have in the opening round.
England," newly crowned McEnroe playing all three
In other quarterfinals this
Wimbledon champion John days. I want him fresh for weekend, Sweden meets
McEnroe said Thursday. Sunday."
Australia, New Zealand
Under the Davis Cup for- takes on Great Britain and
•'You can be in shape to play
in England, but the heat and mat, there were to be two Argentina plays Romania.
humidity here will definitely singles matches today, the
If the United States
doubles on Saturday and two
be a factor."
Czechoslovakia, it
defeats
singles
on
Sunday.
Today's
Czechoslovakia, the defenadvance
to the
will
ding Davis Cup champion, matches sent McEnroe
against
the
semifinals
By HARRY ATKINS
pionship.
announced it planned to use against Lendl and Connors
winner
at
Sweden-Australia
AP Sports Writer
"I didn't know, myself,
only two players throughout against Srnid. The two
BIRMINGHAM, Mich. whether I'd be able to walk
Americans will change op- Portland,Ore.,Oct. 2-4.
McEnroe had no comment (AP) - Sam Snead, still a this much. I generally play
on Sunday, while the
* * * * * * ponents
match Thursday when he was told formidible golfer at age 69, out of a cart now," Snead exMcEnroe-Smid
DOWNTOWN
leading off the final day of that the Wimbledon Cham- figures it's way too early to plained. "I've walked only
pionship Committee had an- call the dogs and go home.
five rounds since the
the
best-of-five format.
STOREFRONT
Snead, showing flashes of Masters (in Aptil). It's not
ESPN,the all-sports cable nounced that he would not be
FOR RENT
network, will televise all of Invited to become a member the brilliance that enabled over yet."
Hebert, the 1957 PGA
Ideal locution for
the matches in their entire- of the exclusive All England him to chalk up 84 PGA tour
ty. Each day's matches Lawn and Tennis Club. All victories during a long champion, was the only
small retail business
previous singles champions career, fired a 2-over 72 golfer in a field of 150 pros
begin at 1 p.m,EDT.
or business office.
MtEnroe said the draw have automatically been ac- Thursday and was just two and amateurs to finish at par
For information,
was unfavorable, but noted it corded honorary member- strokes behind first-round over the tough course - concontact Wait Apleader Lionel Hebert going sidered one of the sternest
was
made
before ship.
The club, in a statement, into today's second round of tests of golf.
Czechoslovakia
defeated
person, Gene Mc"I'd say 70 is good
Argentina and then went on said its decision was made the U.S. Senior Open at
Ortcheon or Ted
anyplace, but especially at
to beat Italy in the 1980 Davis "because his on court Oakland Hills.
Delaney at The Murray Cup finals.
behavior brought the game
"You've got to have this place," the 53-year-old
Ledger Si Times, 103
strength and you've got to Hebert said. "I think it's imMcEnroe, who with Flem- Into disrepute."
ing won the Wimbledon
McEnroe was embroiled in have that touch to play this portant to start well.
N. 4tb St.
doubles title, defeating controversy throughout the game," Snead said following
"This is the kind of tourna* * * * * * Smith and Lutz, refused to two-week tournament.
n round which was twice ment where a guy could start
delayed by thunderstorms fast and just go run away
TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TR 1 '• RU KS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•
S.
for a total of 55 minutes in from the field."
this affluent suburb north of
A pair of fortner Masters
Detroit.
champions - Art Wall, who
"Most of all, you've got to earned the green jacket in
have desire and keep your 1959, and Bob Goelby, who
head in it. If you can't keep won at Augusta in 1968 your head in it, you might as were one stroke behind
well call the dogs, wet on the Hebert at 1-over 71 along
fire and go home!"
with Jim Ferree.
Snead's round Thursday
Amateur Bill Campbell, a
included an eagle 2 on the 58-year-old insurance broker
358-yard, par-4 sixth hole from Huntington, W. Va.,
when he hit a 7-iron and wat- who finished runner-Up to
5...,...
ched as the ball bounced Roberto DeVicenzo in this
• ".
once and jumped into the tournament last year, was
Today!
hole.
tied with Snead and several
"
Still wearing his familiar others at 72.
straw hat, Snead told
Campbell, who won the
reporters he thought the rug- U.S. Senior Amateur last
ged terrain over the 6,798- year, was 3-under after nine
--..001".111111111m0
yard golf course - site of holes, but struggled around
•
many major championships the back side in 5-over 40.
over the years - would likeAlso at 72 going into toly take a toll on the legs of day's play were Arnold
WICIPWPOWATED
tho ^Igloo, all m_ whom palm-,(timber Dickinson,
701 Nola 7034073
must be at least 50 years old Tom Nieporte, Bob Stone
to enter this $150,000 them- and Murry Jacobs.
et.sionat.mnst•smni.$)onai.mnsa•smnsi•mnal•sumet
• 14
!
In a pair of Kentucky
League games Thursday,
the Cubs and the Pirates
romped over the Reds and
the Cards by scores of 15-4
and.12-2,respectively.
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THE FIGHTING

Cards, Reds Romp In Little League Astros Beat
In a pair of g:mes in the Shane Morris, who had a McDowell had a three-run Cubs, 7-3

By

env
rep

Nov 30, West Virginia Teds; Dec. 2, at S.
Southern Illinois; Dec. 5, Arkansas
College; Dec. 7, at Notre Dame; Dec.
111, Akre's; Dec. 11, YounPtoell State;
Dec. 19, at Bardley ; Dec. 21, Ferris
State; Dec. 2$40, at Evansville Holicloy Tounmunent (Evansville, Tennessee Tech, Eastern IllaInts- Murray
State).
Jan. 2, at Western Kentucky; Jan. 9,
Austin Peay ; Jan. 14, Morehead State,
Jan. IS, Eastern Kentucky; Jan. 21, at
Middle Tennessee; Jan 21, at Tennessee Tech.; Jan. 30, Western Kentucky.
Feb. 6, at Austin Peay ; Feb. 11, at
Morehead State; Feb. 13, at Eastern
Kentucky; Feb. 15, Southeastern Louisiana; Feb. 111, Micklle Tennessee;
Feb. 30, Tennessee Tech; Feb. 25, at
Akron; Feb. 27, at Youngstown State;
March 54,OVC Tournament.

Summer Baseball At A Glance
Little League Thursday, the
Cards blasted the Twins, 152, and the Reds romped over
the Astros, 10-3„
In the Cards' win: Greg
Futrell struck out eight batters and allowed three hits in
four innings while adding
two triples to the hitting.
The Cards were also led by
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t_ Contents Of Envelopes
Could Mean Settlement
1

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD discussions proved we are before Judge Melvin Welles in the dark without very
all aware of how everyone involving the Major League basic information."
AP Sports Writer
The contents of mysterious else felt. We will continue the Players
Association's
The strike "is over a deenvelopes delivered to process we have been work- charge of unfair bargaining mand that the players give
representatives of club ing on since we started seek- by the owners.
up something that they
owners and players could ing a solution."
The union, on-strike since have," Miller said in
If there is dissension June 12, wants Welles to reference to free agent
hold the key to settlement of
the baseball strike that among the owners,it was not order the owners to open the movement without compenvisible at the meeting to- clubs'financial records.
entered its fifth week today.
sation.
Hours before tb_e.start of a_ day," said American League
Miller, the plovers
"It is a demand which, in
-fdent Lee McPhail.
meeting of all 26 club owners -Tes
association's
executive my mind, the players might
Eddie Chiles, owner of the director, testified as a rebut- give more consideration to if
in New York Thursday night,
PROMOTING JUNIOR TENNIS — The Murray Tennis Association held its annual free clinic this week. Above,
federal mediator Ken Mof- Texas Rangers and reported tal witness that, without the they saw that the clubs'
director Lanette Hunt works with participants (left to right) Andrea Galloway, Jackie Boltz, Lisa Hopkins,
fett delivered large to be one of the dissident financial records, the financial situation was
Stephanie Wuest. Below are instructors Carol Dick, Paul Austin, Starr Jones, Catherine Dick. Not pictured is inenvelopes to the adver- owners, emerged from the players"are still bargaining precarious," Miller said.
structor Mark Ovefbey.
saries' chief negotiators, the meeting with handkerchief
player union's Marvin Miller around his head as he met
and management's Ray reporters.
"I'm bloodied but unbowGrebey. Moffett also arranged for the negotiators' first ed," he said.
He quickly added that he
bargaining session in six
days for today at 2 p.m.
was joking.
"There was a lot of conThe New York Times said
the envelopes contained a structive conversation," he
proposal designed to lead to said. "It was not a meeting
an end of the strike.
where specific proposals
"He didn't come all the were presented, but a
way from Washington just to general discussion of the
By WILL GRDASLEY
Seitz's decision in 1975 and time. "The owners were too
arrange a meeting (for to- whole situation, where we've AP Special Correspondent are reluctant to give
too stubborn and stupid. They
day) and those envelopes did been, where we're going and *Peter M. Seitz, the man much of it back.-.After all, were like the French barons
not contain engraved invita- how we'll get there.
whose arbitration ruling the owners exercised in the 13th Century. They ac"There was quite a spirit changed the face of baseball, dogmatic control
tions to the meeting," the
for cumulated so much power
Times quoted an unnamed of unanimity by all the sits in his book-lined Central decades, resisting every
ef- they wouldn't share it with
owners."
source as saying.
Park West apartment, fort for change.
anybody."
Meanwhile, hearings peacefully smoking his pipe
"I'm going to be very
Seitz was fired by baseball
Then he added: "What I
disappointed if nothing good before a National Labor and pouring over new papers owners two minutes after he did was no Emanicipation
happens" in upcoming ses- Relations Board ad- while the game lies dormant made his decision.
Proclamation. "Involuntary
sions, Moffett said after ministrative law judge were in the throes of a labor
It didn't shake him at all.
servitude had nothing to do
returning
home
to expected to conclude today. stalemate.
"What I did was' in- with it."
Joe Burke, general He would be the
Washington, D.C.
It was strictly law.
last to evitable," he said at the
Both sides in the strike manager of the Kansas City regard himself as the "Trighave claimed a united front Royals, testified that ger Man" although
the curafter meeting among management does not have rent 29-day-old
strike by
themselves this week. complete control over players can
be traced inPlayer representatives had baseball's salary structure. directly to the
landmark
met in New York on TuesBurke pointed to salary ar- decision he made two days
day_
bitration, where an indepen- before Christmas in 1975.
Ed Fitzgerald of the dent third party choses
"I decided it as a lawyer
Milwaukee Brewers, chair- between wage proposals
featuring the
By The Associated Press
man of management's from the player and the club, and an atbitrator," said the
World Series, Hallahan had an ERA at In the William Jones Cup women's
TENNIS
Quaker Maid
1.36.
tournament.
Player Relations Commit- and also noted more indirect grandfatherly, scholarly
LONDON(API— Wimbledon chamBASKETBALL
It was the third victory for the
New Yorker, a self-styled pion
tee, said after Thursday influences.
John McEru-oe will not be invited
*Show Mobile .
PHILADELPHIA 1AP — Harold Americans, who now led the finalbecome a member of the All- Katz bought the Philadelphia 76ers of round standings with six points. In
night's meeting that the
"If you stop signing the one-time Brooklyn Dodger to
England
Lawn
Tennis
Club
because the NBA for an estimated $12 milhon.
other matches, the Taiwan White
owners had engaged in "a players that make up the fan, who ruled that pitchers his on-court behavior "brought
the
Katz acquired the team from Fitz squad beat Canada 63-58 and the
full discussion" and said re- nucleus of your' club, you Dave McNally and Andy game into disrepute," the Wimbledon Dixon, who had owned it since 1976. Netherlands defeated New Zealand 49Committee iumounced. Katz owns and operates Nutri-System 39.
cent reports of splits among come under tremendous Messersmith, their con- Championship
SEE US AT
The honor is traditionally accorded Inc., which markets diet plans.
MATSUE, Japan t AP) — Ed Neely
them are untrue.
pressure from your fans and tracts terminated, could of- to all Wimbledon champions, but the
Dixon's teams never had a losing scored 22 points as Kansas State beat
fer
their
services
to
another
All-England
Club decided Weckiesday record. The 76ers won 50 games in his the Czechoslovakia national team, 79"There are no dissidents," the press," Burke said.
night to deny membership to McEnroe first season as owner, 55 the second, 73, in the four-nation Kirin world tourFitzgerald said. "The comBurke was among five club.
following a series of outbursts from and 62 last year. But despite such top nament.
This epic finding, upheld the 22-year-old American during this Players as Julius Erving and Darryl
munications throughout witnesses called during the
CYCLING
later
in the courts, shattered year's tournament which finished Dimities, tee 76ers failed to win an
HASSELT, Belgium (AP) — Freddy
have been excellent. The fourth day of testimony
NBA title and draw well at home.
Maertens of Belgium sped across the
PRESENTED BY :281112fa Utl.
baseball's century-old Saturday.
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP — SecondTAIPEI,Taiwan(AP) — The United finish line after 4 hour 1 minute and
reserve clause, binding a seeded Johan Kriek advanced to the States rallied in the second half and 20 seconds to win the 15th leg of the
,
UMW MIMI
player to one club for life or semifinals of the Miller Hall of Fame overcame the Taiwan Blue team 89-72 69th Tour de France bicycle race.
with a 6-1, 6-3 victory over Jim
until traded or nold, and Delaney.
opened the door to free agen- In other matches, Erik van Dillen
Tim Wilkison, 6-4, 74; and
cy, spawning scores of in- defeated
Anand Amritraj of India posted a 8-3,
stant millionaires.
6-2 win over Seeking Sisson of the
It is the owners' efforts to Philippines.
GSTAAD, Switzerland ( AP — Ferrecover some of the power nando Dalla-Fontana of Argentina
they lost 51
/
2 years ago that upset Mario Martinez of Bolivia 6-3, 27-5, to advance into the quarterfinals
has shuttered big league ball 6,
of the 8147,500Swiss Coen.
parks in the first midseason
In other action, Wojta Fibak of
strike in the game's long Poland defeated Swiss national champion Yvan du Pasquier 6-0, 6-4; and
history.
Heinz Guenthardt of Switzerland
West Germany's Klaus
Seitz today is disinclined to downed
Eberhard 6-0, 6-3. Victor Pecci of
talk about it. Once outspoken Paraguay was leading 6-4, 3-1 over
West German Uli Pinner when a sudon the case and its con- den
downpour halted play.
sequences, he
has
GOLF
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Dave
discovered that his
fired a 7-wider-par 65 to take
statements often are taken aStockton
1-shot lead over Rod Nuckolls in the
out of context and given the first round of the 8250,000 Greater
Open.
wrong interpretation. So, Milwaukee
Bobby Wadkins and Thomas Gray
lawyer-like, he insists that were tied for third at 67.
INDIANAPOLIS (API — Debbie
he not be quoted.
Austin carded a 4-ander par 68 to take
LA
Apparently the veteran ar- a 1-stroke lead over Marlene Floyd
rill
ON,
bitrator, who has handled and Judy Rankin after the opening
round of the 8150,000 LPGA Mayflower
numerous important cases Classic.
No)
100
trSharon Barrett, Lynn Stroney, Barunconnected with the playbara Barrow and Vicki Tabor were
ing fields, sees bigtime, well- tied at 70.
heeled sports suffering the
GENERAL
Wells Purdom Jr. has been in **same location and selling and servicing
Right, II you want good coverage
BINGHAMTON,N.Y.(API — "Wild
same
growing patusothat has
Right, if you want professional service
Bill" Hallahan, the National League's
Cadillac:,
Oldsmobiles and Pon
- tiCks for 19 years and is very grateful to
plagued all'aspects of starting pitcher during the first AllRight, if you want fast, fair claim settlement
his
private
fine
staff
Star Game in 1933, died Weynesday
and
industry
many
during
fine
the
customers
who'have mode it possible.Ia
Call us for a quote on a Great American
night at the age Cl 78, it was announcpast century.
help-us
homeowners policy.
celebrate
our
19th
Anniversary
we are offering these specials':
ed.
Hallahan played for the St.Louis
It's a., tug-of-war of
for the majority of his 12economie strength, listing Cardinals
Sleek Ns.
year major league career which began
from side to side like some in 1925. He had a 111-108 career record
Tin Insensate Coster
P-127Pontioc
huge ocean liner caught in a and led the league in strikeouts in 1930
and 1931.
ef Merrily
stormy sea.
In baseball's first All-Star Game,
P-114
The clout, it so happens, played at Chicago's Comiskey Part in
MAT ,s0•43001:11N
1933, Hallahan started, gave up a
,,,,,eank 1
•
now belongs to the players. home
run to New York Yankee slugger
1344
They have had it only since Babe Ruth and took the t.In four
144

Strike Can Be Traced
To Landmark Decision
Made By Seitz In 1975

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

OPEN HOUSE

Sports In Brief

THE FAIR
JULY 13-18

Before you pay your
next homeowners
premium,give us
a call...
our price is
right!

9TH ANNIVERSARY I
CELIEBRATION
4141)

0

King-Lanclolt

_sai•pris.
$5,274.85
T-1000 Coupe
Pontiac Phoenix Coupe
$7,492.00
$7,525.00
Oldsmobile Omega 4 Door
$6,410.64
Oldsmobile Omega 2Door
i• Cadillac Sedan Devilleplesel $13,891.64

753-8355

or

Split rate financing

I

110/0

A.P.R.finance charges
for the first 11 months

In Addition To These Specials:

Waiver of
finance charges

All Full Size Cars
Including Cutlass and
Oran Prix Will Se
Reduced

If you buy any of our meg Case farm
tractors or a used farm tractor of any
make
and finance it through J I
Case Credit Corporation . . finance
charges will be waived from dale of
purchase unlit January 1, 1982

A.P.R. finance charges
for the balance of your
contract

... on purchase of any new Case farm tractor

10%

or
$600 rebate

E..,,ø. 105. 15% A•PI ape/ rate Pinenctop
On psetheee 01 new. Cape farm hector
Cast,rase ol
tOr
$47.50000'
Down parnent cast,and or sane n
14 210 LIS
Aniostnt tromps'
13311010
lakertsr 01 tor
,
77.17
tow
Per74.4 at eth rnostn
Sit
ti
Person! at MA moron
13174 43
Pepnenl et 32nd moron
13674 43
Tam el payments
swan 07
re5lineta Shame - $7001 07
'Sass tali as a•ohembl•
•
inowanc•dunes
ovt.gbed
.
I.,It.
the 00000tele ANNUAL PINCSOMPAS
PASS tor PO Wroth Wow connect 411411711.

on purchase of any of our new Case
11511,1290 1390 I 490 0(.1690 General
Purpofe tractors Case will send you a
check tor $600
or you can apply the
amount to your down payment on a contract at normal rates NOTE Government Agenctes Departments do not
qualify for rebate

Offers valid July 1,1981 thru August 31, 1981.

maNid Equiproanko:

Note: Most of our Oldsmobiles in stock will have the Olds popular option package
giving you 525.00 in options for 225.00 This $300.411 Savings is in addition to Our
discounts.

4

-

•

•

Offer Dods Awe. 15, 1181
"tt't

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

PURDOM

cem
•

-

( 15.99% APR Financing available to qualified customers for 18 months on any)
new car we sell.

ca.".

'••••• fp.-.see ••••••,

'

All X Sody Cars
(Phoenix Omega)
Will Se Reduced

Are See
Ilea Concern
:as WOO !talk-753-5315
Satisfied Contesters
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Getting settled
made simple.

Local Weddings
( Note: This is the second is a MSU baseball pitcher
in a series about local wed- and the son of Jane and Bill
dings.(
Taylor; Dwain Dycus, son of
Bailey,
Greeting Emma Sue Mr. and Mrs. Ernie
Hutson up town recently, 1
learned that she was in
England and Scotland in
June directing a tour for her
travel agency in Florida.
This is another industry added to her list of activities
clL kichicks the owner-,
ship and management of the
local Giteon Ham Company.
Until recently she has been
sumLIBRARY PROGRAM — "Children's Cultural Adventures in French," an annual
with a travel agencruising
"Frienlocal
the
and
Library
mer program sponsored by the Calloway County Public
appearing as the
cy
and
ds of the Library" Organization, is now in session. Participants are just out of the featured comedienne. She
third and fourth grades who were pre-registered and were selected on a first-come, related how all the English
first-served basis with a waiting list established. During the month of July the classes
people were talking about
will be held three times a week in the Library Arts Annex with all-volunteer inthe upcomming .wedding of
structors, students, and community resource people. Pictured are French exchange
Prince Charles and Princess
students Philippe Mangeot and Florence Versault; Frederic De Wolfe, an intern at
Dianne, "And I came right
LBL and a native of France; Chris Walker, also a native of France and an instructor;
back at them by saying,'And
Robert Perrin, Murray High student of French, and Libby Hart, co-ordinator of the
back home in Murray, Ky.,
program. Children who are participating are Allison Sickel, John Whittaker, Gene
we have the June wedding of
Cook, Jonathan Gresham, Kristin Armstrong, Melissa Jo Baker, Lori Beth McCuller, George (Landolt) and
Jeanette Rogers, Amy Young, Brett Rabatin, Amy Celeste Knight, Heahter Begley, Julie'."
Dina Fazi, Greg Moffit, Melanie Julian, Scott Rose, Tripp Nix, Aimee Bailey, Laura ErThen I began thinking of
nstberger and Jennifer Page.
other weddings here this
season. Last Friday's
Ledger and Times had the
engagement announcement
and wedding date of two
Murrayans - That of Miss
Kelly Williams and Harold
Doran, Jr., an event of
CORBIN, Ky.(AP) — The Glenn
It is interesting to
15.
Aug.
Corbin City Commission has
that both couples - Julie
note
(Jack)
D.
Forest
appointed
George, and Kelly and
Heath to complete Eric and
are home folks. All
Harold
as
term
Burgan's unexpired
four have finished college,
mayor.
and are established in their
The commission chose
choices;
vocational
apand
ahead
Monday to go
Murray
from
graduated
point Heath, instead of aphave met many
School,
High
to
mayor
pointing an interim
others here and afar, and
serve until Heath takes ofnone that surpassed
found
only
fice next year. He is the
selections.
home-town
their
candidate seeking office in
the November election.
Still, They Go
Burgan withdrew from the
To Houston
race and announced his
Houston, Texas is feasting
resignation as mayor last
Thursday. He accepted a on the products of this comptomotion to work in munity, it seems. Earlier I
marketing at the American have named many from here
Greetings Corp. Greenville, who are employed there.
Now there are three more Tenn. plant.
Heath was sworn in by Ci- all of them engineering
ty Clerk Betty Perkins and students of Murray State.
They are Brad Taylor, who
took office Tuesday.

A pizza
you can't refuse®

Corbin Commission
Appoints Heath
As City's Mayor

753-0023
Hwy.641
Murray
Central Shopping Center

GrAfather's Pizza®

Barrels Of Oil
Spill And Flow
Into Creek

lies-teme af.mmo fads
after a WILDS'S NAM oaL
As year Bootees, We my hob to Nip yee make tbe
meet of year new eeiglibortee41. Sw*imp* areas.
Commealty impatient's. Special atfreetiees. Late
of foots to save leo time sad mosey.
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
lii be listening tor yew sail.

,and Kent Harmon,son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Harmon.
Each is employed by Texas
Instrument for the summer.
Brad's mother and friend,
Miss Janne Bell, visited with
the summer-money-makers
recently and found them
happily and efficiently sharing an apartment. This
housekeeping experience
might prove handy later.
They are unmarried.

RYDEN, Ky.(AP) — Approximately 120 barrels of
oil spilled from a tank and
some flowed into Cutshin
Creek before it was contained, a state official reported
Thursday.
The incident occurred
about 15 miles from Hyden
where the Kentucky-West
Virginia Gas Co. is drilling
for oil and gas, said Larry
Arnett, executive assistant
to the state commissioner of
environmental protection.
Arnett, contacted in
Frankfort,said a valve on an
oil tank "was damaged in
some way during the night,
causing about 120 barrels of
oil to be displaced."
He said the company had
the spill contained about
noon and "is now in the processing of cleaning up the
area."
Arnett said several
representatives from his
division were sent to the
scene and that the U.S. EnProtection
vironmental
Agency office in Atlanta also
dispatched someone to help.
Mrs. Raleigh Adams, who
lives near the creek, said
that residents began noticing
"a peculiar odor about 9:30
p.m. last night but couldn't
tell where it originated."
She said the spill was
noticed early in the morning
and that a nurse at the Cutshin Clinic telephoned state
officials to advise them of
what was happening.
Officials of the company
were unavailable for comment.
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20 lb. $16.49
2016. $15.29
2016. $13.99
20 lb. $14.59
20 lb. $13.79
2016. $13.29
2016. $74.69
20 lb. $15.69

Frosty Acres Baby Limas
Frosty Acres Purple Hull Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder Peas
Frosty Acres Butter Peas
Frosty Acres Blackeye Peas
Frosty Acres Mixed Vegetables
Frosty Acres Cut Corn
Frosty Acres Okra
Frosty Acres Green Beans
Frosty Acres June Peas
Frosty Acres Speckled Butter Beans

2016. $14.09

2016. $13.49
3016. $22.59

225 Lb. To 325 lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender $ 1 38
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The Kingsmen Gospel Singing
Saturday, July 18, 7:30 P.M.
Advawes Tklows Oa Sale At
hews Landscaping N. 12th St.
and Clayton's LIMP Eastertahowast Carter S. 12th St.
$3.00 Adults mid S1.00 Children

Demolition Derby
Thursday July 16,7:00 P.M.

Fair Queen Beauty Contest
Friday July 10,7:30 P.M.

A

Something For Everyone At The 1981 Fair!

A

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday, July 10, 1981
7:30 p.m.—Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Monday, JO 13, 1981
District Dairy SHow-4-14 & FFA
5:00 pm -4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official Oponing
7:00 p.m.—Farm Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 14, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Holestein & Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull

CON)

Wednesday, July 15, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull

161

Thursday, July 16, 1981
1 00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6.00 p.m.-4.H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby

Friday, July 11, 1911
7 00 p.m.—Horso Show

Saturday, July It 1911

io:oo a.m. —Form Buraiu Day
4:00 p.m.--Pony-Pull
7:30 p.m.---Goippl Music Show

r•jyrargry
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Schenectady Is The City Behind The Jokes
By JOHN STRACHAN
Associated Press Writer
SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
( AP) — It's been more than
half a century since comedian George Burns played
Proctor's Theatre here as a
young vaudevillian. Burns is
still around. So is Proctor's
Theater. And so are the

jokes about Schenectady.
Schenectadians are used
to the jokes. They have a
well-developed sense of selfdeprecation from more than
300 years of living in a city
that has written itself a place
in history, and then listed it
under a name no one can
spell and few can pronounce.
In one of his half-dozen

books on Schenectady, local
historian Larry Hart cliOrns
at least 78 different spellings
for the city's name dating to
1661, when Arent Van Curler,
a Dutch fur trader, brought a
group of families to settle a
wilderness outpost along the
Mohawk River

"Schenectady" is as difficult
to pin down as the spelling.
Choose between the Dutch
phrase "Schoonachtendeel,"
meaning a beautiful and
valuable piece of land, and
the Indian "Schaghnecthatie," referring to the land
beyond the pine plains.
There are countless other
The derivation of the word variations.

Iduccitors President Against
Teachers' Collective Bargaining
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — which has an affiliate group.
Collective bargaining isn't
"We're not as unified as
appropriate for teachers, ac- other organizations are,"
cording to the president of Strittznatter said. "Only 11
the National Association of or 12 are organized at the
Professional Educators.
state level."
And although President
"Our people are rather
Philip Strittrnatter admits non-aggressive. They don't
the group represents a go out and about and holler
minority of educators, he as much. And I think we
feels that "size is not as im- need to be a little more visiportant as the quality of ble," he said.
what you believe in."
Strittmatter appeared in
Lexington Wednesday for a
news conference and reception for teachers and invited
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
legislators.
Associated Press Writer
"We're not opposed to
WASHINGTON (AP) —
unions," he said,"but we oppose industrial-type collec- Interior Secretary James
tive bargaining (for Watt is urging President
teachers). Children in school Reagan to revoke an exshould not be involved in ecutive order protecting
federal land from damage
negotiations."
"If a teacher is having pro- by dirt bikes, dune buggies
blems negotiating with the and snowmobilet, several
school board," he added, environmental groups
"that isn't appropriate to charged Thursday.
The groups said Watt is
talk about in the classroom.
That's why we use profes- asking Reagan to revoke an
executive order issued by
sional in our name."
Strittmatter said he hopes former President Nixon in
the majority of teachers will 1972. That directive required
agree with the position taken all federal agencies to
by the Professional develop plans for regulating
Educators of Fayette coun- the use of off-road vehicles
ty, which represents about on government land.
The use of dune buggies
200 teachers.
A teachers' bargaining bill - and other off-road vehicles
— defeated in the last ses- in national parts and forests
sion of the Kentucky has prompted heated battle
legislature — is again likely between environmentalists
to be an issue in the 1982 and owners of such vehicles.
General Assembly,he noted. _ "ORV's are capable of
The 65-year-old junior- canning as much damage to
high mathematics teacher the land as a strip-mining
from Scottsdale, Ariz., is on operation," said Larry
Mg way to the group's na- Williams, a consultant for
tional convention in the Sierra Club.
Andy
Newman, a
Washington. On Tuesday he
stopped in Russellville, the spokesman for the Interior
only other place in Kentucky Department, confirmed that
besides Fayette County Watt had sent the proposal to

The national group, formed in 1972 in Los Angeles to
oppose a 'teacher-strike effort, also opposes forced busing.
Strittznatter said the group
is growing by about 5 to 10
percent a year.
He said he knows that is a
small minority compared
with other'teachers' groups,
including the 1.7 million-

member National Education
Association.
"Strength can be
measured in your muscle or
in your brains. Numbers
aren't important to us. We
have 50,000 members, but
still what we have to say is in
agreement with most of the
members of Congress, both
Democrats
and
Republicans," he said.

Unleashing Of ORV Sought

SAYEWAY
RESTAURANT IL GA
401 SYCAMORE

753-7713

Weekly Special
food Mono Sat. 7118

.20
Chuckwagon
Largo Fries
Small Drink
Beg. 1.18

the Office of Management
and Budget on May 19.
Newman called the proposed change a "housekeeping measure" that would
save the government money
by removing a requirement
for the Bureau of Land
Management to finish
surveying more than 300
million acres of land by 1987.
Instead of surveying all that
land in order to make a
determination on whether
off-road vehicles should be

banned, Newman said, the
BLM will be able to concentrate on the more sensitive
areas.
Newman said most of the
controversy surrounding offroad vehicles had come from
the use of dune buggies in
parts of the California
desert. He said that problem
has now been alleviated
through adoption of a management plan during the
administration of former
President Jimmy Carter.

Changes May Resolve
Problems In Remake
Of Tarzan Classic
By PAUL SERAFIN I
He said he did not know
Associated Press Writer
what cuts had been made,
NEW YORK (AP) —
but belitred the new version
complaint that the MGM would tone down nudity by
remake of "Tarzan The Miss Derek, who became an
Apeman"--starring -BY_ :overnight sensation for starDerek as Jane — is too sexy ring in the movie "10" and
and doesn't follow the posing nude in Playboy
original plot might be resolv- magazine.
ed through changes sugHowever, John Derek —
gested by a federal judge,
who directed his wife in the
sources said Thursday.
movie but had no authority
US. District Court Judge
to make the final cut — said
Henry Werter has already
Thursday he had been
held hearings on a suit by
assured by MGM Film Co.
Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc.
President David Begelman
which seeks to bar Metrothat the film would not be
Goldwyn-Mayer Inc. from
cut.
releasing the film.
The suit challenging
Earlier this week, the
judge viewed MGM's three MGM's right to remake the
Tarzan movies and sug- 1931 movie was filed more
gested changes in the latest than a year ago by Edgar
remake, according to Rice Burroughs Inc., which
sources close to the suit, whc represents the heirs of the
declined to be identified.
late author and licenses
In Culver City, Calif., an rights for use of his works.
MGM spokesman, who
declined to be named, said
Orson Welles' radio broadthat Werker viewed a recut
on Oct. 30, 1938;
cast
version of the Derek film
an imagined indramatizing
Thursday afternoon.
Werker's reaction was not vasion from Mars caused
immediately known, but widespread panic.
sources said he was expected to hand down a decision in the case soon
The MGM spokesman said
the new version was rated R
— restricted — and would
not be resubmitted to the
ratings board of the Motion
Picture Association of
America before its release
on July 24.

Some comedians insist
that the name is an Indian
phrase meaning "end of the
trail." Mayor Frank Wei
disagrees.
"I think they Jed make fun
of us because
so hard to
spell the nam
aid Dud,
who treats Schenectady
jokes like ethnic jokes — he
tolerates them bat Ilatan't
tell them.
In 107,
Presidentded—.
Jimmy Carter in a letter for Carter's joking
reference to Schenectady as
the city that was burned in
the film "Gone With The
Wind," which had just been
shown on network television.
Carter's effort to have a
laugh on Northerners — and
put Schenectady rather than
Atlanta in flames — is

understandable. He was stationed here as a young naval
officer in the 1960e, learning
nuclear engineering. He
once told a reporter that he'd
never seen so much snow in
his life.
For the record, Schenectady hasn't been burned to
the ground since MO, when
a raiding party of French
soldiers and Indkana _made
their way down from Canada
to avenge a British foray on
Montreal. They were bound
for Albany, but the weather
was so bitterly cold that they
stopped at Schenectady and
burned it instead.
Several U.S. presidents
other than Carter have
known Schenectady. George
Washington slept here;
Chester Arthur was raised

and educated here; Ronald brought other GE scientists
Reagan legitimized his Nobel prizes in 1940 and 1973.
Few Schenectalians today
nidmame "Dutch" here
when he was made a Patroon could explain exactly what
— an honorary Schesiecta- Steinmetz did to earn the adthan — during an ap- miration of the world's
pearance as a spokesman for scientific community, aside
from his experiments in
General Electric Co.
Duel recalls addressing a manmade lightning and
Kiwrinia meeting in Alaska alternating current. But
once. No one could spell Steinmetz had 196 scientific
Schenectady, he aaid,buL pataMs to his credit and w
everyone had heard of GE.If eulogized by Edison when he
there is a single element that died in 1913.
Some people say Schenecties Schenectady to a place
in history,it is General Elec- tady's best years are behind
tric — "the plant," or "the it, that the city's "Golden
shop" — to the nearly 23,000 Age," begun in the heady
who work there. It made days of Edison, peaked in the
Schenectady the heart of an 1930s when the population
industry that changed the swelled to nearly 100,000.
Much of the city's growth
nation's way of living.
It was here along the Erie came during the administraCanal in 1886 that Thomas tion of Socialist Mayor
Edison bought a pair of George Lunn, who served
abandoned buildings in three terms in the second
which to build the generators decade of this century.
Before he broke with the
to power his
recently
invented light bulb Socialists in 1916, Lunn inthat
were
and scores of other ap- itiated a number of
pliances.
"radical" projects that reSchenectady quickly got main in one form or another
over its initial resentment of today — a vast parks
Edison's "intrusion." New system, city garbage collecYork City business tycoons tion and free medical and
were not so welcoming.
dental care for children.
In 1892, when financier
Although Duel talks of the
J.P. Morgan engineered the city's future — particularly
merger of Of Edison the rebirth of its long-eroded
General Electric Co. with a downtown business district
competing Massachusetts — the past is never far from
firm, Edison's name was his mind.
"We're working on a sesconspicuously absent from
the new corporate name — quicentennial celebration for
August," he said, sheering
the General Electric Co.
GE pioneered the idea of off a button with a picture of
corporate research, putting an ancient train. This is the
scientists on the payroll to do 150th anniversary of the
nothing but experiment and "DeWitt Clinton," the nacreate.Such an environment tion's first steam locomotive
attracted the hunchbacked In regular service. It ran
mathematical genius, from Albany, the state
Charles Steinmetz, and capital,to Schenectady.

Buckled Track May Have
Resulted In Derailment
UNION CITY, Tenn.(AP)
— Officials suspect a buckled track is to blame for the
derailment of an Illinois Central Gulf freight train that
left boxcars stacked six
deep.
No hazardous materials
were involved and no injuries were reported in the
Thursday night derailment,
officials said. But ICG officials estimated damage to
boxcars and tracks at
$115,000.
Jim Foster, a member of
the Obion County Rescue
Squad, said the train was
southbound toward Jackson,
Tenn., when 19 cars of the 90car freight train left the
tracks at about 6 p.m. near
McConnell in Weakley Coun-

"The tracks buckled,"
Foster said. "The train
engineer said he saw it, but
he was on it before he could
do anything about it."
Foster said the derailed
cars were in the middle of
the train. Only five of the 19
cars were loaded — two with
plastic pellets used in the
manufacture of milk jugs;
two carrying waste paper to
a recycling center and one
loaded with electrical poles.
There were houses within
100 yards of the derailment,
Foster said, but no evacuation was necessary.
The McConnell community is between Fulton, Ky.,
and Martin, Tenn., on US.
45.
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Sorry, but you missed it ... it was on radio!
It you aren't listening at the exact moment a
commercial is aired on radio or tv, you miss it.
Not so with newspapers! People always find
time to read their newspaper. That's why
newspaper advertising is the ideal selling tool
for retailers.
For advertising informants and rates, call
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Extreme Shortage Of Burley Expected For Two More Years
LEXINGTON, Ky..(AP) —
An extreme shortage of
burley supplies will probably
last for at least two more
years, according to a tobacco industry official.
Carl B. White, new executive vice 'president of
G.F. Vaughn Tobacco Co.,
told directors at a Burley
Growers
Toba.:co
Cooperative Association
meeting on Thursday that
burley is probably 'in the
most unique situation today"
that it has ever been in.
-There is nowhere else in
the world to purchase any
substantial amount of quality burley tobacco at any
time at any price, and there
probably won't be this
possibility anytime in the
near future," White said.

The official said the industry has only two alternatives to purchasing the
burley supplies they need in
this country — either find a
way to encourage more production overseas, or
decrease the amount of
burley in their blends.
"And once they reduce the
percent of burley in their
blends," he said, "it would
be doubdul if they would
ever increase it again."
White said that this demand will keep burley prices
high during the next two
years.
Last season, prices for
burley tobacco jumped
about $20 a hundredweight,
compared with the average
$5 to $6 increase seen each
season over the past 10

THE
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By JOHN RICE
Associated Press Writer
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burley in sheets, but said, "I
think bales, however, now
have a foothold in this area
and are here to stay."
Meanwhile, supporters of
the tobacco price support
program say they are
preparing for a full-scale
battle as an amendment to
phase out the program nears
the floor of the U.S.Senate.
The amendment to the 1961
Farm Bill, proposed by Sen.
Howard M. Metzenbaum, DOhio, would phase out price
supports over three years,
sources said.
The Senate defeated a
similar Metzenbaum amendment May 12 by a 56-42 vote,
but tobacco suppirters say
that margin has been eroded
and they are weighing their
options to deal with the current amendment.
"We are very carefully

determining who our friends
are, who our enemies are
and who is wavering," said
Sen. John P. East, R-N.C.
In addition, East and Sen.
Jesse A. Helms, R-N.C.,
mailed a joint letter to other
senators last month saying
that the destruction of the
tobacco program "would
create chaos in a farming
sector where stability has
prevailed."
The June 18 letter includes
what some senators have interpreted as a veiled threat,
in light of Helms' position as
chairman of the Senate
Agriculture Committee.
"The issue is really much
broader than tobacco Credit
Commodity Corporation
loans — it goes to the heart of
all commodity programs in
your state as well," the letter said, adding that there

Quarantine On California
Farm Produce Is Extended

IS ON

LA dhclM &_

years.
White, who has been with
the Biritsh-American Tobacco Co. Ltd. for 16 years, also
said that world demand at
this time almost had
established a "world price or
market system" for burley.
White said it was important for growers in Kentucky
not only to raise all the
burley they can during the
next few years, but also to
raise and market the highest
quality leaf possible.
"Quality is very scarce
worldwide and still in demand, despite what happened in the marketplace last
season," he said.
White said he thought the
small producer could do a lot
to uphold quality in the next
few years.
He questioned the industry's opposition to buying

MAN

On The Sauare

Murray Handyman
Service
*Remodeling
*General Home Repair
*Painting, Siding & Roofing

P.O. Box 926 Murray

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
The federal government is
extending a quarantine on
California produce to prevent the nationwide spread
of an infestation of Mediterranean fruit flies threatening the state's $14 billion-4year farm industry.
As police _stopped cars to
look for fruit and volunteers
stripped peaches and plums
from backyard orchards, a
state official blamed much
of the outbreak on the
release of flies erroneously
thought to be sterile.
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
called out the National
Guard, and up to 1,000
Guardsmen are...AD begin
spraying trees and destroying fruit next week. Brown
refused Wednesday to allow
aerial spraying to combat
the fruit flies and said he
might go to court to fight a
move to expand the quarantine.
U.S. Agriculture Secretary
John Block said Thursday
'that the government planned

to extend the quarantine
from a 630-square-mile area
south and east of San Francisco where it is in force.
"There will certainly be
some action taken because
we've found a lot of fruit flies
— too many of them," Block
said Thursday. "It's a
serious problem in California, and it's threatening to
'sliread to more areas, to
spread across the country."
He was to release details
of the quarantine today in
Washington.
"We would not oppose a
quarantine of slight addition
Gray
to the existing az
Davis, Brown's chief aide,
said Thursday. But he added
that it would be "totally unneccessary and unfair to
quarantine all -it
Because California provides about half the nation's
fruits and vegetables at this
time of year,a ban on its produce would be felt nationwide. However,the extent of
the impact would depend on
how far the quarantine is extended.
Baker Conrad, director of

could be an effort to
eliminate those other commodity programs if the attack on tobacco supports
succeeds.
The letters from East and
Helms wereSltered for each
Senate recipient to note the
amount of OCC loans made
in the senator's state.
For example, a letter to
Sen. Edward M.Kennedy,DMass.,said,"As you are pro-

bably aware, approximateV
$5.9 million in C(C loans and
purchases were made in
Massachusetts last year."
East, in an interview,
denied that the letters
amounted to a threat.
"It is just a matter of pointing out the political facts of
life," be said.
The price support system
guarantees farmers a
minimum price for their

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
SPECIAL

100 Bags Of Puppy China
PURINA
CHOWS

25 Uk lie! RN-$6
.
99
649
With Cosine $
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Vet UN Soppllaa
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Mi•••••■•MIN/M71.77.
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50* Save 50*

Save 50*
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1;.-AND
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117,A7411

PUPPY FOOD

at &Omega Feed & SINAI

50

50*

on next purchase of

on next purchase of
any flavor
PURINA'

information for the Council
of California Growers, said
the quarantine "easily can'
be an economic disaster."
The Mediterranean fruit
fly, which feeds on more
than 200 crops, first appeared here last year, and
officials thought they had the
problem licked until maggots were found on June 26.
Jerry Scribner, head of the
eradication program, blamed much of the new infestation on fertile flies from Peru
that were released in
California because they
were thought to be sterile.
But Eddie Elder, who is in
charge of the sterile-fly program, said he saw no clear
association between the release of the Yeztivian flies
and the appearance of maggots that would mature into
fertile flies.
Brown spent much of the
night lobbying against a
total quarantine of all
California fruit, aides said.
Aerial spraying begins
next week over some commercial orchards in unpopulated areas.

tobacco, with the Credit
Commodity Corp. making
government guaranteed
loans to farmer-owned
cooperatives.
The cooperatives then use
the money to pay fanners
for tobacco that does not bring the minimum price on
the warehouse floor. The
loans are repaid by the
cooperatives when the tobacco is sold.
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Our Pennsylvania House Summer Sale is Starting
Regardless of the Mess.

-nNI)

AT
Ti-i

Plan The Good Liff with Pennsylvania House

30% off

PRJ
KE,
JEI

Start Small or Buy it All
Lovely dining and living room, accent pieces, gracious bedrooms in.cherry, oak or pine —
Beautifully designed, beautifully crafted.

742

Just For You at 30% off

REMODELING $ALE SPECIALS
•starting At$189(1° QUEEN BEDS (8
50% TABLE & 6 CHAIRS

U1-1-110T
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Police Walk With Awkward Steps On Togetherness

By PETE JACOBS
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
In a city where homosexual
life is often chronicled in
conflict, the men and women
of the San Francisco Police
Department are pounding a

beat toward togetherness
with awkward steps.
The force of 1,802 officers
has been dealing with the
issue of "gay cops" for seven
months under a nondiscrimination policy endorsed by Police Chief Cor-

'
1?

Beat

nelius Murphy.
acknowledged homosexuals and the police departm
ent, week academy training, and
It's a policy that's being — about 2 percent of the providing gay
the assimilation of homosex- "a big farce," Barry said.
men and les- 39 made thft force.
watched around the nation force — have joined the bians with
uals is helping police rela"What's the point? If teninformation about
Training officers say ten- tions with
by other departments that department during a period testing
the gay communi- sion exists between the
dates and job oppor- sion over the
issue of ty, making it possible
are increasingly being con- of increased hiring in the tunities.
to groups it's not going to gG
homosexuality has not sur- defuse
fronted by homosexuals past two years.
issues through new away with a softball game,'
Morgan said that of 833 faced at the
academy, where ties with gay
demanding a role in law enGay Outreach offers sup- gay men and women
he said.
organizations.
"gay
awarene
ss" is part of
forcement.
port services for homosex- recruited by Gay
San
Francisc
Many of the homosexual
o's
homosex
Outreach, the training.
"Sometimes we get other uals and acts as a liaison 419 filed
uals have complained in re- officers interviewed said
applications, 225
Henry Friedlander, police
departments that chuckle at between the gay community took tests,
cent years that they are they believe straight officers
49 entered the 19- public relations officer,
said sometimes discriminated know they are
the situation as they
gay, but all,
perceive it in San Franagainst in police services, declined to be identified by'_
cisco," said Sgt. Al Benner,
contending that officers do name. They said negativel
who is in charge of recruitnot respond quickly when reaction is minimal and doesij
ment. "We say,'Hey — you
homosexuals are attacked or not interfere with their work.,..
may be chuckling today, but
report other complaints.
"It's exciting work," said,
you may be calling Us fOradAn edge of mistrust still a female officer with about a
By
LOUISE
COOK
after California Gov. Ed- the potential spread across
vice on how to handle the
exists, perhaps symbolically year on the force. "If I left
Associated Press Writer
mund G. Brown Jr. decided the United States."
situation tomorrow!"
represented by the abandon- the force, it wouldn't be
Californ
ia
grows most of against spraying the afBenner said the departThere were no details on ment of an annual softball because of
harassment or
Glidden's BEST LATEX
the nation's fruit arkd fected area, by
ment
what
does
helicopte
a quarantine would game between police of- discrimination.
not
r,
actively
wall paint . Strong on
vegetabl
es and a total cutoff with pesticides.
mean. Thus far, the pest has ficers and a gay team.
"I feel like the department
quality and lasting good looks. recruit homosexuals, but is of shipments would make
U.S. Agriculture Secretary been confined mainly to
a
determi
ned
to
accommo
date
Five
games
is
doing its best to assimilate
had
• Smooth. oul .
been
"heck of a difference," as John Block said his
them.
decision backyard gardens and has played until 1978, the year gays, and the
attitudeS are
one
industry
official
put it. on the infestation will in- not spread to major com•
Interviews with gay cops
vbs.
Mayor George Moscone and changing slowly — but more
Ma,mi...
But the impact of a federal volve an expansio
tend to support the official
n of the mercial operations.
Supervisor _Harvey Milk slowly (among the rank-and•EtoOlentcovetAponcom
view that there is a quarantine on produce in- 630-square-mile quarantine
,TgOoto..
The size of the California were shot and killed at City file) than the decision
s are;
minimum of conflict fested with fruit flies was not area already in effect south agricultural industry, Hall. Milk, a homosexual, being made at the
A
top.
immedi
ately
known
and
east
of
San
between gay and straight ofFrancisco.
however, means that an in- was a champion of gay
"There
are things like/
"I'm not at liberty to terruption of shipments rights.
ficers, but the number of Thursday.
graffiti on the walls, likes
Officials
in
Texas
and
divulge
the extent of the could have a serious affect
homosexual officers reIn May 1979, a crowd of 'Jane Loves Mary,' or notes{
Florida — California's big- quarantine," he told
mains small,especially for a
KRON- on American dinner tables.
homosex
uals and others pro- have been put in some:,
gest agricultural rivals — TV in San
Francisco
It was not known how testing what they considered mailboxes
city where city officials
making.:
urged the U.S. Department Thursday night, "but
estimate that 15 percent of
it will much produce would be af- a too-lenient conviction of wisecracks."
of Agriculture to quarantine be more than
the population is homosexwhat is fected or what kind. Lettuce Dan White for the slayings,
A homosexual man with
all unfumigated produce quarantined right
ual.
now — three-fourths of which trashed City Hall in a riot two years on the force said,
from the Golden State because we are
finding in- comes from California — causing about $1 million in "It's gotten to the
Les Morgan, head of Gay
point
Outreach, an organization because of fruit flies festations in
more probably would escape damage.
where they (straights) have
discover
ed
in
Santa
Clara
areas..
.it's
got
to
quaranti
be dealt
supporting gay objectives in
ne, for example,
Although
relations actually begun to invite me
County. They took the action with right away because
Try the semi gloss enamel
this city of 650,000, said 39
of since the fruit flies do not at- between homosexuals and out socially, you know, for a
that's as easy to use as
tack leafy vegetables.
officers had been touchy beer or something like that.
latex wall paint'
The problem is the before, the riot seemed to in"I haven't said `yes' yet,
Mediterranean fruit fly. It tensify the problem.
but the way I see it, it's a
• Gr.•• won sar.Ows loot
attacks 200 varieties of fruits
to
"There have been a lot of real big step on their part."
wok end it.
and vegetables, laying eggs charges that police officers
One straight officer
• Elmo to opply 101. - 'met
in the affected produce. Na- have been brutalizing remarked,
.1..ow. cis....
however,
tional Guardsmen and state gays....Police officers "Anybody who tells
you it's
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. e
yun
employe
thnpglro9
to try
es,are
denied the charge, but are not going to be difficult for
destroy upset about that," Bob gays to make it (or) that
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am episodes. Then they just put new case of epilepsy
appalled at how ignorant me on an I.V. with potassi- year. Others who wanteach the fruit that has been hit so Barry, president of the San they are accepted and we
this
!people can be concerning um and in no time I'm as issue can send 75 cents
far.
Francisco Police Officers love them dearly, isn't tell'epilepsy. I am an epileptic good as new. If you have any a long, stamped, with
ing the truth."
Association,said.
selfand have been most of my information", please send it addressed envelope for
it to
The softball game became
life, but it was not diagnosed to me.
me, in care of this newspauntil two years ago when I
DEAR READER — You per, TAX Box 1551, Radio
Small Ads
suddenly developed grand sound very well adjusted. City Station, New York,
NY
mal.
Just keep in mind that when 10619.
I'm 33 and healthy in you have to deal with that
While the cause of many
other ways. Sometimes I get type of ignorance which you cases of epilepsy is often not
1. Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
severe cramps and diarrhea describe, it is the other known, many are from such
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
which decreases the effec- person's problem (his igno- accidents. Repeated attacks,
tiveness of my medication. rance) not your problem. as you describe, are classed Laid-off state employess are
Then I have multiple Some of the most distin- as status epilepticus. They banding together to sue the
PUBLIC NOTICE
seizures. A loved one, out of guished names in history are constitute an emergency and state to regain their jobs and
Rog. 18.99
ignorance, said I was "odd" those of epileptics, including can be dangerous, so be sure back pay.
The Murray Planning Commission has received
and she never heard of any- Alexander the Great and those-around you understand
a request for a 120.5 foot expansion to the EmThe employees, organized
one having several seizures Julius Caeser.
this and get medical atten- as the State Employees
bassy Apartments for on additional eight units to
consecutively and I should
Most seizures can be con- tion•for you right away.
Defense Fund of Kentucky,
be located on South 12th Street.
control myself. Dr. Lamb, trolled with modern mediDEAR DR. LAMB — I am have taken out classified
. A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, July
what is there to control? It's cine. It sometimes takes a
no fun to wake up in the hos- while to find the right com- a 27-year-old male. My newspaper advertisements
21, 1981 at 8:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers
pital and not know what bination for an individual voice is high pitched but low stating their intentions to file
of
City Hall. All interested persons are invited to
output.
in
Whenever I try to
happened. I have even heard case so it requires patience
attend and participate.
converse with somebody, by a class-action suit in federal
nurses make cruel remarks for all concerned.
court.
If further information is needed, please conlike I was some sort of
As you requested. I am the time I get to my sixth
The ads urge former
word,
I
end
up
having
to
tact the City Planner's Office at 753-1225.
freak.
sending you The Health LetI have accepted my epi- ter number 10-8. Epilepsy: clear my throat in order to employees who were laid off,
lepsy for what it is, just an You Can Have It Too. I used continue. I have to constant- transferred or demoted, or
Greg McKeel, Chairman
Steve Zee
illness like diabetes. I'm that title because the num- ly repeat this process in who retired or resigned as a
Murray Planning Commission
City Planner
fortunate, though, because it ber of auto accidents alone order to talk. I have had this result of an official layoff
can be controlled except that cause brain damage problem as long as I can
when I have one of these means that we have many remember and would like to plan in the past two years to
sign up as participants in the
know why.
DEAR READER — It is suit.
I SUPPOSE WHEN ONE
PUBLIC N I
,-LET'S NOT BOTHER
Nearly 1,000 state
probably
(
related to stress;
REALL
Y
MEMBER OF A FAMILY
LUCY..514E'S SULKING
The
Murray
employe
you
have
es
may
find
Planning Commission has received
conversa
been
laid
off
tions
LONERE NAVE
SULKS, IT AFFECTS
stressful. If you are very shy so far under the administraa request to rezone two tracts of land located at
I FAILED?
EVERYONE IN THE FAMILY..
V
you may need some profes- tion of Gov. John Y. Brown
1653 and 1655 Calloway Avenue from R-2
sional counseling_ to deter- Jr.
(Single
Family) to P.O. (Professional Office).
mine why and to help you
The ad states that only
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, July
function better in your social
environment. You could also persons who worked for the
21, 1981 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers
benefit from an evaluation state five or more years may
of City Hall. All interested persons are invited to
by a speech therapist. it participate in the suit. Ann
Mi. -ANNA
attend and participate. A legal description of the
7-to
C 11.1..1•411,•.••
,tx
may be that you need some Peel,one of the organizers of
properties follows:
speech therapy to help you the legal challeng
e, said the
Lot No. 77 and No. 78 located in the Pasco
WELL,ITS TIME
speak more normally and
THIS ARTICLE ON .N1
gain confidence in your reason is that those
Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky. The
FOR ME TO DO
speaking ability. If you need employees are covered by
MYTHOLOGY SAYS
plat of Pasco Subdivision is recorded in Deed Book
MY POSTURE
the names • of qualified the state's pension plans:
ATLAS HELD UP
87,
Page 393 in the office of the Clerk of the
EXERCISE
speech therapists in your
THE WORLD
/
--C
Calloway County Court.
community, you can get The world's first daylight
If further information is needed, please conthem from the American saving act was passed in BriSpeech-Language-Hearing tain on May 17, 1915, and
tact the City Planner's Office at 753-1225.
Association, 10801 Rockville clocks were put forward
one
Pike, Rockville, Md. 20852.
Greg McKeel, Chairman
hour the following Sunday.
Steve Zeo
Murray Plannin Commission
City Planner

Fruit_flies Cause Quarantine;
Results Not Yet Known

HEALTH

Ignorance about epilepsy

Laid-Off Employees
Band Together For
Jobs, Back Wages

NOW

CLASSIFIEDADS!

1 29G.I
9.

UMW Feeble StfOON.Ol• Ott

PRESIDENT REAGAN
KEEPS A DISH OP
JELLY BEANS ON
1-115 DESK

SAYS TI-4E'/
I-IELP RENEW TI-IE
BODV, MIND AND
SPIRIT

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

JELLY BEAN?

I,

A•mr4
AND WHEN YOU BRING
THE MILK,HOW ABOUT
A CUCUMBER,SALAMI,
CHEESE AND ONION
SANDWICH2

IT LOOKS LIKE
A LONG
NIGHT

AS 50CN AST-IE MILK PUTS
HIM lb SLEEP, THE REST
1 OF IT W,LL WAKE HIM UP

q ,

si.a,

01

444

.- '
••:r:''.''''
.1tr
'
4i7
.
s
.....==.7
.,--.-.

le
1..

KIT AN(7 HELOISE'S FIRST CAMPING

DIANA, YOU AND THE CHILDREN AND IOTA
SLEEP IN THE CAR. WE MEN
WILL BE ON GUARD DUTY.

J

ACROSS
1 Dessert
I Misplaced
8 Evil
11 Jog
12 Competent
• 13 Mature
_14 Sun god
15 Priests's
vestment
- ti Color
19 Devoured
21 Lamprey
23 Wire
measure
21 Pinochle
term
26 Ordinance
28 Station
31 Succor
33 Negative
35 Also
36 And: Lat.
38 Pub drinks
It Pronoun
42 Jazz piece
41 StalernIte
45 Evergreen
47 Tai Mahal
sate
49 Arid
51 Staff
51 Chomp
56 Born
58,ponluntion
59 Prances
62 Macaw
61 College deg
65 Be in debt
66 Roman road
68 Serene
71 huskies
CrOVI

72 Gott mound

DOWN
ITsakny
2ZwisSlotm
3 Greek letter

4 Tag
5 Siberian river
6 Crotty
7 Abound

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

CAW MUM QUO
LAM =UMW 130
8 vote
-9 TIen
—iiione by DIM UMW 1:1000
10 — drop
00000 UU
11 English
Un ULM 13U01/130
streetcar
GIUU 0130101010000
16 French article
A EMU
DOD U0MU
18 Brim
130MO13UO0C UOU
20 Guido's note UMUOU LUU 00
22 Lamp
U0 =MU
25 Plunge
1:10UU 012430 000
27 Sorrow
00U MUM 12100
29 Seed
DUO MUGU 0
30 Foot part
32 Speck
34 Attempt
36 Time period
37 Label
39 Free of
40 Stitch
43 Feels ones
way
46 Pale

48 Simian
50 Time periods
52 Lofty
53 Apothecary's
weight
55 Decorate
57 Teutonic
deity

59 Policeman •
SI.
80 Overwhelm
61 Depot: Abbr.
63 Perform
67 Printer's
measure
69 Diphthong

MAW MOWN NNW
NM MEM
WM MUM MIMI=
WNW MOW WI=
MUM WNW Walla
NEW MEW MINI
WIIMMEMW WM
WNW WWI WOW
mmo
WNW Wad MOM
WidEMMW WNW
WOE WINIM &MO
WM WM= 10.11

1975 Ford
F526VS184374

LTD

1976 Pontiac Gran Prix
2K57W6A144770

No.

. No.

1978 Chevrolet -anon,- -S.- No
1Q871.8L503777
1977 Chevrolet Impala Station
Wagon S. No. 11.35L7S133513
'1977 Ford Thunderbird S. No.
F7687H326696
1979 Chevrolet Bonanza Truck C-10
S. No. CCL449S184298
1973 Chevrolet Monte Carlo S. No.
1H57K3B583151

Public Auction
Bonk of Murray
Offers For Salo
25719111 at 10:46-11n.
Seie to be kW et let beside P.N. Hirsch
Arcade Drive, lAerrey, Ky.
753-1313

•

•

'

•_46,

T-c-cae

A

'

1,4
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LTAal Notice

1. Legal Notice

Cid Action Hie N.. Si-Cl-us

commissomirs SALE
TIE CONNONWEALTN Of KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COUP RICIUBAN & 101SWORTNY BUILDING SUPPLIES, INC., PLANITIff,
VERSUS LALA ALICE WIIIILER mod LELAND T. KING
DEFENDANTS.
Of SALE
By virtue of a jrnent and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the July
2nd Term there-of 1981, in the above cause, for
the sum of Fifteen Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty
Six and 93/100 ($15,986.93) Dollars, with interest at the rate of 8% per annum from the 8th
day of May, 1981, until paid and its cost therein
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th
day of July, 1981, at 1:00 p.m., or thereabout,
FOR CASH, the following described property, towit
TRACI'41MBER ONE:
Beginning at a point in the East right of way of
the Murray to Paris Rood and the Northwest corner of the Leroy Eldridge property also being the
center of a State Cross-pipe; thence North 23
degrees 56 East and along the East right of way
of the Murray-Paris Rood a distance of 510 feet
to an iron pin; thence South 71 degrees 49' East a
distance of 210 feet to an iron pin; thence South
23 degrees 56' West for a distance of 594 ftet
more or less and to the center of a creek; thence
Northwesterly along the center of said creek to
the point of beginning."
EXCEPT: A tract of land beginning at the Southwest corner of Lot 85 and the Northwest corner
of Lot 84 of the Fainvood Estates Subdivision as
shown by plot of record in Plat Book 3 at page
55, thence West approximately 210 feet, (said
line makes.° 90 degree right angle with the west
lines of Lots 84 and 85); thence in a Southerly
direction to the center of a state cross pipe in a
creek, corner to Leroy Eldridge; thence Easterly
with the center of creek to an iron pin, the Southwest corner of Lot 84; thence with the west line
of Lot 84 a distance of 215.26 feet to the point
of beginning.
TRACT NUMBER TWO:
Five (5) feet off of the South side of Lot Number
91 in Foinvood Estates as shown by plat of record
in Plat Book 3 at page 55 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The five feet harem conveyed is immediately North of and adjacent to a 2.7 acre tract heretofore
deeded to McCabe by Futrell and being further
described as five (5)feet North and South on the
Murray-Paris Rood and 210 feet East and West.
Leland T. King acquired title to the above
described property by deed dated June 8, 1976,
from Robert J. Futrell, of record in Microfilm
Book 155, Cabinet 1, Drawer 7, Card 3034, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. This is the some property described in a
Purchase Agreement dated February 6, 1979_
between Leland T. King as Vendor, and Mork Anthony Sinkley and Lela Alice Wheeler, as Vendee,
and being a Purchase Agreement assigned by
Mark Anthony Binkley to Lola Alice Wheeler by
Assignment dated November 16, 1979, oll of
which together with a Materialmen's Lien is filed
of record in Microfilm Book 161, Cabinet 1,
'Drawer 13, Cord 2668, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
cash. Bidders will be prePared to comply promptly
with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Mossey-Ferguson Credit Corporation will offer the following
repossessed equipment for sole to the highest bidder for cosh.
(Financing upon approved credit).
EQUIPMENT: Mf 2675 Tractor; SN No. 98002217; MF 68 Cutter SN No. 1863; Krouse Disc SN NO. 1393; MF82 Plow SN
.60844; Graham Plow SN No. 7070. DATE OF SALE: July
13, 1991; TIME OVULE: 2:40 P.M.; PLACE OF SALE: Stokes
Tractor & Implement Co., Industrial Roo, Murray,- Ky.
42071 The equipment will be sold as is. Wheri is, without
warranty. For- FiJi4her information, C0fItOC1 Roger NI
MASSEY-FERGUSON CREDIT CORPORATION- P.0.1102
1353- MEMPHIS, TN., 38101

PUBLI
The Murray Planning Commission has received
a teouest to rezone a lot located at 1107 Main
Street from R-4 (Multi-Family) to B-4 (Limited
Business).
'
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, July
21, at 1981 at 7:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall. All interested persons are invited to attend and participate. A legal description of the property follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the Tom
Sammons lot on the south side of Main Street at
on iron stake; thence west with the south side of
Main-Street 1 00 feet to a stake northeast conic
of Cross Spann lot; thence south with the wet
line of Spann lot and the east line of Burl* Suitor
lot approximately 240 fart-to the southeast corner- ef-SultHr ketirtholcsyslestniWgir0141 with
Main Street-100 feet to the west ?me of Sammon
lot; thence north with the west line of Sammon
lotapproximately 240 feet to on iron stake in the
south edge of Main Street, the point of begin
further information is flooded, *
- ail Centre thanytEllts_Office at 753-1275:
•
Greg Mciteek-Oteirment
Steve Zeo
Murray Planning Commission
City Planner

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

COMMOSIONER'S SALE
nis COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT COURT PEOPLES BANK Of MURRAY,KENTUCKY, PUMNTWf VERSUS ROMA ANN LAWRENCE, DEFENDANT
MOTH!? OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June
12th Term there-of 1981, in the above cause, for
the sum of Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty
Three and 10/100 ($7,763.10) Dollars, with interest at the rate of $2.52 per day from the 10th
day of February, 1981, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sole at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 27th day of July, 1981, at 1:00 o'clock P.M.
or thereabout, FOR CASH, the followivdescribed
property, to-wit:
TRACT I: "Being o port of the Northwest Quarter
of Section 22, Township 3, Range 3 East, and
more specifically described as follows, to-wit:
"Beginning at a stoke 1,519 feet more or less,
West of the Northeast corner of the Northwest
Quarter of Section 22, Township 3, Range 3 East;
thence in a westerly direction 494 feet more or
less to a rock; thence in a southerly direction 858
feet more or less to a rock; thence in an easterly
direction 494 feet more or less to a stake; thence
in a northerly direction 858 feet more or less to
the point-of beginning and containing 10 acres
more or less.
"Also a 16 foot easement running East and West
from Copeland Rood to Grantee's East property
line and 125 feet South of, and parallel with
Grantor's North property line. It is agreed by and
between the parties that any construction and/or
maintenance expenses pertaining to said
easement shall be borne by the Grantee herein."
TRACT 2:"Being a port of the Northwest Quarter
of Section 22, Township 3, Range 3 East, and
more specifically described as follows, to-wit:
"Beginning at a stoke and large oak tree on the
West bank of Beach-Fulton ditch, 1,213, feet
more or less, West of the Northeast corner of the
Northwest Quarter of Section 22, Township 3,
Range 3 East; thence in a westerly direction 306
feet more or less to a stoke; thence in a
southerly direction 858 feet more or less to a
stake; thence in an easterly direction 56 feet
more or less to the West ban
BeachFulton ditch: thence in a nort
tion and
with the meanderings of sai4
bank of
Beach-Fulton ditch to the point if
inning and
containing 5 acres more or less.

2. Notice

16. Horne Furnishings
10. Business
Opportonity 3 piece white French
TUCK'S DISCOUNT
provencal bdrm. suite. Also,
$350 weekly, stuffing velvet hesdbard, drapes,
PANELING S.
envelopes. No gimicks. For bedspread, roll pillow set.
SUPPLY INC.
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Opportunity
Business
Available. Be your own
boss. Work your on hours.
Send resume to box
1040-B.
Immediate opening, in
Camden, TN. On the
job training, requires artistic talent, good Manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.
PACESETTER FASHIONS
offers a highly profitable
and beautiful Jean &
Sportswear shop of your
own. Featuring over 100
brands-Levi, Calvin Klien,
Jordache, Lee, Chic,
Wrangler-many more. $16,
500.00 includes inventory,
installed fixtures & in-shop
training. Can open within
15 days. Call anytime for
Mr. Ledbetter at (501)
470-1144.

OVAUTY DISCOUNT
PANIUNG
•Firwoo0• PAHT
• a4..k.ow.-.. Kim elms
•KircHip.
Ties
•aArpooc...
• scxxs•G ...02•Ats
• EXTEISOR $10041.,
7.304 30 MON tel
T 710 non 3 OD.
64

Hwy 45 s
Martin,Tn

587-3000
An Intenietimml
'
,
Duly Newnan
shut

Gets
to
the
heart
of
the
news

12. Insurance
INSURANCE co.

JIM FAIN

What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

Illosisme.
Sim
op*Moo

Opsate.m.tegpm.
/SI-7113

ell
Jewelry. Purchase
r1110.00 or more aid
get a set of 14kt gold
*ankle!. 'A • large
selection of dbmond
fines. soffiAlls. Sold
cholas, els. to choose
from

GOLD It
'SEVEN PAWN SHOP
Olympic
Shopping Gnaw
Open II SAL to piss.
7034113

19. Farm
Equipment
For sale: B Allis Chamblers
tractor. Good condition.
After 5 p.m. call 753-0649.

20. Sports
Equipment
Portable, regulation-size
basketball goal. Very sturdy.
Call 753-6376 after 5:00.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety,,..lonest priced, no
registration or red tape in
,Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, '9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-11/. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SHEET
MUSIC
ALL THE LATEST NITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open doily till 7:00
p.m.

CLA YTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

AGENT

IO

THE
CHRtST1AN
SCENCE
MONITOR

14. Want To Buy
A set of used woman's golf
clubs'and bag. 759-1207.
Ice cream parlor style table
and-chairs. 753-0089.
Nice older Country home on
Small acreage, close to
town. 753-2437.
Used Barbell set, min. 150
lbs. Call 492-8619.
Want to buy a Boar Hog.
436-5844.
'A Size interspring mattress
in good condition. 7533143 after 4:00.

Avalsble at lb.
Ginty & WnterfieW
Libraries.

5. Lost & Found

ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR
Immediate need for a degreed accountant
SPECIAL
Up to WM off on

753-6626 after 5.

414 So. MA St
TAwvay,k..42O71
Sus. Ma 7534132
U Ass Sea 7S34374
LIFE,HEALTH,HOME

Found, Ten speed bike, in
Panorama Shores. Owner
must describe. 436-5452.
Lost: Purse and Billfold, in
Lynn Grove vicinity. Keep
money, but return papers.
Mail to Rt. 6, Box 60-B,
Dorothy Lawrence or call
753-7402.
"Also a 16 foot eostment (sic) running East and
West from Copeland Rood to Grantees' East
MISSING.:
MALE 15. Articles For Sale
SCHNAUZER, in vicinity of Do-It-Yourself Water Well
property line and 125 feet South of, and parallel
Duncan's Gro., on Rt.6. Call Driller-hydra drill 201P
with Grantor's North property line. It is agreed
753-4302
or 436-2870.
by and between the parties that any construction
with accessories, or a 100'
and/or maintenance expenses pertaining to said
6. Help Wanted
2" dia. well. $920. Uneasement shall be borne by the Grantee herein."
Food Service Supervisor. claimed rate, held in
High school degree with 4 Benton. Call Susan Rogers
For the purchase price the purchaser must pay
years experience in Food at Deep Rock Manufacturcash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
Service. Responsible for ing. 1-800-633-8774
overall meal preperation. Federal refrigerated show
with these terms.
Supervise 20 to 30 Em- case. 753-5434.
Frank L. Ryan
plaiees. Position available New electric typewriter and
Master Commissioner
August
10th. $5.85 per desk. Call 492-8374.
Calloway Circuit Court.
hour. Apply at Personnel
Services, 2nd floor Sparks Oak and Hickory firewood
Hall. Murray State Univers- cut to order. 436-2805.
2. Notice
2. Notice
ity. An equal opportunity Oregon chain saw chains,
employer, M/F.
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
Funsitvre II Ap25% SAVING
or 20" bar, $8.99.
$7.99,
Need
a
babysitter
from
9
til
e. Me bey - Ill- or
Wallin
Hardware.
5,
Monday
thru
Friday.
for 1 ohm to Aoki
On el fabrics lit stitch.
Must be over 30 yrs. of age Potting soil 40 lbs; top soil
sl SioKIAL for lbs
Patterns Y2 price with
and have experience and 40 lbs; peat humus 40 lbs;
coonina Wino:
porches.. Al fabrics
fruit lore, by Me
references. 753-8370 or cow manure 40 lbs; lawn
for same.
753-0318 after 6 p.m.
lime 50 lbs; all $1.99. Play
HODGE & SON
Need reliable adult to sand 55 lbs; $2.89. Coast to
205 S. Sib
babysit part-time in my Coast Hardware, Central
Murray
753-460
home. Send short resume Shopping Ctr.
Singer Shop
to P.O. Box 93, Murray.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
Bel Air Center
Bible Facts. Free store for Secretary-Receptionist, full- 200. No peeling, coring or
Murray, Ky.
the needy. 759-4600.
time. Prefer medical back- cooking does a bushel in
Pt !he total picture
ground with dictaphone 30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
Color portraits, black S.
Anyone wishing. to conand • bookkeeping ex- screen or grape spiral,
tribute to the upkeep of I. whites hand oil and tin
perience. Salary negotiable. $6.99. Wallin Hardware,
tin a.
Wofford Cemetry please
Action Personnel, Paris.
send donations to Dover I Carter Studio
153-6532.
White baby bed, small adult
, Peoples Bank, Dover, TN.
300 Main
7531298
Teachers need babysitter rocker, swing-o-matic, reCharlie Brown Play School, for 2 infants and 2 straint gates, small rocking
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50 preschoolers. Write Box horse, girl's clothing, infant
A
ALE
or hourly, $1.00. Call 1040-C. Include name, 3T. Phone 753-5482.
address,:phone, references, 16. Home Saturday, July 11Th,
753-7359.
and pay expected.
8:30-1:30. 501 S.
Furnishings
6th, Tricycle, bicycle-,
1. Storage Bldgs.
25
Cubic
ft. freezer, $250.
lawnmower engine,
Custom Built portable 489-2798.
fireplace tools, tent,
buildings. Call 753-0984.
toys, diapers, antiq
lounge $10. Good
9.
SstUation Wanted Chaise
sewing
machine,
vacuum $35. Rockers;
Will work on lawn mowers. kitchen utensils, stainless
clothes. Misc.
Call 753-0751.
silver, suitcases, travel
Would like job house- bags. 753-2695.___
WHY PAY
cleaning. Dependable and G.E. Electric range, excelRENT?
honest. Have references. lent condition. 753-5439;
keep trying.
759-1255.
059.50 per month buys
your own (vivify 4 fl. e 8.
arrow
flashing
ft.
diangeabie letter sign.
Compfetel c,all collect.
CirtIN Signs, 502-7522222

X 303rib

with one to two years manufacturing experience. A challenging assignment
assisting the Director of finance in all
phases of manufacturing occounting. The
ideal candidate is a self starter able to
assume increasing - responsibilities and
requires minimal supervision. General
Ledger and manufacturing coast ex-

perience a plus.
_
egiumeloi
ecter IfP••••,.
UnaltiCer, Bowles Products Moho
P.O. On 746
Ky.42244

An sew opportunity Employ*IAlf

.---"mmtemill11.1
11811111111111111.1P-)
•
'
•
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n.Mob. Homo Rents 32. AM& For Rent
12x 653 bdrm. Ph bath
with gas heat. Cable TV,
water, trash pickup, furnished. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9898.
2 Bdrm. inobile home,
central heet/air. On half
acre lot, 3 mi. east of town.
$125 month, $100 deposit.
753-3534 Of 753-0712. "
2 Bdrm. trailer, partially
turn. Adults, no pets.
References required. Call
247-2853 after 5 p.m.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 254
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24260, 3
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
Two mobile homes in small,
well .kept court. $85-$115,
Adults or Singles. 753-8216
after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

29. Heating-Cooling
For sale, used airconditioners. Dill's Electric.
Phone 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Mini
Waramps•
St•rege Space
Pen..,,
733-47511
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control 31. Want To Rent
PIN. 711 3914

24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE
Truck load of used office
furniture. Desk, chairs,
filing cabinets and safes.
Ross & Sons Salvage,
Martin, TN 38237, Phone
(901)587-2420.
Firewood, $25 a rick
Delivered. Call 436-2744.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894:
Wind chimes. $12.00. Call
753-9206.

26. TV-Radio
Used
COLOR TV'S
BARGAINS!
Open MI 9:00 p.m.

CLAYTONS
Across from Big K

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
12260 Mobile home. 2
bdrm, 11
/
2 bath. Call
753-5500, 753-0996, or
753-6078.
12 x 65' ft. .furnished
mobile home, 2 bdrm., 2
baths, washer & dryer,
central heat and air.
$4950. Call 753-0528.
1970 Cambridge Mobile
Home with 7' tilt-out living
room, large I2x24 factory
add-on bedroom. Cental
heat and air, fully carpeted,
bath and /
1
2, 1080 sq. ft.
living space. Other extras.
436-5675 after 6 p.m.
1971 12x60 Mobile home,
2 bdrm., central heatair,
underpinning, tied down.
1974 12260 2 Bdrm. Exc.
condition. 2 Rooms added
on. Partially furnished with
extras. 489-2465.
24' by 54' double wide, on.
approx. 3 acre wooded lot.
Dishwasher and woodstove,
completely remodeled. $19,
000.437-4729.
Nice 1974 12260 Crimson.
Central air, $5800.
Runaboat, 151
/
2 motor and
trailer, $350. Call
753-2241.

21. Mobile Homes
For Rent
4045 Trades, SONO-fIrtitnte;-$/2
1
jierilltentt.
Oeft437-445/1110, 437-4569
nights.
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
. condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 deft

Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom miartment for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

32. Apts. For Rent

•
Two bedroom apartments ki
attractive setting, carpeted,
central hest and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air, outlets
for washer and dryer. No
pets. 753-9741.

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent. 1
block from MSU. Living
room, kitchen, laundry
facilities. Wall to wall
carpet. $50 a month.
Phone 759-4538.
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933. Also, a
set of golf clubs for sale.
Rooms for rent, /
1
2 block
from campus, off 16th St.
Furnished, kitchen, bath.
753-5292 or 753-3138.
Sleeping room. No drinking
or smoking. $75 per month.
Call 753-5292 or 753-9138.

34. Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom house on 12th.
$200 a month. Call
753-8146 or 753-2437.
3 Bdrm house near KY
Lake, completely furnished.
Includes washer/dryer.
$200, deposit required.
753-8964 after 5.
For rent or sale, nice small
2 .bdrm. house. Air-con
nice lot, partially furnis
quiet neighborhood. F
couple or with one child.'
Water furnished. $160 per
month. 489-2595.
New 3 Bdrm. brick house
on 5 acres; dining room,
family room, 2-car garage,
central heat/air. $275
month, plus deposit. Call
498-8589 or 901-247-5576.
Small clean house in
Hardin, some furniture. Call
4374462 days, 437-4569
nights.
Two-story 4 bedroom 2-bath
home. 1707 Miller Ave.
Near the University. $275
per month. References.
Phone 753-3624 or 7532802.

Now is the time to 36. For Rent Or
more to the Embassy
For Lease
Apartments. Two
Need It?
bedroom apartment
Rent It!
for rent. Call 753.
4331 or 753-3530.
Generators
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We got it end mud,
much more.
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 af.
4 p.m.
2 Bdrm. garage apartment.
No pets, no children. Now
available. Call 753-6200.
2 Bedroom duplex, central
heat/air, in Northwood
Subdivision. $250 month.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
Furnished 1 bedrm. apartment, carpeting, air-cond.,
private entrance; near
University. 753-7418.
Furnished, extra nice large
3 room apartment near.
hospital. University couple
-or graduate student
preferred. Heat, water
furnished. No pets, children. Private, quiet. 7531299 or 753-3913.
Furnished Garage apartment near MSU. Rent
reasonable. Call after 5
p.m., 1-527-3531 or 1-5271912.
Have for rent, 2 bedroom
duplex. Near University (3
blocki,) large private pito.
Call after 5, 763-6699.
Large furnished 2 bdrm.
"aparTment. NO pets. Call
753-3106 or 436-2671.
Nice furnished 1 bdrm
apartment. 2 Bdrm furnished apartment. Inquire
100 S. 13th St. 1.
Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, stove, refrig,
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month. Available Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.

"two,
NUR-CAL
APARTMENTS.
Visetiew *tine
$16511 per et Ni.
kap* nit Ikar
OM cola la ed air,
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llobresi k..
$2494111
kal641Owilkdif

CIN32111
RENTAL SALES
CENTER

2001. Main 713.1201

For Lease: 2 Wm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife,
or lady teacher. Call
492-8850, Of 753-8067.
Equal Opportunity Housing.
For rent, lot located 6 mi.
South of Murray on 641.
Set up for mobile home.
Call 753-4155.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Dachshund puppy.
$75. 489-839T.
AKC Registered Toy Poodle
pups. Also, litter of
Cock-A-Poos, Ev wks. and
wormed. 753-2771.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For sale: Golden Hampsters.
Call 435-4158 after 3 PM.
Household cat to give away.
Suitable for older person.
Has had all ahots. 7538287.
Male Keeshond, 3 years old.
Call 435-4389.
Rabbits, from babies to
breeders. Phone 753-9207.
Almo Heights.

40. Produce
Blackberries, $4 a gallon.
759-1080.
Sweet corn, $1.00 dozen.
Call 489-2101 or 489-2852.
Sweet corn at'the Sears',
near Cherry Corner. Calf
753-5249.
Yellow sweet corn, specie:.
.90 a dozen_Call 489-2324.

41. Public Sale
2 Family Yardsale, 94:
Books, games, toys, clothes,
misc. Callaray St,'Hazel,
lit -br;:i NNW on the
it1trWsttli-torsigns.-2 Party yard sale, Thur.,
fri., Saturday,.400 N. 70.
Bedspread, Avon bottler.,

ice cream from, lots
misc.
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41. Public Sale
3 Party yard sale. Friday
and Sat at 1613 Datsun.
Household items, clothes,
car and bicycle. Everything
cheap.
5 Party yard sale. Furniture,
clothes-infant through
adult, misc. items. /
1
4 mile
S. of Dexter on old 641
Friday and Saturday.
Big Yard Sale. Antiques.
antique furniture, oriental
rugs, glassware. clothes,
and misc. items. Three mi.
S. on 121, on Old Salem
Rd. Fri., Sat.
Carport Sale, Fri. and Sat.
until noon. 1 mi. off Wiswill
on Gibbs Store Rd. Look for
signs.
Carport Sale. Friday and
Sat., 7 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Children's
clothing,
glassware, furniture, boy's
clothing, misc. 904 North
18th.
Five party Yard Sale, 3
miles East of Murray,
behind East Y Grocery. FriJay and Saturday 8 till?.
Moving sale, in Kirksey.
Everything
goes. Concrete blocks,
garden 5 HP plow, 25" TV,
cabinet sewing machine,
chickens, 6' fence and
posts, 1974 Vega GT,
complete stereo set, men's
coats, furniture and appliances, much more. 4892330.
Three party yard sale, Sat.,
8-4. Corner of 4th and
Olive.
Two party yard sale. 801
Sunny Lane, Sat. July 11.
Children's clothes, up to
41; toys; ladies clothes 7 &
8, large sizes 18 to 46; 8"
chrome spoke wheels and
tires for truck; black/white
TV; odds and ends,_
Yard Sale. Baby clothes,
baby clothes, baby clothes.
Saturday, July 11, 501 N.
7th St. Rain or shine.
Yard Sale. Fri., Sat., 8 a.m.
until ? Clothing, Avon
bottles, misc. furniture.
1209 Peggy Ann Dr.
Yard Sale. July 10, 11, Fri.
snct Sat. Fox Meadows
Trailer Ct 1-25.

41. Public Sale
Moving Sale, many bargins.
Cash only, 759-1495
Yard Sale, Sat. July 11,
8:30-1:30, 501 S 6th.
Tricycle, bicycle, lawn
mower. engine, fireplace,
tools, tent, toys, diapers,
antique sewing machine.
clothes, misc.
Yard Sale, Friday and Sat..
9-5 505 S 7th
Yard Sale, 404 S. 12th. July
10 and 11th, 9 til 4.
Yard Sale Sat., July 11th, 8
til 7 308 Irvin St. near
Crouse Motor Sales. Little
bit of everything.
Yard Sale. Fri. and Sat.,
10th and 11th. Household
items, some furniture. 8 til
4, In case of rain, porch
sale. Take 94 W out 3 mi. to
Hwy 783 Rob Mason Rd.,
turn right, go 2 mi.
Yard sale, Sat. 8:30 til 3. 3
miles N. on 641. Follow the
signs.
Yard sale, 506 N. 5th. All
day Sat.

43. Real Estate
Appraisels - Coonening - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
75341611
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area. and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
/
1
4 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's.'Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Esbte

E
n XCEL
.
LENT
LAKEFRONT - No. 30S.
Lot fronts lake for 141 ft.,
blacktop rood for 110 ft
Power, phone, water
callable 17 miles to town.
service routes Excellent
lot in restricted area sells
for $17,00, owner financing

I

Strout Realty
101 ILINP•10.
0 Sruket
1112 Coldr•atel Rd
Rewho kr 42071

Call 75341011 anytime

Reduced! Reduced! Reduced! Three low priced
properties. A large prestigious house and garage
apartment on large downtown business lot 602
Main), only $42,900. A
good 2 bedroom house on
good lot near hospital (903
Vine), only $18,900. A good
two bedroom house on good
lot near MSO (1615
Hamilton). only $21,500.
Possessions immediate and
owners want offers. Call
C.O. Bondurant Realty
753-3460.

11"

BOY MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

ATESBOROUGH
LISTING
Economical three
bedroom home only 3
years old. Home has
been maticulously
maintained both inside and out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two-car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only $62,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real Service in Real Estate.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e Ilent
neighborhood.
Features include living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-car
garage. Home has
been
recently
redecorated
throughout. Priced in
the 60's. Price just
reduced $3000. Phone
753-1222 for all the
details.

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

1978 Y1100 for sale Call
Three each, 2 after 5 489-2483
Bedroom Trailers, gas
1979 Yamaha 80 $150
heat, window air, furCall 437-4945
nished, priced for
1480 Yamaha Special Low
quick sale. Rents for
mileage,
extra nice 436$450 per month.
2647 after 6
Priced at $9,500.
1981 Honda 200 ATC. 2
753-90941
mon old 753-2581. After
6, 753-7801.
For sate: 1973 500 Honda 4
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
cylinder. Good condition.
$1000 Call 753-9957 after
5 PM.
Exceptional Buy!
2 Bedroom brick duplex, For sale, 1980 Yamaha YZ
located 1 mile from town 50 753-8856
$38,000.
Yamaha GT-80 Good condiExcellent
Commercial tion $250 Call 753-7774
Building and Lot. 73x400 48. Auto. Services
Block building in good condition. Gas heat. Fine location
KIT
AUTO PARTS
Best buy in County! 3
315 S. 46 St.,
Bedroom home 7 miles NW
of Murray. Central heat and
Alsrrsy. Keafselly
air, 1 acre, 2-car bodyshop
Batteries, tires,
Home insulated TVA stan- wheel severs, spate
dards.
accessories. 21 hear
'ming. Also. sew
plots Nom of mod
Merray-Calleway
ow.parts.
Comity Realty
753-5500
(302)7534146
304 M. 1 ttli 21,
For sale: 3 G-78X14 B.F.
Ky. 42071
Goodrich radial tires. 753.
4.1 A. lones.11•Mor
0724 after 5 p.m.

44. Lots For Sale

49. Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

For sale Dune Buggy.
753-5499
1969 Mustang V-8 engine
Murray's Newest
INCOME
3 speed new sun roof, mag
Exclusive
Subdivision
POTENTIAL
wheels $900 or make offer
Woodgate Estates
2-Bedroom mobile
Call 435-4588
Paved streets
curbs
home with expanded
and gutters, city water
1970 Chev. 350 engine.
room; C.E. heat and
and sewer, R-1 restricRuns good, drives good,
air; in good condition
tions. Located on Johngood brakes and tires.
ny Robertson
along with 27 acres of
Road.
AM/FM radio with 8-track.
Financing
available
.
land. This acreage
$395
or best offer. Call
Creekwbo
GOOD
d
INVESTMENT. Large
has been developed
753-8473 after 5.
Developers Inc.
older
house,
3
or
4
to accommodate 26
753-4091
1974 Gremlin. 6 cyl., auto..
bedroom on extra large lot.
R.V.'s, including
Owner
will
air.
Good condition. $1095.
finance.
This
bathhouse
and
house has many large
489-2595
.
holding tanks for
rooms with basement and Two acres on Irvin Cobb Rd. 1974
Building lot, 1 /
1
2
Mercury Comet, for
water. The property
garage. Could be converted 753-0840.
acres. Reduced for
parts or whole car. Exceldrains well and could
into
several apartments for 45. Farms For
quick sale. Owner
lent 302 engine. TransmisSale
easily be converted
an excellent investment.
sion and tires, $200.
leaving town.
to a permanant-type
Would consider trade, or 171/2 acre farm. Good for 753-9673.
%real Waldrop
mobile home park
only 528,000. Call today. small livestock operation. 3
Real Estate
with the installation
Spann Realty Associates. Bdrm home, 1200 sq. ft.
IINOTICEII
Undo Mrs
of an adequate septic
Outbuildings, good well,
753-7724.
C -good country yard. Reduced
system. Near KY.
is,.',.,
to sell at $22.500. 753Lake and Keniake [
If you has, a wreck and
Paramus IL Thomas
2418.
State Park.
need a wrecker please
laminae* &
GOOD
46. Homes For Sale request lie policeman in
Real Estate
NEIGHBORHOOD
degree 681 you wantSeathsIde(wort Sq.
Assume this loan. Two story
205 Woodlawn - Very
Murray, Keateisky
brick with full dry basenice older home, full
PARKER FORD
ment, 5 Bdrms„ low, low
75344151
basement. Electric
WRECKER SERVICEutility bills, nice yard on
heat, air conditioner,
street
quiet
near
downCountyHorse
acres
10
or
close to M.S.U.,shoppark your mobile home and town. Priced to sell. Days 753-5273, Night 753ping, etc. on shady
enjoy this country setting. 753-7838.
1833 24 lifer writs.
lot, 2 BR's up., 1
Acreage completely fenced, Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3
1% Rik North of Khisey
large bedroom, utiliwell and septic in- large lots. 30x40 garage.
ty, garage and base°pet Tuesday through Saturday
cluded...convenient loca- Located 6 mi. West of 1975 Buick LeSabre, or
trade for cheaper one
ment level. Only
tion between Mayfield and Murray on 94. Call 435489-2411
753-3307
26,900.00.
Murray. Take a look today. 4490
1975 Ford Granada, 4 Dr., 6
Offer by CENTURY 21,
LorettalobS, Realtors...753- Brick house in Coldwater, cyl., p.b., p.s., air, new
3 bedroom. 2 bath, living tires. 47,000 mi. actual.
1492.
room and den, 2 car garage, Call 753-3378.
BOB MILLER'S
on large lot. $49,900. Call
OWNER FINANCED AND
1975 Triumph Spitfire
753-2443 or 489-2145.
RACING ENGINE SHOP
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
convertible, AM/FM cassI f
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. ette stereo, fog lights, new
you can afford to buy at a
KEVK,KENTUCKY 42053
Three bedroom, 2 bath, muffler and tires. Nice
low interest rate this 3
Thursday,July 16,1981
10:00 A.M.
formal dining room, large condition, _well kept.
bedroom brick house on
753-1222
DIRECTIONS: Take Hwy. 60 West to Kevil
140MPS FOR LIVIFIG
lovely lot. Save on utilities
den, 2 car garage, concrete $2700. Call 753-8425.
Rank, turn tight at bank on Hwy. 473, at
drive. Large patio with
with insulation to TVA stancrossroads go straight on New Liberty Churdards. Priced low to sell
cedar fence. House has '75 Charger Daytona, p.s..
IMPRESSIVE
ch Road, turn left on Wallace Lane, garage
quickly. Call Spann Realty
many extras. Owner will p.b., air-conditioner, AM - ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
RESIDENCE
consider
Associates. 753-7724..
financing. See at FM cassette stereo. C.B. or vinyl siding and trim.
on right.
pprokirnately 4500
1809 Wiswill Rd., or call radio, antenna, air shocks, Aluminum trim for brick
SHOP EQUIPMENT-AND INVENTORY
sq. ft. of living area
mags(cragers), 61,000 houses. Jack Glover, 753753-0839
or 436-2935.
Mac Tool Boxes (1-8 drawer top, 1-7
in this 5 bedroom, 31
/
2
1873.
miles. $1400. 753-3716.
drawer top, 1-3 drawer center, 1-6
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
algal)
bath Georgian style
Announci
ng Jones and Gray
'78
Malibu Classic. 2 door
drawer base, 1-10 drawer base); CorBV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
home located where
Upholster
y.
Two former
coup;
sharp,
black
with
living area, fully carpeted, 3
nwell 7 drawer tool box; 7-11
city and County
/
2 ton C & M
753-1222
upholsterers,
silver vinyl roof. Good gas MSU
bedrooms
built-in
kitchen
,
Come-a-longs; Sioux Grinder; 3 sets Pipe
meet. Large living
140ITIPS FOR Livinc;
and family room combina- mileage. 305 Vfr engine. specialists in home ind inWrenches; Miller 225 Welder; Snap-on
room with marble
tion,
living room, utility, auto.. a/c, AM/FM stereo. stitutional upholstery. 8-4.
fireplace,formal dinTool Box; Motor Hoist; 4 Walker jacks (1-5
MOBILE HOME
one large bath, lots' of radio. 30,000 actual miles, Monday through Friday.
ing room, den with
AND 15 ACRES
ton, 3-1 /
1
2 ton); 15 Hydraulic Jocks; 10
storage.
Low $40's. Call 1 owner. Call 759-1926 492-8307 After hours, Barfireplace. Many exLocated 5 miles west
Motor Stands; 1 hp Flomatic Airbara Gray, 753-6265:
753-9818. Must see to after. 6 P.M.
tras in quality and
of Murray on the ButSherry
Jones, 753-6150.
Compressor; Small Anvil; 3 Bench Grinappreciate.
design with all the
terworth Road, this
ders; Wooden Parts Bins; Allen
GENERAL
HOME REPAIR
For sale by owner, six room 'New, 1981 Ponappurtances of a truchoice tract has 8
Distributor Machine; 12-5 gal. gas cans;
years
experienc
15
e carpenbrick house. 2 bedrooms,
tiac
T-1000,
ly luxurious family
tendable acres, 3
Battery Charger; Ignition Parts and
try. concrete, plumbing.
garage,
corner
on
lot,
home. Manicured
acres of woods, and 2
$5250.00
roofing. siding, things
Cabinet; Several thousand dollars worth
78x187'. In quiet relawn
with a variety
pictures
que
ponds
in
around the home. Free
PURDOM
of Bearings; 4-1
/
2 In. Heavy-duty drills; 3sidential
neighbor
hood.
of flowering trees,
a lovely setting. A
estimates! No job too small.
3/8 in. drills; 4-1
/
4 in. drills; Steam Jenny;
Walking distance to shopOLDSMOBILE
flowers
shrubs
pretty
picture
'Call days 474-2359, 474for
ping center. Call 753-1276.
Jumper Cables; Extention Cords; Air
PONTIAC
cover 1 14 acres. Cirpleasant living at an
2276 evenings. •
Hoses; Vices; Transmission Jock; PorSmall neat house near
cular drive, brick
affordable price in
CADILL
AC
K
& K Stump Removal. Do
tomatic Air-Lift Jack; Creepers; Dolly;
KenLake State Park.
walkway and patio
the mid 20's. Phone
1404W. Maki
you
need stumps removed
Oxygen and Acetelyne Torches; Jack
$16500.
437-4462 days.
accent this stunning
753-1222, Kopperud
from
your yard or land
153-531
S
Stands; Shop Vacuum; Paint Guns; Fire
437-4569 nights.
setting. Contact KopRealty, for all the
cleared of stumps? We can
Extinguishers; 1000's of dollars worth of
perud Realty, 753details.
remove stumps up to 24"
hand tools; 8 cases WD-40.
1222, for Full-time
GET CLOSE TO
below the "graund. leaving
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
Real Estate Service.
NATURE
only sawdust and chips.
2 Metal desk; office choirs; Stereo; ElecINVEST IN THE
with this private 5
Call for free estimate. Bob
tric Fans; Electric Heaters; Wooden Card
FUTURE
acre fenced tract
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
File; Like-New Con Drink Machine; Bullet
Located on South
near Kentucky Lake.
Kemp. Jr 435-4319
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Heater; 50 New Push Brooms; 2-275 gal.
12th St., this property
Situated beautifully
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
has
excellen
tanks;
t
potenoil
Office Refrigerator; Go-Cart; 2
with a private drive
Commercial and residen•HOLLIS
TER
OSTOM
PRODUC
Y
TS
tial for a business
seater Bicycle; 10 hp John Deer Lawn
and stocked pond,
tial Also patching, sealing
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City limits
location. Currently
you can do some
Mower.
and striping For estimates
•
serving as rental progreat relaxing and
TERMS: Cash, Cashier's Check or Bonk
call 753-1537
perly, it has two
fishing at your own
Letter of Credit will be required unless a
MOBILE HOME ANCISORS
bedrooms, one bath,
private retreat. Conregistered buyer at our auctions and
underpinning, roofs sealed,
kitchen, living room
crete block basement
knownby our sale personnel.
patio awnings, and house
with fireplace and
with roof goes with
225 L. P. Miller St. Maw two Commomenhy C•4t4r) type roofs for mobile
Sal. Conducted by
den
or dining. Adjathe
property
.
A
real
homes. .753-1873. Jack
JAKE BROWN AND ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Senior Citizens
:::.- 1euerter property
buy at only $13,500.
Glover._
AUCTIONS AND KUL ESTATE.
may alas be pure
_Open Hours-- -Phone^ anT memberAll of irdiir igtiibbing
P.O. Box 7729ed. Priced at only
of the Kopperud
Mon.,
air-conditioning needs Also
Tues.,
Thurs.
,
Fri.,
Paducah,Kentucky 42001 Set.
$28,000 through KopRealty Home team at
carpentry, painting.
do
J.M. Brown,Booker
Phones 412-9762
•
$-127S3.3$5
perud Realty, 711
753-1222 for all the
roofing.
and concrete All
and Auctioneer
and 554-9429
Main.
•etails.
For Appointment
work done to satisfaction
753-9822. .
4
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

NOW OPEN

Aleta's Beauty Shop

753-8080

WALLIS DRUG

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP I

53. Services Offered

5rServices Offiid

1%5 Ford II ton short
wheel base, 429 1-Bird MOBILE tiUME REPAIR. In- Guttering by Sears. Sears
engine, C-6 auto_ transmis- stalling tie downs under- continuous gutters installed
sion, side pipes. Needs pinning, roofing installing per your specifications, Call
doors and windows Also Sears 753-2310 for free
flywheel. 753-8210.
build porches and patios est mate.
1973 Dodge 42 ton Pickup. Call 753-6973
Free Hardworking, trustworthy
a
estimates' No lob too laborer, available anytime
435-4490
small!
Will do most anything
1977 Dodge Maxi van, AC., APPLIANCE SERVICE
$4.00 an hour. 753-5058
P.S , P.B., carpeted. 36, Kenmore,
Whirlpool. Need work on your trees?
000 miles. $4000. 753- Westinghouse Experienc
ed Topping, pruning, shaping,
8296.
independent service Bobby complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
Dodge Pickup. 1976, club Hopper, 753-4872.
SERVICE for professional
cab. Adventuie Sport. Air, Asphalt driveways
and
tree care. 753-8536.
power, good condition. gd. par king lots sealed
by
tires. Loan value $1950: Sears For free estimates Professional Painting
and
will take $1675 Call call 753-2310
Paper Hanging by the hour
489-2595.
Carpenter work wanted. 30 or lob Free Estimates; 25
51. Campers
yrs. experience. Call 436- 'yrs. experience. All work
guaranteed Call 759-1305
1969 17' camper. Com- 2253.
pletely refinished on inside. Concrete and block, brick after 12 noon.
Gas and electricity. new work. Basements, drive_
Aluminum Service Co.,
refrigerator, new tires. ways. storm cellars, poraluminum and vinyli
Ready to go. $1500. ches. 20 years experienc
e
siding.
custom trim,
492-8555.
753-5476.
work.
Reference
s. Call
1973 19' Giles camper
Dale Spenser's portable
Will Ed Bailey, 753$2400 Exc. condition
sand blasting and painting.
0689
753-8451
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626.
1977 Pace Arrow motor ELDERLY? DISABLED
? INhome 25 ft., fully equiped
FIRMED? Variety of service Responsible young man will
mow lawns, paint and
Located in Aurora, KY to assist you in
indepen474-8884.
dent living. Call HOME scrape, babysit. etc. Call
753-9202.
A.I.D. 759-1337
52. Boats and
Experienced mechanic
Warning! Don't read this
Boat Motors Rates
lower. 436-2805
unless you're in need of
14' Lowe Line 48" bottom
1979 28 hp motor, trailer. Exterior and Interior Paint- roofing. carpentry, or elecing Phone 753-3450 or trical work. New or repair.
753-3621 or 753-4871
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
see Herman Wicker.
15' Runaboat with 70 HP
753-9226 for free estimate.
Fence
sales at Sears now.
Johnson motor, trailer. Call
Call Sears 753-2310 for Wet basement? We make
435-4490.
free estimate for your wet basements dry, work
16' Glastron, walk-thru needs .
completely guarenteed. Call
windshield, top/side curor write Morgan Constructains, power tilt, 60 hp Get your tobacco firing tion Co., Route 2, Box
Evinrude. heavy duty trailer. wood now! Sawmill slabs 409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
Good condition. $2500 58.00/bundle loaded, or or call day or night,
firm. 753-0004 day, 753- you load loose slabs at 1-442-7026.
$5.00 a pickup load.
9274 after 5 pm.
Will do office or house
753-7531.
16' Tabun ski boat. As is,
cleaning, or any odd jobs.
Lawn Service. Hedge., 753-8409
$250. 474-2390.
before 10 am or
prune, tree. Free
23' all aluminum pontoon, Call 436-2997. estimate. after 7 pm. Experienced.
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp
Johnson's Electric. Com- Will haul driveway white
Evinrude motor, exc. shape
mercial and residential rock and Ag lime, also have
436-5364.
wiring, gas installed and any type of brown or white
25' Cruiser, 283 inboard repairing. 753-7203
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
.
engine; in water at Kenlake
work. Call Roger Hudson,
Need
carpet
cleaned pro- 753-4545 or
Marina. 474-2390.
753-6763.
fessionally? Economically?
Boat trailer. Will fit up to Call Jeff's Carpet
Will
mow
yards,
15 years
Cleaning.
18' boat. 753-0724 after 5 Featuring deep,
deep steam experience. Call 753-6564.
P.m.
cleaning. Soil repellent Will sharpen hand saws and
For sale, Boat house with available. 5 years ex- skill saws. 753-4656.
living quarters located in perience. Commercial winCypress Bay Resort. B.A. dows cleaned up to 4 56.
Free Column
Daniel. 724 Walnut, Mur- stories. Free estimates. Call
753-9826
physboro, Ill, 62966.
.
Free puppies. Call 437Rason Craft hull jet boat,
4945.
400 Chevy
motor. l
itxpert car end bowel
436-5814.
wee repair.
57. Wanted
53. Services Offered
WORLD OF SOUND
TO RENT: Nice country
222 S. 1 2t6 St.
Bill's Upholstery. We give
home close to town.
7534865
your car, boat or furniture a
753-2437.
new look! Located behind
Dairy Queen. Call
753-8085.
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS
bookcases.
music centers, etc
Reasonable. 436-2566.

FIVE MILES FROM KY. LAKE
Price reduced from $32,000 to $25,000.
Owner will sell or trade for acreage. Quitest place
in the county. Fully carpeted, 3 bedroom house
on 1 1/2 acre lot. Living room 1 6x24 with
fireplace. Family room 1 2x1 2, 28x40 garage and
work shop on first floor and living area on second
floor. Partly finished, paneling and ceiling in sub
floor in. It is wired and hos good well for house
and garage. Has gas heat and two septic
systems.

759-1227 or
436-2423

REDUCED
For Quick Sale

This lovely 3 BR. Brick home on 51/2
acres. Owner leaving the area. says
-Sell.- Has heat pump, central air,
fireplace, 2 baths family room, carpet,
drapes, dishwasher, runge, refrigerator,
with icemaker. 3 walk-in closets. Well
built and beautifully landscaped. Large
redwood dedt
area.
Must see to appreciate. Call for your appointment. Asking $59,500/Location: on
Elm Grove Church Rd. 1 1 /2 mi. off 94 East.

Nkortjur4Alloway
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IFuierals
In R. Somers Is
Dead At Age Of 91;
Funeral Saturday
In R. Somers of Murray
Route 6 died Thursday at 12
noon at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was 91 years of age.
The deceased moved to •
Murray 17 years ago after
having retired as salesman
for the Karp and Son Food
Company, Chicago, Ill. An
Army veteran of World War
I, he was born Jan. 30, 1890,
in Maryland to the late Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Somers.
Mr. Somers is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Louise Moffett
Somers, Murray Route 6;
one daughter, Miss Nancy
Somers, Telluride, Colo.;
one son, James Somers,
Rozell, Ill.; two brothers,
John. Dewey Somers,
Florida, and Morris Somers,
California; two grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Mrs. Louise
Short will be organist. Burial
will follow in the Outland
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Futrell Takes
Part In Marine
'Solid Shield 81'

4

I
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Various cburches in the
area have announced
meetings and services at the
churches.
FATIII TABERNACLE
PENTECOSTAL
Allen Cash of Lowes will
give his testimony and show
a film on "Humanism" at
the Faith Tabernacle
Pentecostal Church, located
two miles east of Almo on the
Duncantown Road, on Sunday,July 12, at 7 p.m.
The pastor, the Rev.
Dwayne Baker, will speak at
the 11 a.m. services on Sunday with Sunday School at 10
a.m.
SAIENBAPTIST
The Salem Baptist Church,
near Lynn Grove, will hear
the Rev. Jackson Foster
speak at both the 11 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. services on Sunday,July 12.
Bobby Fain will be in
charge of the music service...
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir.
Sunday School with Dan
Miller as director will be at
10 a.m., and Church Training will be at 6:30 p.m.
The pastor, the Rev. Mike
Littrell, and the Church
Training Director, Randy
Adams, will be attending the
church training week at
Ridgecrest Baptist Conference Center, Ridgecrest,
N. C.

REV. KIIU3Y
TO SPEAK
Charles Kirby,
Rev.
The
Marine Cpl. Joseph L
Morning Star
the
of
pastor
Futrell, son of Ruby Futrell
Church,
Baptist
Missionary
of Route 8, Box 50, Murray,
Louisville, will be the prinexin
ilarticipated
recently
cipal speaker at a special
ercise "Solid Shield 81. He is
meeting to be held at the
a member of the 1st BatCommunity Center.
Douglas
talion, 8th Marines, based at
July 13,at8 p.m.
Monday,
on
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Rev. Kirby serves,on the
"Solid Shield 81" was the National Board of the
19th in a series of annual southern Christian Leaderland and sea exercises ship Conference and is presidesigned to emphasize com- dent of the United Christian
mand and control of military Leadership Conference. A
forces in a shaulated combat chapter of the SCLC will be
environment. Involving established in Murray.
more than 27,000 Army, The music will be directed
Navy, Air Force and Marine by Adell Dwasp, and the
Corps personnel, the exer- speaker will be introduced
cise was conducted at Camp by the Rev. William H HornLejeune, N.C., Fort Bragg, buckle, Murray, who serves
N.C., and Shaw Air Force on the state board of the Ken,tucky Christian Leadership
Base,S.C.
Conference.
The three-week exercise
The public is invited to atsimulated military action tend, a spokesman for the
'between opposing land, sea group said.
and air forces, and included
an airborne assault, naval
SOUTH PLEASANT
mine warfare, harbor conGROVE METHODIST
trol, runway repair and tac- Morning worship will
tical air support operations. begin at 10:45 a.m. on Sunday, July 12, at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Big things come in small Methodist Church with the
packages when it comes to pastor, the Rev. Dr. Paul
uranium. A pound of enrich- Blankenship, to speak on
ed uranium fuel contains "Following the Spirit's
nearly 3 million times the Lead."
energy in a pound of coal,ac- Special music will be procording to National vided by the Younger Adult
Geographic.
Choir, directed by Tim

'._'11111111111_
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BLALOCK-COLEMAN

of local community envo/vement agencies to be pursued.
Lynne Loberger will serve
as nursery attendant for
both Church School and the
morning worship hours.
Activities for the week will
Include a Bazaar Workshop
at 7 p.m. at the church on
Thursday, July 16, and a
Men's Fellowship Breakfast
at 7 a.m. at the Men's
and Health With Key to the
Fellowship Breakfast at 7
Saiptares by Mary Baker
a.m. on Saturday,July 18.
Eddy.

The Golden Text will be
from I John: "My little
children, let um not love in
word, enither in tongue; but
In deed and in truth."
The Bible lesson sermon is
comprised of readings from
the King James version of
the Bible and correlative
passages from the Christian
Science textbook, Science

Hawkins, with Miss Joan
Cooper as organist and Tommy Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m., evening worship
at 6:30 p.m., and Youth
Fellowship at 7:15 p.m. on
Sunday at the church,
located southwest of Murray
on Highway 713.
---HA7EL BAPTIST
The pastor, the Rev.
James T. Garland, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. services on Sunday, July 12, at the Hazel Baptist
Church.
Music for the services will
be under the direction of
Gene Orr Miller with Oneida
White as pianist and Gwyn
Key as organist.
Sunday School with
Wallace Lassiter as director
will be at 9:45 a.m., and
Church Training with Pat
Hutson asdirector will be at
6 p.m.
Nursery workers will be
Janie Story, Jerrie Lassiter,
Vance, and D.
Sherry
Lassiter.

PRESBYTERIAN
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, will
speak on "Creatively Using
Our Troubles" with scripture from II Corinthians 4:712 at the 10:45 a.m. services
on Sunday, July 12, at the
church. A children's sermon
will also be given.
Amy Jarman will direct
the choir with Marietta
O'Bryan as organist. Mrs.
Jarman will present a solo in
place of the regular anthem
entitled "En Priere."
Church School will be at
930 a.m. The Jesse Rogers
Class will hear Mrs. Henry
McKenzie speak on "God's
Word In Our Hearts." The
Adult Class will continue
their study of "Christian
Response to Community
Needs" with an investigation

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE

"Sacrament" will be topic
of the Bible Lesson Sermon
to be read Sunday,July 12,at
11 a.m. at the Christian
Science Society, Murray. -

Modern Facilities
Efficient. Dedicated Seiffice
Murray,Ky.

753-6800

A celebration of the Holy
Eucharist will be held Sunday, July 12, at 9:45 a.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach Streets,
with the vicar, the Rev.
David K. Robinson, as
celebrant and preacher.
Assisting in the service
will be Bill Kyle and
Elizabeth Whitmer, lay
readers, while Ben Moore,
Samir Mafoud, and Heather
Doyle will be acolytes.
Dale and Len Reys and
Jim and Mollie Mouth will be
in charge of the nursery during the service.
Pat Harcourt, cochairman for Missions, has
announced that the monthly
newsletter will be ready for
distribution on Sunday and sons.
A special grand jury conurges churchmen to pick up
vened by New Orleans
their copies.
District Attorney Harry Connick adjourned ealier with a
finding of no wrongdoing on
the part of more than a dozen
officers.
Officer Gregory Neupert
was shot to death Nov. 8 in
the predominantly black
A gradual increase in the Algiers district across the
number of cases reported Mississippi River from
has been noted since 1959, downtown. Four days later,
but doctors are unsure why it a black man put under arrest
there was shot to death. The
is on the upswing.
"It's the great unanswered next day, two men listed as
question," Helmick said. suspects in the officer's
"One theory parallels the shooting, along with a
use of (the banned pesticide) woman, were shot to death
DDT — when DDT use was by police in raids on two
halted, it allowed the tick Algiers homes.
U.S. Attorney John Volz
population to grow. But a lot
said "all leads have been exof people don't buy that.
"Another theory is in- hausted" in his investigation
creased suburbanization. It into the killings of the
put more people out where blacks. He said any leads
the ticks are. But that's just that come along will be
followed, but it won't conspeculation," he said.
A vaccine to fight the tinue "with the same intensidisease has been developed ty."
The beating victims were
and is presently being
tested, but it will be several identified by the Justice
years before it is available, Department as Robert
Davis, Johnny Brownlee and
Helmick said.
Gren, all black,
Clarence
tested
being
is
The vaccine
for safety, and several effec- and Irvin Hughes, who was
tiveness tests will follow, he white.
An arraignment was
said. "Then there will be
large-scale testing, primari- scheduled for Tuesday
ly with groups lure the U.S. before US. Magistrate InForest Service" before the gard Johannesen. Each of
vaccine is marketed, the seven face one count of
conspiracy, which carries a
Helmick said.

Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever Hits Record Pace
cases through the same
period last year, the CDC
said in its Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report.
• The disease causes fever,
year, with more than 100 headache, rash and muscle
more cases reported than in pain. If left untreated, about
the same period last year, 20 percent of the cases result
when a record was set, the in death, but the disease is
national Centers for Disease easily treatel with antibiotics.
Control said today.
Rocky Mountain spotted
Despite its geographic
name,the tick-borne disease fever can be prevented if
is most common in the south people in tick country are
Atlantic states, where more aware of the problem, said
than 61 percent of last year's Dr. Chad Helmick, a
1,156 cases occurred, the medical investigator in the
CDC said. Almost all of the CDC's Viral Diseases Divicases occur in the summer- sion.
Because the ticks have to
time, when ticks are
be attached for several
prevalent.
Tlrough the week ending hours before the infection
July 4, 510 cases of Rocky. can take hold, people who
Mountain spotted fever were are outdoors should check
reported, compared with 405 for them frequently,he said.
By LAWRENCE IULMAN

Associated Press ilMter
ATLANTA (AP) — Rocky
Mountain spotted fever is
setting a record pace this

Inspectors Winning
War On Waste, Fraud
without their viOlence.
They said their efforts in
that period resulted in more
than 600 indictments and
more than 400 convictions.
The inspectors predicted
they eventually could help
save billions of dollars but
said their newly launched
program has a long way to
go before that goal is achieved.
"You sure have my backing. Go get 'em," Reagan
told the inspectors as they
were leaving the Oval Office.
Reagan vowed at the
outset of his administration
to fight waste, fraud and
abuse in government. He
named a Council on Integrity
and Efficiency to oversee the
works of the 15 inspectors
general who ferret out such
wrong-doing in federal agencies.
At the time, Reagan fired
all the inspectors general.
The White House passed the

By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
With an exhortation from
President Reagan to "go get
'em," federal inspectors
charged with working like
"Junkyard dogs" are stepping up the war on government waste and fraud. And
they say they're winning.
A group of the inspectors
told the president Thursday
that since January they have
questioned more than $1
billion in federal costs, have
recovered $95 million and
have saved $300 million that
would have been spent

Hog Market
June.-al Kane, Sinc.

ST.JOHN'S
EPISCOPAL

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
The indictment of seven currant or former white police
officers on federal charges
of violating the civil rights of
three black men and a white
questioned in a murder probe does not go far enough,
the leader of a black citizens
group says.
The indictment, returned
Thursday, alleged that the
four were beaten and
threatened with death during a search for the killer of
a white police officer.
However, the government
did not ask the grand jury to
indict any of the officers who
shot to death four blacks during the investigation.
Arthur Bush, president of
the Concerned Citizens of
Algiers, a black citizens'
group, said the indictments
were "insufficient" and "not
satisfactory." He said he
had hoped all 14 officers
allegedly involved in the
case would be indicted and
he called it "a travesty of
Justice" that no charges
were brought in the
shootings.
An outcry from the city's
black community led in
December to the resignation
of Police Chief James Par-

Federal-State Market News Service
July 10, 19111
Kentadky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 312 EA. 700 Barrows &
Gilts 23-.50 lower Sows 1.00-1.30 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lba
01.2511.30
US 2210.350 lbs
00.7551.75
US 3-3 140-2110 lbs
$40.7S-50.73
US 34 X&VO lbs
Sows
US 1-2 170-350 lba.
$40.0041.30 word that it wanted its inUS1-3 M6450lbs.
$41.0042.18 spectors generals to pursue
US 1-345111139..
147.11044.35

US 14304111111s.
US34SISIOSlbs.
Boars M.1146.611

$44.6641.M
$01141.10

Stock Market
Prices of stock of load interest at
11 a.m.. CDT, today, fandahed to the
Ledger & 11mee by Pint al Michigan,
Corp.. of Murray,are as Mows:

mailman penalty of 10
years in jail and a $10,000
fine, and at least one count
each of violation of civil
rights, which carries a oneyear prison term and $1,000
fine as maximums.
No trial date was set.
Indicted were Sgt. John
McKenrie, 39; Detective
Ronald Brink, 36; Officer
Thomas Woodall, 31; Officer
Dale Bonura, 33; Officer
Richard LeBlanc, 31; and
Officer Stephen Farrar,30.
Also indicted was a former

HERRIN, Ill. (AP) —
Cleanup work continued today at a railroad crossing
east of Herrin where a
freight train struck a
tractor-trailer truck loaded
with liquor in an accident
which injured four and scattered derailed cars and
smoldering fires for several
hundred feet.
Witnesses said the truck
driver, Ben Bramble, 28, of
Louisville, Ky., apparently
tried to beat the train to the
crossing but didn't quite
make it. Bramble was in fair
condition with back injuries
in the intensive-care unit of
Herrin Hospital.
He was driving a truck
loaded with liquor for the
JMC Transport Co., of Jeffersonville, Ind., en mate to
a Hen-in warehouse.
Also taken to the hospital
were train engineer Marion
Miller, 49, of Centralia and
brakeman Mike Wharton, of
Irvington. Both men were
treated for minor cuts and
burns and released.
Conductor John Duncan,
49, of Centralia collapsed
shortly after the accident,
the victim of heat exhaustion. He was listed in fair
condition at Herrin Hospital.
Firefighters from seven
fire departments had to string hose through chest-high
weeds to battle flame:: on the
first of four engines which
left the tracks. Flames,fueled in part by broken bottles
of whiskey and gin from the
truck's cargo, also spread
along the Herrin-Johnston
City road right of way about
a half mile east of Herrin.
Homer E. Ferguson, of
West Frankfort said he was
driving toward Herrin shortly after 7 a.m. when the
truck passed him. Moments
later, he said, he saw papers
flying and train cars wobbling as he approached the
crossing, which was blocked

their jobs like "junkyard
dogs."
Since then, 12 inspectors
generals have been rehired,
although most have been

shuffled to new agencies to
guard against the possibility
they had become too

Journal. Earlier this year,
he joined United Press International, and has been its
statehouse reporter at
Frankfort.
Chellgren, 27, is a University of Kentucky graduate,
and will be working otti of-the AP bureau located at the
Evansville Courier. The office is responsible for
coverage of Southwestern
Indiana and Western Kentucky.
Ms. Shulins, 26, attended
Northeastern University
prior to working for the
Lebanon (N.H.) Valley News
for 23 months in 1975-76. She
Joined the AP at Montpelier
in November, 1976, and was
named correspondent-incharge of Vermont in 1978.

The indicted officers, who
have been taken off the
homicide beat and given
desk jobs, will not be
disciplined pending the outcome of the trial, police
spokesman Gin Krinke said.

Cleanup Continues
At Railroad Crossing

Selections Announced
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The promotion of Nancy L.
Shulins and the appointment
of Mark R. Chellgren to succeed her as Evansville correspondent were announced
Friday by The Associated
Press.
Ms. Shulins, who was the
first correspondent when the
Evansville office opened in
1979, has been named to the
news cooperative's national
writing team, based at APheadquarters in New York.
Chellgren, a native of
Ashland, Ky., began his
news career in 1977 as a staffer with the Bay City (Texas) Daily Tribune, later
moving to the Paris (Ky.)
Daily Enterprise. For 21
2
/
years he was a staff writer
for the Frankfort(Ky.)State

officer, Steven Reboul, 28,
fired last month by police
Superinendent Henry Morris, who cited brutality
lawsuits won against him.
The Algiers killings were not
mentioned in the letter of
dismissal.

for four hours after the collision.
The train's locomotive hit
the trailer of the rig,leaving
the rear on the east side and
the truck's front and trailer
300 feet west of the tracks.
The four engines and 12 empty coal cars left the tracks.
The 110-car Burlington
Northern train was empty
and bound for Wyoming
after delivering a load of
coal to the Cook Coal Terminal at Metropolis, said
trainmaster Mike Hoover of
Centralia.
Railroad spokesmen at
district headquarters in
Hannibal, Mo., said damage
to the train could exceed
$100,000. State police
estimated the value of
Bramble's load at $50,000.

State DOT Files
Motion To Dismiss
$110,000 LawsuitHENDERSON, Ky. (AP)
— The state Department of
Transportation has filed a
motion to dismiss a $110,000
lawsuit brought by two
Henderson property owners
who claim their property has
been damaged by the Second
Street construction project.
The plaintiffs, Cooksey
Crafton and Nina Rene Crafton, own Crafton-Duncan
Inc., a retail feed and fertilizer store at Second and
McKinley streets.
In the Craftons' suit filed
June 10 in Henderson Circuit
Court, attorney Charles
West asked for $100,000 for
damages to the property and
$10,000 because of the temporary disruption of the use
of the property.
West said depositions will
be taken and a trial by jury
will probably occur within 12
months.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Buick Skylark
4 door, white, gold vinyl interior, 4 cylinder, automatic, power esteering, air conditioner.49xxx miles.

$6477.00
Dwain Taylor chovrolot inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
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familiar with their old ones
to remain genuinely critical.
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Reagan also announced at
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U.S.mists

A.
nominate
Charles
Bowdier, a fiscal managemend expert, to be comptroller general. That is the
IS am
WI vac top post at the General AcSP6 % counting Office, the inM%
vestigative arm of Congress.
11666A
Bomber, managing peelner of a large Washiegtin
o ntIng firm, would—
774*
usie
s
replace the retired Elmer B.
41%int Staats. If confirmed by the
▪
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Tommy Welker
Ownar

a Rose Garden ceremony
Thursday that he will
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American Telophose
Chrysler
Ford Motor
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Senate, Bowsher's term
would be for 15 years.
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WE ARE A FULL SERVICE FLORIST
MEETING ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
OWNERS
SHARILYN WISFHART-NANCY BOGARD

IROWAPIllit

immes.T. KY

.-Sat.8-5 p.m.-

41,
15,V9514 = 21:
us.-1..-nnryrrivm a„win, „„

J.H. Churchill was my great grandfather, Ronald Churchill was my grandfather. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
backed by 95 years of reliable family service. Allow us to help you in your time of
need.

- larthurchill
Funoral Home
201 S. 3rd

753-2411
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WE'RE GIVING
AWAY CASH!

Weekly Entertainment Section of The Murray Ledger & Times
TV Schedules For Sunday,July 12,through Saturday,July 18

=OW

Register each nightfor
the 00.00to be given
away at our booth at,the fair!

BankofMurray

SUZANNE SOMERS STARS as u algleftleb slug*. and Jabot Rabbsstaist testers as bar partsser, 10 "Nippily Ever After," a TV-aseele to be rebroadcast Wednesday, holy 15, soss CIS.
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sunday
morning
5:00 A.M.

co- Between the Lines
5:30 A.M.
o - It's Your Business
6:00 A.M.
- Today's

Black

Woman
Summer Semester
O - James Robison
-

6:15 A.M.

Cable
Channels

(I)- Day of Discovery
GO - Community Worship
0 X - Gospel Singing
Jubilee
0- James Robison
ID- Old Time Religion

638000000000

7/1 2/81

8:00 A.M.

0 IX

CIO (12) - Jimmy
Swaggart
Show My People
CD - James Robison
Lost in Space
CAD - At Home With the
Bible
0- Trinity Tabernacle
0CID - All Creatures Great
and Small
ip - Jerry Falwell
8:30 A.M.
CE)- James Robison
CID- Oral Roberts
Day of Discovery
0X- Paducah Devotion
ili) 0

0
-

a)- News
6:30 A.M.
_ Ring Out the
Message
Your Church of the
emO
Air
0- It Is Written
Go0up- Black Pulse
liS(12 - Perspective
6:45 A.M.
0 - Weather
7:00 A.M.
0C1)- House of Worship
- Jerry Falwell
(I)- Gerald Derstine
O Three Stooges
- Leave it •to Beaver
Montage
0- Spiritual Uplift
COD - Sesame Street
0 - America's Black
Forum
0(12) - Robert Schuller
-

o
o

CeD

-

7:30 A.M.

- Amazing Grace

9:30 A.M.
CE)- Two Rivers Hour

4
:
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;
?0,
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WBEL1

Jackson, TN

WDCN

Nashville, TN

WKMU
WZTV

Murray, KY
Nashville, TN

USA

USA Network

KFVS

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL

WSM

Nashville, TN

VVTVF

Nashville, TN
Paducah, KY

WPSD
WDCN

Nashville, TN

K FVS

Cp Girardeau, MO
Murray, KY

WKMU
Viewers

who

receive

their television signals vie

Cp Girardeau, MO

signals

ambers.

via
Ustings are provided by

refer to the black screen

the

channel numbers in the ac-

sometimes make program

TV

stations,

who

changes
after
the
schedules have been sent
to the newspaper.

0-

MOVIE: 'Wuthering
Heights' A young aristrocrat falls in love with a boy
who works in her father's
stables. Laurence Olivier,
Merle Oberon, David Niven.
1939
(41- Jumpstretet
0 - Christopher CloseUp
Oral Roberts and You
10:00 A.M.
Rex Humbard
CL - Don Young
- Herald of Truth
0X - Changed Lives
0 0 02 - Jim
Whittington
0
- Mysteryl 'Rebecca.' Second of 4 parts.
As mistress of Manderly,
the second Mrs. de Winter
tries hard to live up to the
role once played by Rebecca.(R)(80 min.)[Closed
Captioned]
Garner Ted Armstrong
10:30 A.M.
•cri)
Baptist Church
CID- 11 Is Written
•
- Animals. Animals Today's show features 'Grand
Canyon Animals.'
0CL - Herald of Truth
- Way of Life
MOVIE:'Terzan's New
York Adventure' A boy is
kidnapped and taken to the
U.S. as a circus attraction.
Johnny Weismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan, Johnny
Shefiald. 1942
(10 (12) - Rex Humbard

o_

am_

o-

becca breaks Aunt Miranda's strict rules and, after
getting scolded, runs away.
(R)

afternoon
12:00 P.M.

_ Kids Are People

Too

O(I)- MOVIE: The City'
The mayor of a mediumsized American city besieged by growth and
progress fights for reelection after 16 years in
power. Anthony Quinn, E.G.
Marshall. 1971
X - Kids Are People Too
Rat Patrol
G)- Superlan
- The Holland of
Rembrandt and Anne Frank
The story of the Jews in
Holland, including the betrayal of Anne Frank, is
seen through the eyes of
the artist Rembrandt. (80
min.)
- Issues and Answers
0 EL - Wash. Week In
Review Top Washington
journalists join moderator
Paul Duke for an analysis of
the week's news from the
perspective of working reporters.
ID - MOVIE: The Bowery
Boys in Fast Company' The
boys get involved in a taxi
racket- and get taken for a
ride. The Bowery Boys, Leo
Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Jane
Randolph, Judy
Clark.
1946.
Backstage/Grand
Old Opry
12:30 P.M.
O - This Week in Baseball
(A)- Five Minutes To Live
CID - Atop the
Foncopost
- Search the Scriptures
0Cl)- Wall Street Week
Host Louis Rukeyser analyzes the 80s with a review
of the week's economic and
investment matters.
0(12) - Nashville on the
Road

o_

- MOVIE: 'I Dood It' A
tailor's assistant uncovers a
saboteur plot to destroy the
United Nations. Red Skelton, Lena Horne, Eleanor
Powell, John Hodiak. 1943
0CL - File
- Gunsmoke
- Masterpiece
Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
Bette.' Fourth of 5 parts.
Bette accepts the post of
housekeeper to-the old Marshall hoping to persuade
him to marry her. (R) (60
min.)
ID (112) - MOVIE: 'The
Return of the Pink Panther'
The bumbling, accidentprone French sleuth Inspector Clouseau is in madcap
pursuit of a priceless gem
known as the Pink Panther.
Peter Sellers, Christopher
Plummer, Catherine Schell,
Herbert Lom:A9,75

1:30 P.M.

O C2D - Shopsmith

(13) - Portrait of a Legend
ED - MOVIE: 'Boeing,
Boeing' American correspondent in Paris has a job
keeping his many airline
stewardess girlfriends from
bumping into each other.
Tony Curtis, Jerry Lewis,
Deny Saval. 1985
2:00 P.M.
0 - Bost of Ed Sullivan
Issues In
O
Education
CU 0 - Movie: To Be
Announced
0 X - 1981 NIRA
11:00 A.M.
College National Rodeo
Face the Nation
CiEL - MOVIE: The Two
CL - Issues and Answers
of Us' In Nazi occupied
- My Three Sons
France, an eight year old
Jewish boy is sent by his
Accent
worried parents to hide in
ti
- First Baptist
the country. Michel Simon,
Church
Luce Fabiole, Alain Cohen.
0CU - Spoleto '81 'Now
1988
You Has Jazz.' Sixth of 10
2:30 P.M.
parts. This downbeat view
CE)- World of Survival
•
of the Spoleto jazz scene inMOVIE: 'Doc' Wyatt
cludes the legendary Ray
Earp, Doc Holliday, the
Charles in Concert.
Clanton Brothers and the
11:30 A.M.
beautiful Kate Elder live
Issues
O
again as the 0. K Corral is
Answers
lD
tesmated. Stacy Keach.
and'
•CID
-Air* Dunaway, Harris Yu1:00P.M
:
Rated PG
EIE
0 ri -Stooges/ Porky/ ..
(-AD 121 COD - Meet the Press
• - MoviiK To Be
Bugs
Announced
0 GID - Once Upon a
CL - America's ,Top Ten
Classic 'Rebecca of Sunny. - Minor LOOP
3:00 P.M.
,
brook Farm ' First of 4
Basibtlik Rillhausnd vs. 0
- MOVIE:
parts Goed-oetured RePriassoicia *. .• : *.* .'.*
'Clambake' A young oil heir

-

o

CID

-

exchanges identities with a
poor water skiing instructor. Elvis Presley, Shelley
Fabares, Will
Huchins.
1967
Tony Brown's
Journal
O MOVIE: 'Stool Look!
And Laugh!' Laughs galore
as Three Stooges, Marquis
Chimps, Paul Winchell,
Jerry Mahoney and Knucklehead Smith get together.
1960
(1)0 CL - SportsWorld
Today's program features
the Tour de France bike
marathon,
the
United
States/China Gymnastics
Meet and Survival of the Fittest.(90 min.)
0 - Lap Quilting
(12)- Gomer Pyle
ED

CI)

-

_

1

3:30 P.M.

eau
o - CBS Sports
Sunday Today's program
will feature Lupe Pintor and
Jovito Rengifor in a 15round WBC World BantamChampionship
weight
Fight, from Las Vegas, NV.
(90 min.)
Hidden Places
'Where History Lives: Two
Routes West.' This episode
follows the overland route
and the Missouri River to
the greet frontier.
Over Easy
ID - MOVIE: 'Sword of
Lancelot' The classic love
story of Sir Lancelot and
Guinevere. Corned Wilde,
Jean
Wallace,
Brian
Aherne. 1983

o

(11)

-

o

(21 -

(12 -

o

Make Sunday A Special Day

ch.o„„tc,

WPSD

Home Box Office
Paducah, KY

WSIL

companying

o

$450 Aduits $295 Children

11:00 Daily

WNGE

Murray Cablevision should

_

All You Can Eat

7S9.44SS

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA

Viewers who receive

o

5 Meats
5 Vegetables
Salad Bar
3 Desserts
Dinner Rolls

HBO

television

-

L_ED FEDOR
Spedatibuch On
Sunday...

WTVF
WTBS

antenna shoold refer te

9:00 A.M.

O-

WNGE

Non-Cable
Channels

the white screen charnel

0CU - Coral Ridge
0CID - Oral Roberts
IX 0(12)- Jerry Falwell
Hazel
C4D - Nashville Gospel
Show
0- Miracle Revival Hour
0X - Duchess.of Duke
Street
(Masterpiece
Theatre) 'For Love or Money. Sixth of 9 parts. The -summer of 1904 sees the
Bentinck full of visitors. (R)
(60 min.)
:- Ernest Angley

TVIIFEEK .

PrflE)

rsmar.z

o_

KITCHEN
CABINETS
CUSTOM

CUSTOM

WOODWORKING
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sunday cont.
4:00 P.M.
0 - American

C3D

Sportsman Diana - Nyad
swims among whales; Margaux Hemingway explores
in the Amazon Jungle; and
Robert Stack goes duck
hunting. (60 min.)
0
- Free to Choose
'What's Wrong With Our
Schools?: Milton Friedman
says that control over their
children's education has
been taken from parents.
(R)(60 min.)
21 - Over Easy

o

4:30 P.M.
O - Championship

-

_

5:00 P.M.
Newswatch
- News
0
C3D
ABC News
O - MOVIE: Candleshoe'
A tough American teenager
poses as a missing heiress
to win the love of the owner
of a vast English estate. Jodie Foster, David Niven, Leo
McKern. Rated G.
Ce al)- Firing Line
Victory Garden
0(1121 - CBS News

_

o

(21 -

5:30 P.M.
- ABC News
OD (1)- WTVF Reports
- Wild Kingdom
O Nice People
1330 - NBC News
OD - Backstage/Grand Old
Opry
Cooking Mexican
OD
- Neves

_

(0)11)

evening
6:00 P.M.
- Roots: The
O c21) CID
Next Generation Conclusion. In 1980 Alex Haley retires from the Coast Guard
and begins his writing career. (R)(2 hrs.)
up0c12-80 Minutes
O Up Close
GID 0 EC - Disney's
Wonderful World 'Now You
See Him, Now You Don't.'
Science students, trying to
raise money for their college, accidentally discover
the secret of invisibility.
Starring Kurt Russell, Jim
Backus and Cesar Romero.
(R) (80 min.) [Closed Captioned]

al

CD

_

DIET
CENTER.

211

Lose Weight!
And we'll teach you
how :o keep it off

CALL TODA
753-0020

Program notes

_

_

_

•

•

6:30 P.M.
113 - Rat Patrol
0 - Up end Com
-ing

a)- In Search of....
- Soccer Trans -Atlantic

•

9:15 P.M.
O

MOVIE: 'The Island'
Modern pirates ravage the
Caribbean in the Bermuda
Triangle. Michael Caine,
David Warner. 1979. Rated
R.

7:00 P.M.

Archie's
Place Archie's employees
stage a wildcat strike. (R)
O Atlantic City Alive
- CHiPs Jon and
(4)0
Ponch go after a gang of arsonists. (R)(60 min.)
O - MOVIE:'Coal Miner's
Daughter' This biographical account traces the life of
country-singer Loretta Lynn
from her childhood of poverty in Appalachia to stardom in Nashville. Sissy
Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones.
1980. Rated PG.
- Flemberds 'Lady
Bountiful.' Third of 13
parts. Christina feels responsible for Dick's dismissal from Flambards. (R)(60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Search for
Alexander the Great
Monte Carlo Show
(21

CO

-

_

•

7:30 P.M.
03D63132- One Day at
a Time A problem of divorced parents arises. (R)

8:00 P.M.
O CE) CU 0 - MOVIE:
'Nickelodeon' A hapless
lawyer becomes a low
budget director during the
early movie days and tries
to make a star of an alligator wrestler. Ryan O'Neal,
Burt Reynolds. 1978
€11(1)0(1121- Alice Alice
takes a second job managing her apartment building.
( 3)
O Mission Impossible
111
- MOVIE: 'Charlie's
Balloon' A retired railroad
worker and his grandson attempt to cross the country
in a hot air balloon. Jack Albertson, Adrienne Barbeau,
Moosie Drier. 1978.
13 alp - Evening at Pops
Grammy
Award-winning
guitarist and singer George
Benson joins John Williams
and the Boston Pops Orchestra with performances
of 'On Broadway.' This
Masquerade. Affirmation.'
'Lady and 'Moody's Mood:
(80 min.)
-

_ Dick Cavett Show
10:00 P.M.
CSD GID
Ot)(ED TD

News

0- Open Up
O ABC News
-

ID CID - Word on Words
Ernest Angley

_

10:15 P.M.
ifib -

Jim Bakker

10:30 P.M.
Newswatch
Gunsmoke
(33 - ABC News
L21- Miller and Co.
MOVIE:
•Deadmen's Curve' The
story of Jan and Dean, a
singing duo of the late 50's
and early 60's whose popularity ended dramatically in
a sudden tragedy. Richard
Hatch, Bruce Davidson
Bobby Jones'
World .
CBS News
-

O

113

-

o

COD

-

-

10:45 P.M.

CID - 700 Club
63 - Face the Nation
1_1:00 P.M.
Blue Jean Network
- MOVIE: 'Johnny
Banco' Young charming,
amoral gambler 'lifts' a
small case containing 100
million francs from a gangster and finds himself hunted
by killers. Sylva Koscina,
Horst Buchholz. 1967
(I)- MOVIE:'The Missouri
Breaks' A free-lance lawman is hired by a Montana
rancher to corral a horse
thief and his gang. Marlon
Brando, Jack Nicholson,
Kathleen Lloyd. 1976
O - 100 Club
O You: Magazine for
Women
GD -

O

-

O

_

11:15P.M.

MOVIE: 'Doc' Wyatt
Earp, Doc Holliday, the
Clanton Brothers and the
beautiful Kate Elder live
again as the 0. K. Corral is
recreated. Stacy Keach,
Faye Dunaway, Harris Yu.
tin. 1971. Rated PG.
in 121 - It's Your Business

11:30 P.M.
O CE)- Shanana
Soocer Trans -Atlantic
Challenge Cup Russia vs
New York
-

O (2.1 -

Masterpiece
Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
Bette.' Conclusion. When
Bette hears that Marneffe is
dying, she suggests a marriage with Gravel to Valerie.
(R)(60 min.)
4:€1- Rev. David Tarr&

An employee dies while
George is firing him. (R)
Bryant Productions

All WTBS programming
will air five minutes
later than indicated.

9:30 P.M.

Challenge Cup Russia vs
New York

epaufaca_

-

CO

11:45 P.M.
(812)- Monte Carlo Show

midnight
12:00 A.M.

8:30 P.M.
OD CE)0cJZ - Jefferson,
QUICKLY. SAFELY
NATURALLY

-

•

Africans
New Voice
Wild Kingdom
- Sports Probe
Cr -

-

Wres-

tling
(AD - Sports Afield
O - David Letterman
'Looking For Fun.' David
Letterman takes a lighthearted look at the ways
people amuse themselves.
Kentucky Afield
O
This Old House

0Ct)

o

riage with Crevel to Valerie.
(R)(60 min.)
Evening at
o
Symphony
Kenneth Copeland

-

um

News

12:30 A.M.

-

Fall At NBC Proves Fred
Silverman Is Fallable
By FRANK BLODGETT

He will have stayed four.
Tinker, with a history of
Silverman
tried producing quality programeverything. He brought back ming all the way back to the
the big variety show. He pro- original "Mary Tyler Moore
granuned live shows like Show" will now give running
Tom Snyder's "Prime NBC a try. Good luck, Grant.
Time." He tried'unique pro- I know Mary and Lou and
grams like "Lifeline," a Rhoda and Phyllis and Ted
docudrama about real doc- and Murray will be rooting
tors. The only NBC program for you. The rest of us will
consistently in the top 10 — reserve our jndgement until
let alone 20 — was "Little next season.
House on the Prarie."
When NBC's profits, the
famous commercial -botface of network prime time tom line," dropped from ;150 Miss Piggy's
programming. He was, until million in 1977 to "only" PO Finest Hour
recently, a master of the million last year, everyone
"give them what they want" knew the handwriting was on By LINDA DEUTSCH
school of programming.
the wall. Times and tastes Associated Press Writer
Fred, as everyone knows, change and no one — not
THE GREAT MUPPET
wrote his master's thesis on even Fred Silverman — is in- CAPER is Miss Piggy's
how CBS could boost their fallable.
finest hour.
prime time ratings. He was
Fred did have the good
Anyone not yet entranced
hired after he graduated and sense to stick with a new cop by the Muppet mystique will
proceded to do just that with show called "Hill Street be snared by this movie — a
such all-time favorites as •Blues"
.that struggled in the tribute to film history and
"The Beverly Hillbillies" ratings after it's introduc- the special star quality of
and "Green Acres."
tion last spring. Of course, Miss Piggy, Kermit the
It was a new, if low brow, moving it to a new day and Frog, Fonie Bear and a colera for television and CBS time every few weeks didn't orful menagerie of friends.
raked in the profits.
They're sure to win all but
help much.
Not to pass up a good
You know, of course, that the hardest hearts. Who,
thing, the executives at ABC the man who is replacing after all, could resist the
then hired Fred as their TV Silverman, Grant Tinker, charms of La Piggy in a
network president. Lo and heads MTM Productions pleated swimsuit doing a
behold, he again worked which produces "Hill Street water ballet tribute to
miracles at the network that Blues" and "Lou Grant."
Esther Williams?
had been third in the ratings
since it was born in the early
40's.
Fred ushered in the era of
programs known then as
"jiggle" shows — "Charlie's
Angels" and the like. ABC
climbed rapidly to number
one in the prime time ratings
and again the money poured
in. Fred Silverman was king
7534793
401 SYCAMORE
of the network programmers.
Three times was not the
charm, though, even for someone with Silverman's obvious ability. He was hired
Geed none Sat. 711$
as NBC President in 1977
when the network was in
ratings trouble. He was
given, as politician's call it,
a "mandate." He was also
given a five-year contract.
It seems appropriate to
say a word about one of the
great television programming geniuses of all time who
recently announced that he
iS resigning as president of
NBC.
Whether you like what he
did or not, Fred Silverman
was a man who changed the

commentary

SAVEWAY

RESTAURANT ILSA

Weekly Specia

American
Sportsman Diana
Nyed
swims among whales, Mar9:00 P.M.
gaux Hemingway explores
•
(I) EM at - Tr•Plne
German prisoner of war
in the Amazon Jungle; and
. .40011
-1,0V09:111n-:-Stack goes-dUat---*We-escaped from Britain
Struck by • car has Gone. .
•
__•4044sturned home Hardy
_-..---siwating (80 min.)
rried (R)(80 min.)
-111b.
Kruger, Colin Gordon 1958
N•ws/Slgn on
OD
Evening News
-With/Ring
12:45
A.M.
cep _ Masterpiece
1:30 A.M.
News/Sign Off
Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
ABC News
(21)
O
Bette.' Conclusion. When
1:00 A.M.
Bette hears that Marneffe is
OD - MOVIE.'On* That Got
3:00 A.M.
dying, she suggests a marAway'True story of the only
Mission Impossible

_

•_..TBS

ai)

^

_

O-

ir
,..

9.20
Chuckwagon
Largo Friss.
Small Drink

• C.
•

Rog. 1.78

,

-••

••••••'•

•••
••••••••

-

•

4

-

v.

•
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America Getting Wired

- The Doctors

afternoon

5:00 A.M.

EDITOR'S NOTE: A
decade ago, cable television
was just beginning to find a
place in America's cities.
Within another decade more
than hall of U.S. households
are expected to be wired. In
the first of a five-part series,
AP Writer Tom Jory examines the growth and prospects for cable TV.

About
8
million cern. A federal grand jury is
There are also political
subscribers today also take investigating
possible an- and social questions to be ad12:0
0P.M
.
one or more -pay" services, titrust violat
5:15A.M.
ions in Houston. dressed. How will privacy be
0 CU CY 0 - All My
a
- Country Jour.
like Shol,vtime or Home Box
There are those who say protected?
Children
Will giant
Office, which offer movies cable TV is a
5:30A.M.
0c5D - Midday
gamble. What American Telephone &
and
a
other
- Health Field
entertainment will happen if the satellite
- Movie
Telegraph Co. be permitted
uninterrupted by commer- receiving dish
0
- Carl Tipton Show
g3 - Noon Show
becomes a to enter the market?
0(1)- Summer Semester
cials
for about $9 to $12 more common backy
0CID0C2)- News
ard apeach month.
And how Will cable affect
6:00A.M.
0CID - Villa Alegre
pliance, making it possible
our lives? A study for the
Analyst Paul Kagan of to bypass the cable
Nashville Scene
11
ID - The Monkees
in cable
3-31 - Morning with
Carmel, Calif., calls cable TV?
New York advertising firm
12:30P.M.
Charles Kurah
Doyle Dane Bernbach said
of
"the
latest
fronti
er,"
and
Do people want all the proCD
- Search For
By TOM JORY
0-Super Station Funtime Tomor
people with cable for enterpredicts cable revenues — grams being packa
row
ged for
CD - Ralph Emery Show
Associated Press Writer
tainment alone watch 17 perless than $900 million in 1975 cable? Will
0
- Days of Our Lives
cultural events
Breakfast Show
ID
NEW
YORK
(
AP)
— First
— will hit $5.4 billion by the never popula
cent
- Varied Programs
more TV than those
r on the netthe
6:15A.M.
telegraph
wired end of the decade.
ID - Let's Make a Deal
without the service.
works
now
find
audie
nces?
0
America,then the telephone.
- Weather
0 - As the World Turns
"If you want to grow in
"There are a lot of ques"Human communication
Now
America is getting
6:30A.M.
American communications, tions to be answe
1:00P.M.
red,"
says
will
be a different animal,"
wired
again. This time for the only way to grow is
O GE)- Richard Simmons
0(2)CID0- One Life to
industry analyst Frederick predicted Thoma
television — cable television. through cable, because
s McCain,
Live,
33
- - News
it is Anschel of the Dean Witter an
associate professor of
- I Love Lucy
aIAD- As the World Turns
Introduced after World so hard to find newspapers
, Reynolds investment firm. communicat
(AD - Another World
ID - Jimmy Swaggart
ions at Ohio
War II to improve TV recep- television and radio
stations "One of the major ones is
State University in ColumID - Mike Douglas Show
tion in the valleys of eastern for sale," he says.
7:00 A.M.
how much people are going bus, where cable
Pennsylvania and the mountelevision
a CIO IX 0 - Good
1:30P.M.
There are now more than to be willing to
pay for the is probably more advanced
Morning America
tains of Oregon, cable televi- 5,000 cable companies —
COD - Another World
up entertainment."
Jim Bakker
than any other city.
0 (112) - Search For
sion today is growing fast in
almost 800 from a year ago
0-Lassie
Tomorrow
cities and suburbs.
— but 25 giants control two14)0CC - Today
Its lure is no longer simply thirds of the nation's cable
2:00P.M.
ID - Abbott and Costello
cr
clear pictures, but uncut subscribers. The costly,
General
ID 1112) - Morning with
Hospital
movies and an array of pro- competitive consolidation is
Charles Kursk
(c
ell -S
_ Tuepe
xarsStation Funtime
grams and services, from frenzied.
7:15A.M.
high-brow culture to softDow Jones & Co., and
- Weather
ID - That Girl
core pornography, from
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
ID (1121 - Guiding Light
7:30 A.M.
burglar alarms to home Inc., offered $247.5 million
O - My Three Sons
banking
2:30P.M.
and
video for UA-Columbia Cablevi0
- Over Easy
0- Flintstones
newspapers.
sion Inc., only to lose in a
ID - Flintstone & Friends
Texas
There are now more than bidding war with a joint ven800 A.M.
ID- Great Space Coaster
two dozen national cable net- ture of United
Artists
OD ClID 0
- Captain
works, including one offer- Theater Circuit Inc.
3:00P.M.
Kangaroo
and AS SHE LIKES IT — Helen Marren stars
as Rosalind in
ing round-the-clock news Rogers Cablesyste
0
- Here's Lucy
0- Family Affair
ms Inc. the encore broadcast of William Shakespear
e's comedy
and
one
(C_
devot
Hour Magazine
ed solely to Final value: $297 million.
"As You Like It," airing Monday, July
- Sesame Street
13, as pert of the
(3D
sports
0
.
Edge
of
Night
Westi
nghouse Electric Co. "Great Performances" series on PBS
ID - My Favorite Martian
(air dates may
0- Addams Family
The three commercial net- paid $646 million
for vary; chock local listings).
8:30A.M.
(1)- Days of Our Lives
works
,
once
consi
dered
Teleprompter Corp., the naO I Dream of Jeannie
Sesame Street
vulnerable to cable, are tion's largest cable
ID - Partridge Family
comID- Bugs Bunny & Friends
entering cable programm- pany. The New York Times
9:00A.M.
C2)- One Day at a Time
ing, and the Public Broad- spent $83 million to buy
O C2D - John Davidson
55
casting Service has proposed cable franchises in New
3:30 P.M.
Show
its own Public Subscriber Jersey.
Brady Bunch
0
- Mornings on 5
CU- Family Feud
Network for 1983.
- 700 Club
Meanwhile,companies are
0- Hazel
Corporations are beginn- pouring millions into bidding
0- Mavis
- Bugs Bunny &
ing to test cables' potential for monopoly urban fran- Las Vegas Gambit
Friends
NEED
for enabling marketers to chises. Plums yet to be
Donahue
_ Beverly Hillbillies
PAINTING EOUIPMENT .7
a - Jim Bakker
pick special-interest au- awarded include Chicago,
NEED MORTAR MIXING'?
ID - Flintstones
O
diences instead of relying on Boston, Detroit, Denver,
Misterogers'
CID32- Star Trek
Neighborhood
the mass audience of com- Washington and parts of
ID- Phil Donahue
4:00P.M.
mercial TV.
New York City and Los
139(12 - Jefferson*
0(jj - Bonanza
Advertisers will spend $50 Angeles.
9:30A.M.
O CID - Rockford Files
million on cable TV this
Six companies spent an
0059E(I2)- Alice
- Mike Douglas Show
year, ten times as much as estimated $500,000 each
tryC1)- Blockbusters
- Ozzie & Harriet
1978, says the Cabletelevi- ing to win the lucrat
ive
Electr
Bionic
O
ic Company
Woman
sion Advertising Bureau.
SANDING AND STRIPPING'
Dallas market, only to have
FENCE NEED FIXING.,
cip - Five Minutes To
10:00A.M.
There were 2.8 million a losing company engineer
Live
a
Three's
homes wired for cable in 1968 referendlim on the
O - Gunsmoke
City
Company Hour
— before satellites made it Council's decision to
CD
give the
CU
0
0 Xi0 Cl2 - Price Is
TID
possible to show movies package to Warner Amex
These days. it's smart to rent what you need to
Misterogers' Neighborhood
Right
do
hundreds of things — like sanding floors. stripp
coast-to-coast at a Communications
ID Spiderman
ing
•Wheel of Fortune
Inc.
woodwork, adding a room to your home, painting and
reasonable price in competi- Warner Amex kept the prize,
0OID - Romper Room
wallpapering. removing tile, and insulating.
4:30P.M.
tion with the networks.
Renting saves you the expense of buying, and when
after spending another
(1)- Studio See
you rent you pay only a small charge for the time the
Today,there are 18 million $93,000.
0- movi.
0
Hillbil0
lies CID - Beverly
Item is in your possession.
cable homes — of 79.1
In other cities, including
0 CIU 0
10:30A.M.
Get those at-home chores done the easy, econom- Electric
millio
Compa
n
househ
ny
olds — and Houston, Minneapolis„ Pitt-- ical way
- Three's Company
analysts forecast 46 million sburgh, and Boulder, Colo.,
ID- Super Heroes
Hour
PROFESSIONAL RESULTS —
homes will be wired by 1990. there have been lawsui
- Green Acres
g-_)0(1)2 Password Plus
ts
•
0CID - Vegetabi• Soup
Basic service now costs $10 over franchise decisions. In
De-lt-Yoursoli & Save!
5:00P.M.
to $15 %month.
11:00A.M.
a St. Louis suburb, a losing
0(2)- MASH
0(I)811 - Family Feud
company sued the winner for
Good Times
SWIM"
0OD
(1:21 - Young and
libel.
gD
- News
5:30
P.M.
the Restless
So far, bidding has been
0- Esther Knows Best
RENTAL SALES
0(12)ID0- ABC News
-.Freeman Reports
- Happy Days Again
fairly scandal-free, with the
CP CI)- CBS News
(I)- Card Sharks
(1)
0- Sanford and Son
only criminal convictions
0- That Girl
0(1)- Sesame Street
0(E)- Sesame Street
AD0(I)- NBC News
dating to the early '70s, in
11:30A.M.
•1211 Sywords
(21)- Varied Programs
Johnstown, Pa. But the U.S.
•
(2) (3)0 - Ryan's
Ot
- Dick Van Dyke
Justice Department and
Hope
Adam
lk"ri-12
(12) - News
others have expressed con•-NOS
••;....---5.3-6204

o

-

Hollywood Report

o

-

(112)-

CD

o

o

o

(I)-

-

o

CC -

o -

-

_

CD

-

(I)

1

-

CL) _
cID 0 _

o

NEED IT? RENT IT!...and Save!

-

o

A•
AA

_

-
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morning
5:30 A.M.
(2)- U.S. Farm Report
•

9:00&M.
- John Davidson Today's guests are George
Hamilton, Jenilee Harrison,
Tommy Lasorda and Jim
Photoglo. Where the show
is aired for 90 minutes Jerome Alexander will be included.
- MOVIE:'Goldiggers of

1933'
=CU- Phil Donahue Food

editor for 'The Washington
Post' Marian Burros discusses the importance of
fresh, additive-free and unprocessed foods in the daily
diet.

10:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Beach
Blanket Bingo' A beach
gang, intrigued with sky
diving becomes involved in
a kidnaping, with the intended victim convinced it's
all a publicity stunt Frankie
Avalon, Annette Funicello,
Deborah Walley, Harvey
Lembeck. 1965

•

afternoon
12:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: Wives and
Lovers' A struggling author
and his wife suddenly become wealthy. Janet Leigh,
Van Johnson, Shelly Winters. 1963

-12:30 P.M.
CO()- Bonaventure
1:00 P.M.
o CCI - Nova 'The Malady

3:00 P.M.
0 1:10 - Hour Magazine

Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by author Shere Hite, kidney disease
victim
Jeremy
Adams, actress Shelly Winters, discuss the 'housewife
syndrome and go onlocation in Virginia with a
female sports trainer.
3:30 P.M.

o
Speci

(I) -

al

_
O
The

Young People's

4:00 P.M.
MOVIE:'Dr. Snuggles'

Unbelievable Worm mobile Adventure.' Snuggles drives through the
center of the earth to see
why every creature in Brazil
has turned into a butterfly.

4:30 P.M.

O Race for the Pennant
-

This up-to-the-minute program will recap the clutch
hits, close plays, nifty pitching and rhubarbs that keep
the season bubbling along.

5:00 P.M.
O Father Knows Best
O - MOVIE:'Smokey and
the Bandit II' Some fast-

driving,
free-wheeling
truckers get involved transporting a pregnant elephant. Burt Reynolds, Sally
Field, Jackie
Gleason.
1980. Rated PG.
Vic Braden's

Tennis

_

5:30 P.M.
_ That Girl
413i21)- Originals'The Writer in America: Wright Mor-

ris.' The profound effect of
the Nebraska plains on the
life and art of this National
Book Award-winning novelist and photographer is explored. (R)

of Health Care.' This episode examines how two
societies-Great Britain and
the U.S.-have organized
health care -deliveiy.. for
their people. (R)(80 min.)
6:00 P.M.
[Closed Captioned]....O CZ
CE) CI)0CID
- Mike Douglas Co-host
- Newt Melissa Gilbert is joined by
- Andy Griffith
guests Michael Landon,
Robert U rich and Seals and
O _ All in the Family
Crofts. Where the show airs --0
Over Easy
for 90 minutes fashion deO
- MaoNell-Lellter
signer Michael Vollbracht
Report:—..
• •
will be included.
Wonder Woman
2:00 P.M.
CBS News
0
- Evening at
6:30
P.M.
Symphony
CE - P.M. Magazine

evening

•

o

au -

co am -

For
Life
insurance
the
State Farm
way....
SEE:
Jens N. Rapers
al S. Six* k.
P.M. i.x IRIS
Mermr•11,•.•

From the company
and agent eittO ve
earned yohertrust
through car and home*
insurance Ask me
&abut//Ft

753-962r
STATE FARM '
iirswarks Campania
Name Mass
Sisomington Mines

O _ Tic Tac Dough
EL - Barney Miller
o - Get Smart
o (1) - Popl Goes the
Country
o _ M'A'S•H
Ci gip - MacNell-Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky Journal
- You: Magazine for
Women
(E) - Family Feud

7:00 P.M.

O C2D grj0-The Best of
Times if the baseball strike

is resolved, ABC will air a
Comedy Special at 8:00 PM
EDT and a baseball game at
8:30 PM EDT.
O CU
- WKRP in
Cincinnati Herb tries to con
Les into paying for half of a
painting. (R)
MOVIE:'The Amazing
-

Howard Hughes' Part 1

This story traces the life
and career of one of the
world's most wealthy and
mysterious men. Tommy
Lee Jones, Ed Flanders,
James Hampton. 1977
Little House on
the Prairie Sylvia's father
learns the identity of the
man who molested his
daughter, making his determination for revenge so
great that it leads to an
even greater tragedy. (R)
(60 min.) [Closed Captioned)
MOVIE: 'Rocky II'
Rocky marries Adrian and
stages a rematch with
Apollo Creed. Sylvester
Stallone, Talia Shire, Burgess Meredith. 1979. Rated
PG.

4-310cc_

o

-

aij-

James Michener's

World 'Sports in America:
The Black Athlete.' First of
3 parts. This episode explores the changing role of
blacks in sports while raising crucial questions about
their place in American culture.(R)(80 min.)
0
- Firin,Line
MOVIE: 'Roman
Holiday' A lonely princess
on holiday falls in love with
a newspaperman. Gregory
Peck, Audrey Hepburn, Eddie Albert 1953

problems for the staff. (R)

9:00 P.M.
BMW CM- Lou Grant

The Trib's staff is touched
personally by the plight of
senior citizens.(R)(60 min.)
O - TBS Evening News
GEI0
- MOVIE: 'The

Last Convertible' Part 4
0- Race for the Pennant
This up-to-the-minute progrin will recap the clutch

hits,close,plays, nifty pitching and rhubarbs.that keep
the season bubbling along.
- Focus

•

9:30 P.M.
MOVIE: `The Alien' A
space crew returning to
Earth is attacked by an alien creature who invades
the body and takes over
from within. Veronica Cartwright, Ian Holm, John
Hurt. 1979. Rated R.
0- Independent Network

0_

News

10:00 P.M.

12 CU0CID GU CE
CU0
- News
O Night Gallery
- Maude
-

10:30 P.M.
M'A'S'H
- Sanford and Son
CO0_ Nightline
- MOVIE: 'The
Jayhawkers' Story of two
men-the Jayhawker leader,
who dreams of power, and
his
would-be
captor,
spurred by private vengence. Jeff Chandler, Fess
Parker, Nicole
Maurey.
1959
(4)0cip - Tonight Show
0 CID - Ceptioned ABC

e

News
0- Phil Donahue

0@11 - Quincy Quincy is
called to double check the
military's autopsy on a colonel's son. (R)(60 min.)
11:00 P.M.

O

GD -

Nightine

-

- Professional Wrestling From Cap. Cell,
7:30 P.M. 111(1)002- The:
rim
Conway Show
8:00 P.M.
GO OD 0 _ MOVIE:
The Death of Oceenviraw
Park A seaside amusement

park is turned into a nightmare of disaster by an unnaturally powerful hurricane. Mike Connors, Diana
Canova, Martin Landau.
1979
OD0
•
- M•A*S•11
Col. Potter searches for a
reason for Hawkeye's continous sneezing. (R)
(il)0(1)- Flamingo Road
An old friend who tills Lane
Ballou that several of their
old acquaintances have
mysteriously died in recent
weeks.(R)(60 min.)
0 (1) 0 21 Shakespeare Plays 'As You
Like It.' The Bard's comedy
about love and longing was
taped entirely on location at
Glamis Castle in Scotland.
Starring
Helen
Mirren,
Brian Stirner and Richard
Pasco (R)(2 hrs, 30 min.)

•

&TIMES,Friday,July

- Quincy
(3D0- Fantasy lsidnd

A
carpenter turns jewel thief
and a woman searches for
the man of her dreams.
Steve Forrest, Meredith MacRae.(R)460 min.)
1 1:30 P.M.
0EL - Fantasy Island A
carpenter turns jewel thief
and a woman searches for
the man of her dreams.
Steve Forrest, Meredith MacRae.(R)(60 min.)
(A) 112 CE - Tomorrow

Coast-to-Coast
- MOVIE:'The Shining'

Ghostly visions of murdered
children are just some of
the strange events that
haunt a family staying at an
isolated mountain resort.
Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall. 1979. Rated R.
0- MOVIE: 'The Lonely
Man' A gunfighter tries earnestly to reform, but is
baited into one last gun battle. Jack Palance, Anthony
Perkins, Neville Brand,
1957.
1121 Harry 0 A policeman is accused of murdering his daughter's boyfriend.(R)(60 min.)

1:00 A.M.
- $50,000 Pyramid
1:30 A.M.
_ News
0- News/Sign Off

•

2:00 A.M.
Bakker
2:30 A.M.
O _ MOVIE: 'Battling
Bellhop' A rivalry that exists
between two crooked boxing managers comes to a
head at a championship
fight. Bette Davis, Edward
G. Robinson, Humphrey Bogart. 1936

0

- Jim

4:45 A.M.
1911 - World/Large

'Rockford
Files'Stars
Reunited
On Series
Stu Margolin and James

Garner, the stars of "The
Rockford Files," will be reunited on "Bret Maverick," a
new series on NBC next
season. The hour-long adventure comedy will air on Saturdays.
Margolin, who played Angel
12:00 A.M.
on "The Rockford Files," porO - Professional Wres- trays
a character called
tling From Cap. Centre
Standing Bull who claims to
12:15 A.M.
be an Indian scout He will be
0 - Harry 0
the foil to the smooth-talking
CY)0- News/Sign Off
gambler Maverick, the role
created by Garner in 1957. In
1 2:30 A.M.
the new show, Maverick will
O CE - Newswatch
- MOVIE: 'Across The be 20 years older and many
Pacific' A Secret Service years wiser.
Agent pretends to sell out
Margolin and Garner are
to the Japanese in a plot to
blow up the Panama Canal. both Emmy winners for their
Humphrey Bogart, Mary As- roles in "Rockford." Margolin
tor, Sydney Greenstreet won for best supporting actor
and Garner received the
Monte Blue, 1942.
Emmy for best actor. The
12:45 A.M..
series, which ran for six
News/Sign
years, also won an Erruny.
ag

-

midnight

7

o

-

•

J

otr

_ What, In the_
odd could be mew
exciting than
commercial free uncut
entertainment?

•••

H

••••••••••••

• •
Arabella.,

'rat,

•
•

It's great movies for the whole
family, unedited night club acts,
interviews with celebrities and
exclusive shows,and a free
colorful program guide with
previews of each month.

i -•
A

MURRAY CARLIIVISION
Illieephig Cir.
753-5005
•

8:30 P.M.
O CU 0(12)- House Calls
A patient who is a willknown

criminal

causes

Nee Is room

wte hop

iietortehemisit •

•

Ihr

.4•

•••

,

_

-

4

•
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PAT,

Report

tuesday .
for 90 minutes Jackie Chan
will be included.

7/14/81

morning
9:00 A.M.
O C2D - John Davidson Today's guests are Richard
Hr-ris, Jay Johnson and
Sylvia. Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Jerome Alexander will be included.
0 - MOVIE: 'Dames' A
millionaire, with a complex
about morals, a chorus girl,
and a Broadway show.
Joan Blondell, Dick Powell,
Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbee,
Ruby Keeler, 1934.
O gr)- Phil Donahue Donahue explores the causes
and treatments for anorexia
nervosa, the self-starvation
disorder.(R)
10:00 A.M.
ED - MOVIE: 'The Beach
Party' An anthropologist
doing studies on the sex habits of today's young people, finds himself in the
middle of a pie-throwing
brawl. Bob Cummings, Dorothy Malone, Frankie Avalon, Annette
Funicello.
1983

afternoon
12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Ton Million
Dollar Grab' Syndicate
agent disappears with a ten
million dollar diamond he
was supposed to be guarding and syndicate members
splinter off to vie for the
blue white wealth. When
the thieves toile:nit a sinister
secret is revealed. Dana Andrews, Brad Harris, Elaine
DeWitt. 1968.

12:30 P.M.
0(I) - Julia Child

and

Company

1:00 P.M.
- Evening at

▪

2:00 P.M.
- Estampa Flamenco
2:30 P.M.

CD

Pops
Grammy
Award-winning
guitarist and singer George
Benson joins John Williams
and the Boston Pops Orchestra with performance*
of 'On Broadway,' 'This
Masquerade,' Affirmation,'
'Lady' and 'Moody's Mood.'
(80 min.)
• Mike Douglas Co-host
Melissa Gilbert is joined by
guests Jonathan Gilbert
Roger Whittaker, Christopher Reeve and Fred TraysIona. Where the show airs

_

CO

John Cage

3:00 P.M.
0 EL _ Hour Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by author Share Hite, Dr. Jane
Katz, pediatrician Dr. Lorraine Stern, beauty expert
Adrienne Arpel, a woman
whose famihi halped her
beat the odds to survive and
mararranged
discuss
riages.

4:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Flight/ White
Stalllions' Pt 1 General
George Patton's American
troops play key roles in the
courageous attempts to
save the fabled Lipizzaners.
Robert Taylor, Lilli Palmer,
Eddie Albert. 1963

500P.M.

- MOVIE:'Flight / White
Stallions' Pt2
CI (21)- Bywords
(D - USA Update

5:30 P.M.
(23)- GED Course

evening
6:00 P.M.
GD0CID Cie0
0- News
EL - Andy Griffith
O - All In the Family
- MOVIE:'Dr. Snuggles'
'The Remarkable Fidgety
River.' Warned that the
earth is running out of
water, Snuggles and his animal friends take off in a
space ship to see who has
been stealing our oceans.
- Over Easy
MacNeil-Lehrer
oIiii
Report
•
ap - Wonder Woman
ED (12)- CBS News

6:30 P.M.
0(10 - P.M. Magazine
- Tic Tao Dough
- Barney Miller
Get Smart
0- Rao, for the Pennant
This up-to-the-minute program will recap the clutch
hits, close plays, nifty pitching and rhubarbs that keep
the season bubbling along.
SD ciD - Superfan
- M•A•S*H
•
•cp - MacNeil-Lehrer
-

OPEN HOUSE

SUS AT

'THE FAIR
JULY 13-18 111PPRESENTED BY

021 - Kentucky,Journal
(D - Sports Look
'05
- Family Feud
7:00 P.M.
UELELO-Happy Days
Joanie buys a car against
Howard's wishes. (R)
CE) D (12) - Cronkite's
Universe
Blues'
- MOVIE: 'G.I.
Three G.I.'s form a musical
combo while stationed in
Germany. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse, Robert lvers.
1960
- Pre-Game
20 0
Show
- MOVIE:'Just You and
Me Kid' A retired vaudeville
comedian offers a young
runaway girl food, shelter
hilarity.
nonstop
and
Burns, Brooke
George
Shields, Burl Ives. 1979.
Rated PG.
0 CU - Sneak Previews
Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel host television's only
consumer's guide to the
movies.
0 (21 - Bill Moyers'
Journal
133 - MOVIE:'Summer and
Smoke' A neurotic spinster
gropes for the love of a
handsane young doctor
who does not share her feelings. Geraldine Page, Lawrence Harvey, Rita Moreno.
1961
ED - Best of USA/ Track

o

7:15 P.M.
CAD0010 - Major League
Baseball All-Star Game
NBC Sports presents live
coverage of this annual diamond classic,this year from
in
Stadium
Municipal
Cleveland, OH. Should the
baseball strike still be in effect. NBC may show alternate programming.(3 hrs.)

-8:30 P.M.
O(2) CL)0- Too Close
for Comfort Henry finds
birth control pills and a
male houseguest a in the
girls' apartment.(R)
0- MOVIE:'The Dustless
and the Dirtwater Fox' A
dancehall girl and a con
man try to hustle the old
west. Goldie Hawn, George
Segal. 1976. Rated PG.

9:00 P.M.
0(;ID CID - Hart to Hart
Jonathon and Jennifer frequent a singles bar to break
up a gambling ring. (R)(60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
(11) - Tenement This
portrait focuses on nine
black families living at
3823 South Ellis Avenue in
the Oakland section of Chicago. Originally broadcast
in 1967, an update will be
included.(80 min.)
O (21) - Mystery, 'Rebocce.' Third of 4 parts. The
de Winters decide to revive
the traditional Manderly
costume ball. (R)(80 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
ED - Time Out Theater

9:15 P.M.
O

-

ED

-

TBS Evening News

(12)- News
O(i)- Dick Cavett Dick's
guest to be announced.
ED - Maude

10:15 P.M.
O - Night Gallery
n 10:30 P.M.
O CE)- M•A•13•H

- Sanford and Son

EL0- Nightline
(14
)0 CU - News
0- Remember When
0 CL - Captioned ABC
News
CD - Phil Donahue
(D (12)- MOVIE:'Columbo:
Dagger Of The Mind' Lt.
Columbo goes to London to
observe Scotland Yard, but
he ends up investigating a
murder involving two Shakespearean actors. Peter
Falk, Richard Basehart
1972

10:45 P.M.
O- MOVIE:'Requiem for a
Heavyweight' A boxer almost reaches the top in his
17 years in the ring, but is
forced to quit after a match
that spells the end. Anthony
Quinn, Jackie Gleason,
Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. 1962

1 1:00 P.M.

9:30 P.M.
Independent Network
News
0-Soccer.Trans -Atlantic
Challenge Cup Russia vs
Seattle

10:00 P.M.
CU CD 1111
0GD

O

GE:1 -

Nightline

•acp _ MOVIE:'Columba:
An Exorcise in Fatality' Columbo suspects a physical
fitness expert of killing his
business partner. Peter
Falk, Robert Conrad, Phil
Bruns. 1974

EL0- MOVIE: 'Intimate
Strangers' A couple finds
that their deep love for each
other cannot overcome the
explosive emotions which
threaten to destroy their
marriage. Dennis Weaver,
Sally Strothers. 1977
Tonight Show
11:30 P.M.
O Gij MOVIE:'Intimate
Strangers' A couple finds
that their deep love for each
other cannot overcome the
explosive emotions which
threaten to destroy their
marriage. Dennis Weaver,
Sally Strothers. 1977
0 - MOVIE: 'Human
Factor' A NATO computer
expert sets out to avenge
the murder of his family.
George Kennedy, John
Mills, Ref Vallone. Rated R.
ED - MOVIE: 'Lady In
Cement' A private detective
is hired by a small town
hood to locate his missing
girl friend. The detective
runs up against an assortment of Mafia types, hookers and heiresses before he
discovers that the girl was
drowned in a Florida bay
with a block of cement around her ankles. Frank.Sinetre, Raquel Welch, Richard Conte, Dan Blocker,
Martin Gable "'1965.
ED - Sports Probe

cio0CC -

midnight
12:00 A.M.
GID 0 CC - Tomorrow

colorful continuous informative

7:30 P.M.
0 CE GI)0- Laverne
and Shirley Laverne, Shirley. Lenny and Squiggy
hash their night in a
demolished motel room.(R)
[Closed Captioned]
CE ED CUD - Flo Earl is
upset about missing a reunion with an old friend.(R)
0CC - Symbols of Lives
Past 'Rambova Collection.'
The Egyptian collection of
Natacha Rambova, wife of
movie idol Rudolph Valentino, is treasured not only
for its antiquity but also for
its symbolic meaning. Narrated by Vincent Price.
Three,*

a)8:00P.M.
0-

*oniony Janet becomes
the target of a lonely man's
desire. (R) [Closed Captioned]
0 CID ED (112) - MOVIE:
'The Two Worlds of Jennie
Logan' A woman goes back
in time to change the
course of fate and save the
life of her true love. Lindsey
Wagner, Marc Singer, Alan
Feinste
cuin. 1979 ---,
- World of Charlie
O
Company Emmy Awardwinning CBS news correspondent John Lawrence
covers the day-to-day life of
U.S. combat ..soldiers in
Vietnam. Originally aired in
1970, an update will be inclo.44,4460 mine
(21) - Nova 'Anatomy of
a Volcano'An international
team of geologists is studying Mt. St. Helens to uncover clues leading to more
accurate prediction of volcanic eruptions. (R) (60
min )[Closed Captioned]

THE ONLY 24-HOUR
LOCAL & NATIONAL
NEWS INFORMATION
STATION IN .
MURRAY BRINGS YOU...

the
local,area,
and state
news
at 5 minutes after the hour
and 35 minutes after the hour,
sponsored in part this week by

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
up-to-date news at your Oripolips_24-hours
-11111111IF

-

41r

v
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Touch of
5:30 P.M.
o
Churchill, Touch of Hitler
o- That Girl

10:00 P.M.

0(211) CL)

wednesday
7/15/81

1:00 P.M.
0CiD - CMA Fan Fair

morning
9:00 A.M.
C2D - John Davidson Today's guests are Dudley
Moore, Kristy McNichol
and Brodie Greer. Where
the show is aired for 90
minutes Jerome Alexander
and Dr Olshan will be included.
O - MOVIE: 13olddiggers
of 1935' An ambitious
mother takes her daughter
to a summer hotel where
the girl falls for a medical
student. Dick Powell, Gloria
Stuart, Adolphe Menjou.
1935
0 - PhD Donahue Donahue explores why more
men and women both married and single are abstaining from sex.(R)

10:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Muscle
Beech Party' A wealthy contease interested in a handsome muscle man plans to
finance a string of gymnasiums. Frankie Avalon, Annette Funicello, Luciana
Paluzzi. 1964

afternoon

_ Mike Douglas Co-host
Melissa Gilbert is joined by
guests David Copper-field,
Joan Embery, Gregory Harrison and Anthony Quinn.
Where the show airs for 90
minutes Doris Roberts and
Brett Nichols will be included.
2:00 P.M.

ce - Evening at Pops
o
Award-winning
Grammy
guitarist and singer George
Benson joins John Williams
and the Boston Pops Orchestra with performances
of 'On Broadway,' This
Masquerade,' Affirmation,'
'Lady' and 'Moody's Mood.'
(60 min.)

3:00 P.M.

_ Hour Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by author Share Hite, slot machine jackpot winner Judi
Hansen, Dr. Isadore Rosenfeld, stars Nerve Villechaize
and wife Camille Hagen,
discuss homemade liqueurs
and go on-location in Los
Angeles with soap opera
stars who raise money for
their favorite charity.

O

4:30 P.M.

12:00 P.M.

a - MOVIE:'A Challenge

MOVIE: 'Never Too
Late' When a middle-aged
man and woman find they
parents
expectant
are
again, the husband is horrified but the wife is pleased.
Connie Stevens, Maureen
O'Sullivan. 1985

for Robin Hood' The dashing outlaw of Sherwood Forest rights wrongs, rebels
against his evil brother and
the Sheriff of Nottingham.
Barry Inham. 1967. Rated
G.

0-

12:30 P.M.

500P.M.
- Father Knows Best

•

- Romagna's Table

a ato - Bywords

tuesday cont.
Coast-to- Coast
- Soccer:Trans -Atlantic
Challenge Cup Russia vs
Seattle

1:45 A.M.

111. - Jim Bakker
di- News/Sign Off

12:45 A.M.
(12 - News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.
- News/Sign Off

O - MOVIE: 'All Through
the Night' An ex-gangster
track; down the killer of his
friend. Conrad Veidt Jackie
Gleason, Phil Silvers. 1942
GO - $50,000 Pyramid

1:15 A.M.
- Nev.rs

1:30 A.M.

OD - News/Sign Off

2:00 A.M.
ID(2)— Newawatch
300A.M.

_ MOVIE: 'Fighter
Squadron' A former Flying
Tiger faces a combat mission; on 0-Day his plane
spirals earthward in flames
Robert Stack, Edmond O'Brien. 1948

•

o a - Listen

evening
6:00 P.M.

0CD C4)0CC
O - News
X - Andy Griffith

O - All in the Family
CeD - Over Easy
133 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
a)_ Wonder Woman
on- CBS News

o

6:30 P.M.

O I2D _ P.M. Magazine
- Tic Tac Dough
1:10 - Barney Miller
a - Get Smart
O - George Jones 'With a
Little Help from His Friends'
George Jones and his pals
raise the roof with some
fancy floor-stompin' country music. Guest starring
Tammy Wynette, Waylon
Jennings and Emmylou
Harris.
CO - Sanford and Son
111 - NI•A*S*1.1
la
_ MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky Journal
0
- You: Magazine for
Women
_ Family Feud

7:00 P.M.

Special

$109
ith Lido( Bread
-10 1 %Ira_

ial For kids
Inside Dirinig(Ink

I rev Renlls tin Drink.

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

o

o

•

1 1:00 P.M.

O C2D - Nightie* _
O - hiOYIE;TheSpiral
Staircase' A young mute
girl senses the presence of
a killer who is terrorizing a
small town, but has no way
to express her fear. Dorothy
McGuire, George Brent.
Ethel Barrymore. 1946
(I)0- Love Boat A fortune teller makes a play for
the captain; Gopher helps a,
neighbor find romance; and
an older couple elopes.
Minnie Pearl, Arthur Godfrey, Patty Dworkin.(R)(60
min.)

11:30 P.M.

O (2)- Love

Boat A fortune teller makes a play for
the captain; Gopher helps a
neighbor find romance; and
an older couple elopes
Minnie Pearl, Arthur Godfrey, Patty Dworkin.(R)(80
min.)
GD 0
- Tomorrow
Coast-to-Coast
0- MOVIE:'Conquest of
the Planet of the Apes' The
apes enslaved by the human population of the
Earth, which is under the
control of a Facist-like government, revolt. Roddy
McDowell, Don Murray, Ricardo Montalban. 1972

no (2) GP0- Charlie's
Angels The angels become
cab drivers to trap a psychotic killer. (R)(60 min.)
0 Cr) 0
- White
Shadow Salami is charged
with assault after punching
an opposing player.(R)(60
min.)
O - MOVIE:'The Amazing
Howard Hughes' Part 2
C4:10
- Real People Tonight's program will feature
a family that paints flagpoles, a man who teaches
troubled youngsters how to
box and a visit to the World
Heavyweight Skiing Championship.(R)(60 min.)
am-Spoleto'81 Fifth of
10 parts. 'Neapolitan Flavors.'The sounds of authentic Italian folk music are
brought to the festival.
0al- All Creatures Great
end Small
- MOVIE:'Sabrina' Two
wealthy brothers vie for the
hand of their family chauffeur's daughter. Humphery
Bogart. Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. 1954
- Golf Challenge Series

INTRODUCING

RENT-TO-OWN
Now You Can Rent A Better Color TV Than
Many People Can Afford To Buy!

COMPUTER
COLOR
TOUCH•TUNE TV

•

7:30 P.M.

o(e)- Word on Words
8:00 P.M.

Italian Spaghetti

Henry Fonda. 1973

0C2D
CID CID
This film looks at the Euro(I)
0)(ft - News
pean in Africa through the
O - Night Gallery
story of Cecil John Rhodes,
- MOVIE: 'American
0
namesake of the Rhodes
Gigolo' An attractive, volaScholarship and founder of
tile man hires himself out as
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwer-- a
personal escort. Richard
(90 min.)
Gere, Lauren Hutton, Nina
O- Soccer:Trans -Atlantic
Van Pallandt. 1979. Rated
Challenge Cup .SouthampR.
ton vs New York
- Dick Cavett Dick's
8:30 P.M.
guest to be announced.
GD0 - Facts of Life
- Maude
Blair is upset when her han-'Miller King of the Hill'
dicapped cousin comes to
Billiards
visit her (R)
P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'High Plains O CU10:30
-1111•A'S*H
Drifter' A mysterious stran0 - Sanford and Son
ger protects a corrupt town
a)0 _ Nightline
against three vengeful gunO _ MOVIE:'Marriage on
men. Clint Eastwood, Verna
the Rocks' A woman,rebellBloom, Mitch Regan. 1973.
ing against the monotony of
Rated R.
her marriage, persuades
9:00 P.M.
her husband to take a trip to
- TBS Evening News
Mexico. Frank Sinatra, DeCEI 0au- Quincy Quinborah Kerr, Dean Martin,
cy's ace partner Sam develCesar Romero. 1965
ops a process that proves
- Tonight Show
(4)0
rtlhat a suspected rapist is in- .
(I)
Captioned ABC
0
'-nocent. (R)(60 min.) •
News
9:30 P.M.
a)_ Phil Donahue
0au 0(210- Picnic The
-Soccer Trans -Atlintic
British comedy team,'Two
Challenge Cup SouthampRonnies,' star in this uruiton vs New York
sual show in which there is
- MOVIE: 'Ash
09
no dialogue, just giggles,
Wednesday' A once beautigrimaces and grunts.(R)
ful woman looks to a Ger- Independent Network
man playboy for reassurNews
ance. Elizabeth Taylor.

0 CID ou 0 _ MOVIE:
'Disaster on the Coastlinise
engineer,
A
deranged
driven by revenge, sets two
trains hurtling toward each
other on a course of mass
destruction. William Shatner, Lloyd Bridges, Raymond Burr,Yvette M imieux.
1979
O CE)0 - MOVIE:
'Happily Ever After' An aspiring singer is torn between a chance at fame in
Las Vegas and the persistent courtship of a loveman.
mountain
struck
Suzanne Somers, Bruce
RubinBoxlsoitner,
stein. 1978
- Duffrent
c4D
Strokes Arnold, depressed
that he will never be test,
meets a little girl who is
confined to a wheelchair.
(R)(Closed Captioned)

* No Credit Check

*No Long Term
Obligations

*Low Weekly Rates
*Never A Charge For
Service

*We Also Rent Video Recorders— Movies — Stereos —
Organs — Pianos —Microwave Ovens!
*Rent Appals TO POI:hate

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
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o
portratt

thursday
7/16/81

morning
9:00 A.M.
0(2)- john Davidson Today's guests are William
S'etner, Gallagher, Thelma
Houston and Helen Gurley
Brown. Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Jerome Alexander will be.included.
MOVIE—*RW!light
Parade' A musical comedy
director tries to make a
comeback. James Cagney,
Joan Blondell, Dick Powell.
1933
- Phil Donahue Donahue examines some of the
traditional and contemporary myths about friendships
with psychologist Joel D.
Block. (R)

o

-

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE:'How to Stuff
a Wild Bikini' A young man
calls upon a local witch
doctor to keep an eye on his
girl while he is on reserve
duty in Tahiti. Annette Funicello, Dwayne Hickman,
Mickey Rooney. 1965

0-

sohn, actor David Cassidy,
discuss the secret to making a fur coat and visit with
a female horse racing handicapper in Phoenix. Arizona.

4:30 P.M.

- MOVIE:'Candleshoe'
o
A tough American teenager
poses as a missing heiress
to win the love of the owner
of a vast English estate. Jodie Foster, David Niven, Leo

McKern. Rated G. ,
5:00 P.M.

op

- Bywords
5:30 P.M.
- GED Course

0

evening
6:00 P.M.
0CU0UD GI)0CID

o _ News

CF - Andy Griffith
O _ All in the Family

o CI)- Over Easy
CD

(21

-

MacNeil-Leh;er

Report
(El - Wonder Woman
- Sports Look
- CBS News

6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
- Tic Tac Dough
-

afternoon
12:00 P.M.

o_ MOVIE:'Nightmare in
the Sun' A sheriff, knowing
a wealthy rancher murdered his wife, deliberately
tries to convict an innocent
hitchhiker of the crime.
John Derek, Aldo Ray, Ursula Andress. 1965

CI

,

12:30 P.M.
- Cookin' Cajun
1:00 P.M.
_ Free to Choose

'What's Wrong With Our
Schools?' Milton Friedman
says that control over their
children's education has
been taken from parents.
(R)(60 min.)
Mike Douglas Co-host
Melissa Gilbert is joined by
Scott Bak). Bonnie Raitt,
John Raitt and Sippy Wallace Where the show airs
for 90 minutes Steve Whitman and George Humphreys will be included

0

0

0

2:00 P.M.
- Firing Line
3:00 P.M.

_

Hour Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by author Shere Hite, pediatrician Dr Robert Mendel-

S.

0

- Barney Miller
Minor
League
Richmond
vs.
Charleston •
0-Beach Boys The Beach
Boys appear in concert before a crowd of 300,000
fans.
0(I)- Sanford and Son
0- MASH
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
CD
- Kentucky Journal
o
Baseball:

- Major League
Baseball: S. Francisco vs
Philadelphia
Family Feud

OD (12) -

7:00 P.M.

0

CF

_

MOVIE:
'D•adman's Curve' The
story of Jan and Dean, a
singing duo of the late 50's
and early 60's whose popularity ended dramatically in
a sudden tragedy. Richard
Hatch, Bruce Davidson
(r) 0112) - Weltons
Jim-Bob finds life back
home too quiet.(R)(60 min.)
CD
Mork and Mindy
Mork revenges Grandma
Cora's mugging.(R)
- Movie
GU 0(6)- NBC Magazine
Wild World of

•_

•

_

Animals

-

Tenement This
•focuses on nine
black families living at
3823 South Ellis Avenue in
the Oakland section of Chicago. Originally broadcast
in 1987, an update will be
included.(60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Place in the
Sun' A confused, ambitious
factory worker in love with
a wealthy debutante, is
threatened with a drab future by a simple working
girl. Montgomery Cliff, Elizabeth Taylor, Shelley Winters. 1951

from her childhood of poverty in Appalachia to stardom in Nashville. Sissy
Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones.
1980. Rated PG.
0CE0121)-South bou nd
'Chulas Fronteras.' This
program about the 'musica
norterna' of the TexasMexican border region features
Lydia
Mendoza,
Nancisco
Martinez and
Flaco Jimenez.
- Independent Network
News
- Major League
Baseball: New York vs

o

Oakland
1000P.M.
OCID0C9GD4J

7:30 P.M.
CF B _ Barney Miller
Barney finds out his daughter has a date with Wojo.(R)
0- MOVIE:'The Electric
Horseman' Ex-champion rodeo rider, Sonny Steele kidnaps his sponsor's thoroughbred
stallion
and
rides him into the desert followed by a network newscaster. Robert Redford,
Jane Fonda. 1979. Rated
PG.
0 CE) - Tennessee
Outdooramen

(ID

cit)

(12 - pow.,
O _ Night Gallery
0Cr - Dick Cavett Dick's
guest to be announced.
0- Maude

10:30 P.M.
O(2D - MASH
- Sanford and Son
(I) _ Nightline
O - MOVIE: 'El Greco' El
Greco, famed Italian painter, arrives in Toledo to
paint an alter-piece and
falls in love with a young
woman who warns Firm
when evidence is concocted to prove him a heretic. Mel Ferrer, Rosanna
Schiaffino, Adolfo Celi.
1986

8:00 P.M.
- Magnum,

P.I. Magnum is called upon
when trouble arises concerning a 'blind woman's
granddaughtelk (R) (60
min.)
CID0- Barney Miller The
12th Precinct looks for the
kidnapper of an antique
doll.(R)[Closed Captioned]
(3)
MOVIE: 'The
°thin'Side of the Mountain'
Jill Kinmont, the 18-yearold ski champion, triumphs
against tragedy when a paralyzing fall confines her toe
wheelchair for the rest of
her life. beau Bridges, Marilyn Hasset, Belinda J. Montgomery. 1976
- Austin City Limits
'Nashville
Superpickers/
Tom T. Hall.' Top names
among Nashville's studio
musicians step out front for
a rare TV performance and
Tom T. Hall performs his
songs of common Americans.(60 min.)
0121) - Sneak Previews
Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel host television's only
consumer's guide to the
movies.- -7

a

-

Captioned ABC
News
0- Phil Donahue
(12) - Jeffersons Louise
CD

- News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.

_ $50,000 Pyramid

-

friendship
and
Helen's
seem to be breaking up.(R)
1 1:00 P.M.
- Nightline

Jeffersons
- Charlie's Angels A
-

CF

con man bilks elderly
women using a medium.(R)
(60 min.)

-

- News
(112) - News/Sign Off
1:30 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
1:45 A.M.
- Jim Bakker

11:30 P.M.

O(23- Charlie's Angels A

2:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Assassination' Secret sevice agent,

con man bilks elderly
women using a medium.(R)
(60 min.)
0 CF - MOVIE: 'Hoc

found guilty of the murder
of a colleague and sentenced to the electricchair is

Ramsey: A Hard Road to
Vengeance'
(A) 0 (3E) - Tomorrow

saved at the last momentto
take up a secret' mission.
His wife, believing her husband dead, remarries and

CoastAt!..Coast

111 - MOVIE:'The Alien' A
space crew returning to
Earth is attacked by an alien creature who invades
the body and takes over
from within. Veronica Cartwright, Ian Holm, John
Hurt. 1979. Rated R.
0- MOVIE: 'The Games'
Men from different parts of
the world compete for an
Olympic Gold Medal for the
marathon. Michael Crawford, Ryan O'Neal, Stanley
Baker. 1970

meets her deceased husband's brother, in reality
her husband, who is working on same assignment as.
her new husband who is a
double agent. Henry Silva,
Fred Beir, Evelyn Stewart,
Peter Dane. 1967.

4:30 A.M.

in
tii
al
Fi
Fm
11

0- World/Large

midnight
12:00 A.M.
(ID0- News/Sign Off
O - Sports Probe
12:30 A.M.
Newswatch

0-

MOVIE: 'Spitfire' A
young mountain girl falls in
love with a young engineer
who is already married. Katharine Hepburn, Robert
Young, Ralph
Bellamy.
1934
O - Major League
Baseball: S. Francisco vs
Philadelphia

1:00 A.M.
- $50,000 Pyramid

c
TEACHER'S PET — Melinda
Claims plays an enthusiastic
fifth-grade teacher hi "Dear
Teacher," -MSC eons*
airing FtliW,W27.

WE onion YOU:
lc
ri
ci
01

1. VARIETY U.S. CHOICE STEAKS, LOSSTER,
PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, SALAD MAR,
SANDWICHES, DIET PLATE,
OR FISH II CHICKEN

Elaine's boyfriend. (R)
(Closed Captioned]
0 (It - Tennis For the
Future 'Oh Nol It's a Backhandl' Vic Braden analyzes
the widespread fear of the
backhand stroke. (R)
[Closed Captioned]

2. PRIVATE DINING FOR PARTIES OF 40 OR
MORE,RESERVATION ACCEPTER

-

3.CATERING FOR ANY TYPE GROUP
4. WAITRESS SERVICE TOS
EIL YOU
7

9:00 P.M.
Go CID(I)0- 20/20
•(li) 0 Cit - CBS
Reports 'Social Security'
0- TSS Evening News
(E) - Hidden Places
•
'Where History Lives: Boom

5. WI REALLY DO,DO IT ALL POR YOU
6.10% DISCOUNT FOR samosa amass

T.FREE REIMS ON ALL AIVIIIDAINS UN STORE).
s:Cook=TO oasis(NOTION,PT Mailman)
9.CANDLELIGHT DINING

(It -

A TRUE DINING EXPERIENCE

_

•••

01

Where Pareloglor POs.19 Come To Eat

•

-

al
01
sl

QUALITY & SERVICE

8:30 P.M.
GU0- Taxi Alex poses as

& Bust. The Mining Towns.'
12:00 A.M.
•
1:15 A.M.
Viewers visit .three minima
- News/Sign Off
towns that have survived
—15
cu
News
12:15 A.M.
because people with curios1:30 A.M.
_ News/Sign Off
ity and a sense of history
- News/Sign Off
cared to preserve them. ,
12:30 A.M.
1:45 A.M.
Spoleto '81 "Now
O
GD - Newswatch
•
0 - Jim Bakker
You Has Jazz' Sçixth of 10
12:45 A.m.
parts. This dow eat view.
2:45 A.M.
O MOVIEfA Kiss Before
of the Spoleto jaz.enoin.
MOVIE: 'Marine
Dying' 7regnant. cold
cluthis tilk9egendary Rey
-Raiders' How the Marines
daughter of a wealthy inare trained in tasks which _, Charles in Concert.
dustrialist is murdered by
could bring death and often her boyfriend, who wits
9:30 P.M.
do Pat O'Brian, Robert.only interested in her mo- MOVIE:'Coal Miner's
Ryan,Ruth Hummy 1944 Wagner,
Robert
ney.
Ditighter' This biographi4:45 A.M.
Joande Wood*ard. Mary
cal account traces the life of
_
World/Large
Astor.,1956
country-sincer lonittir Lynn

CID

agi

wednesday cont.
midnight

- Tonight Show

(ID

1:15A.M.

(121
MOVIE: 'Hoc
Ramsey: Mystery of Chalk
Hill' Ramsey's bride-to-be
and her young son are
killed during a stagecoach
robbery while en route to
the
wedding.
Richard
Boone. 1972
fri

11113.1314
411r-

•
•• • •

•

1414i
•

•-re**.***•••••••••••••-•,••••••'••••....*IOU WO Ws.

640,0.0,00'egreieee
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a_ MASH
_ MacNeil-Lehrer

friday
7/1 7/81

3:00 P.M.

U cs9 _

morning
9:00 A.M.
U X -John Davidson Today's guests are David
Brenner, Charles Grodin,
Razzy BaileY and Mary Ellen
Pinkham. Where the show
is aired for 90 minutes Jerome Alexander will be included.
O - MOVIE:'Goldiggers of
1937'
Phil Donahue Donahue talks with an audience
of men and women who
share a wide range of personal and health problems
of the breasts. (R)

cyclu_

10:00 A.M.
ED - MOVIE:'Bikini Beach'
Group of youngsters surfing at the beach meet a British recording star who is
attracted to one of the girls.
Frankie Avalon, Annette
Funicello, Martha
Flyer.
1984

afternoon
12:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Wild One
A motorcycle club terrorizes a town. Marlon Brando,
Mary Murphy, Lee Marvin.
1954

12:30 P.M.
- Lap Quilting
1:00 P.M.
O EL - Flambards 'Lady
Bountiful.' Third of 13
parts. Christina feels responsible for Dick's dismissal from Flambards.(R)(80
min.)[Closed Captioned]
ED - Mike Douglas Co-host
Melissa Gilbert is joined by
Scott Jacoby. Peter Nero,
Keenan Wynn and Stan Allen and Stewart. Where the
show airs for 90 minutes
Paul Smith and neurolgist
Dr. Martin Cooper will be included.

2:00 P.M.
O CID -Touch of Churchill.
Touch of Hitler This film
looks at the European in Africa through the story of Cecil John Rhodes, namesake
of the Rhodes Scholarship
and founder of Rhodesia
(now Zimbabwe).(90 min.)

Hour Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by author Shere Hite, traffic reporter Pamela McInnes,
actor James Coburn,consumer reporter Jo Giese
Brown and go on-location
to the International Coffee
Corporation in New Orleans.

3:30 P.M.
O ELI

Picnic The British
comedy team, 'Two Ronnies,' star in this unusual
show in which there is no
dialogue, just giggles, grimaces and grunts. (R)
-

4:00 P.M.
0- Ozzie & Harriet
0- MOVIE:'Goofy Sports
Story' Favorite
cartoon
character Goofy and his
new friend Spyros Olympopulos, the Spirit of Sportsmanship,find there is much
they didn't know about the
world of sport. Rated G.

4:30 P.M.
O

-

Beverly Hillbillies

5:00 P.M.
0- Father Knows Best
O MOVIE:'A Challenge
-

for Robin Hood' The dashing outlaw of Sherwood Forest rights wrongs, rebels
against his evil brother and
the Sheriff of Nottingham
Barry Inham. 1967. Rated
G.
0 - Bywords

5:30 P.M.
O - That Girl
(21) - New Shapes

o
Education

in

6:00 P.M.
GICVOCECUO CL

News
(33 - Andy Griffith
O - All in the Family
Over Easy
O (21) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Wonder Woman
ED C2 - CBS News
-

-

m-

6:30 P.M.
0CE)- P.M. Magazine
Tic Tac Dough
(.1)- Barney Miller
- Get Smart
ID
- Muppets
-

o

There's a

Car
Insurance
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield

- r—ookrtmaturr
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
(ow NATICNIAL NOM KW)
7S3-044S
Giffledin Asilarsea Secretory

• SHIELTER INSURANCE •

7:00 P.M.
0 X X 0 - Benson
Kraus tells a visiting friend
that she is married to the
governor. (R)
(I)(19
- Incredible
Hulk
MOVIE • The Blob'
Two teenagers after noticing a shooting star fall to
earth come upon a man
howling with pain from a
mass attached to his arm
where the meteorite fell.
Steve McQueen, Aneta Corseaut. 1958
C)031) - Harper Valley
P.T.A. Stella, working to
keep Mayor Otis Harper's
favorite bar open, campaigns against Flora Reilly's candidate. (R)
- MOVIE:'Godfather' A
mafia patriarch finds his
volatile family to be his biggest challenge. Marlon
Brando, James Caan, Diane
Keaton. 1972. Rated R.

a_

o

- Wash.
0 CI) 0
Week In Review Top Washington journalists join moderator Paul Duke for an
analysis of the week's news
from the perspective of
working reporters.
133 - MOVIE: 'Crime of
Passion' A woman's ambition for her husband leads
her to commit adultery and
murder. Barbara Stanwyck,
Sterling Hayden, Raymond
Burr. 1957
ED - Wighman Cup- Tennis

O

evening
o

Report
0
- Comment on
Kentucky
ED - Sports Probe
- Family Feud

81'

7:30 P.M.

I'm a Big
Girl Now Walter smashes
Ben's hand playing tennis.
(R)
00C=93 - Dear Teacher
The romance of a grade
school teacher becomes
complicated when she discovers the man of her
dreams is the parent of one
of her worst students.
0(1)0(D)- Wa I I Street
Week Host Louis Rukeyser
analyzes the 80s with a review of the week's economic
and
investment
matters.

8:00 P.M.
MOVIE:
'Drive-in' Teenagers, adults
and rival teen gangs liven
up a drive-in theatre climaxed by a hold up bf the
snack bar by two inept
theives. Lisa Lemole, Glenn
Morshower, Gary Cavagnaro. 1976 [Closed Captioned]
0CU0(12)- Dukes of
Hazzard When Boss Hogg
learns there is a counterfeiter in Hazzard County he
schemes to get possession
of the engraving plates. (R)
(80 min.)
(I)0CID - MOVIE:'The
Other Side of the Mountain
Part ll An athlete's tragic
accident spells despair until love,faith and determination take over. Marilyn
Hassett, Timothy Bottoms.

197e
431- Nova 'Anatomy of
•
a Volcano.' An international
team of geologists is studying Mt St. Helens to uncover clues leading to more
accurate prediction of volcanic eruptions. (R) (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Meeting of Minds
O
(2I -

9:00 P.M.
- Dallas Con-

C3-30

clusion. Lucy and Mitch's
wedding has far more impact on the Ewing family
than is apparent to the
guests. (R)(60 min.)
- TBS Evening News
Mystery! 'Rebecca.' Third of 4 parts. The
de Winters decide to revive
the traditiorril<hdanderly
costume ball-(R) (61, min.)
[Closed Captioned]-Forsythe Saga

o

o cop -

o

_

9:30 P.M.
CID - Independent Network
News

10:00 P.M.
0X CU CC0CID

12:45 A.M.
O

MOVIE:'The Three
Faces Of Eve' The story of a
woman whose psychosis
caused her to take on first
one personality, then a second and finally a third
Joanne Woodward, David
Wayne, Lee J Cobb 1957
E21 -

1:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Gaslight' A
diabolical
husband
attempts to drive his wife insane Charles Boyer, Ingrid
Bergman, Joseph Cotton.
1944
Gunsmoke
ED - $50,000 Pyramid
ED - Night Flight

o-

1:30 A.M.

0

News
0EL - Eyewitness News
O Night Gallery
O MOVIE: 'The Island'
Modern pirates ravage the
Caribbean in the Bermuda
Triangle. Michael Caine,
David Warner. 1979. Rated
R.
13
- Dick Cavett Dick's
guest to be announced.
ED - Maude
05 (12) -

-

-

10:30 P.M.
O CE - MASH

ao- Sanford and Son
CY0- Nightline

- MOVIE: The Thing' A
o
strange thing from

another
world terrorizes an Arctic
U.S.
research
station.
James Arness, Dewey Martin, Kenneth Tobey. 1951
(4)0
- Tonight Show
O (i) - Captioned ABC
News
ED - Phil Donahue
ID
- The Night Stalker
Kolchak finds himself tracking a legendary bayou
monster. (R)(60 min.)
1 1:00 P.M.
0EL - Nightline
0EL - Night Stalker
CI)0- Friday's Tonight's
guest is Ted Nugent.(R)(60
min.)
1

fal - MOVIE:'Defiance' An
off-duty seaman dares to
stand up to a New York
gang. Jan Michael Vincent,
Art Carney. 1980 Rated
PG.
0ID ID CZ- News/Sign
Off

0 - MOVIE: 'Hot Stuff
Miami's light-fingered underworld is being pursued
by a trio of unlikely burglary
detectives. Dom DeLuise,
Suzanne Pleshette Rated
PG
Pop! Goes the Country

a_

12:15A.M.
0(1) - MOVIE: 'Hitler's

4:15 A.M.

a EL _

MOVIE: 'Voodo
Man' Dr. Marlowe discovers
the only way to bring his
•undead' zombie wife back
to normal life is by means of
voodoo. Bela Lugosi, John
Carradine, George Zucco.
1944
- World/Large

^

2:15 A.M.
U EL - MOVIE:

'They
Might Be Giants' An exjudge who believes he's
Sherlock Holmes and a female psychoanalyst named
Watson track down clues
leading to an extortion ring.
George C. Scott, Joanne
Woodward, Jack Gifford.
197j

A.M.
- Newswatch
3:00 A.M.
MOVIE:
EL

'Fort
Worth' A famous gunfighter
decides to battle frontier

ej

-

ON THE ROAD — Perry King
stars as a former Harvard
stud•nt in a repeat of "The
Last Convertible," airing
Monday, July 13 on NBC.

,/The Catch
/Of The Week Is

•

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Gulf Red Snapper
$6.95
Breaded Oysters
$4.75
Scallops $6.25

Araskin
King Crab
$8.95
Clam Strips
$4.50
Flounder $6.25

Start With Our
Oyster
Peel'n Eat
Bar
Shrimp
% Doz. 91 50
lb. S2 75
Rakers Dozen $3.00
L.b. $.4 95
1 Lb.$9.25

Gold' An American businessman, a jewel thief and
ail ex-German army officer
plot to recover gold bullion
hidden in East Berlin. Telly
Savalas,. James Mison,
Robert Culp. 1975
'f3-Nten' A.
young man, unknowingly
raised by a gang leader,
joins
e G-Men to track
down racketeers. James
Cagrway,-Lioyd Nolan, Margaret Lindsey. 1935

Friday •
"Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.
•

-t_

12:30 A.M.
- Nashville on the Road

•

441110111111M0111110,0000.00*000000.„

4:00 A.M.
U EL - Jim Bakker

'Sherlock
and the Secret
Weapon' Holmes combats
Professor Moriarty who has
kidnapped an inventor of a
new bombsight. Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel
Atwill. 1942

ccta CL -

12:00 A.M.
(A)- Wrestling

aci- News

1:45 A.M.

043_ Friday's Tonight's

midnight

3:15 A.M.
O - Mission Impossible
3:30 A.M.

o
- MOVIE:
Holmes

1:30 P.M.

guest is Ted Nugent.(R)(60
min.)
SCTV Network
90
ED - MOVIE: 'Tower of
London' Richard the Third's
rises to power in the 15th
Century. Basil Rathbone,
Boris
K arloff,
Barbara
O'Neil 1939
0(12)- MOVIE:'Claws'

lawlessness as the town
newspaperman Randolph
Scott, David Brian 1951
3 - MOVIE:'A Date With
Judy' The escapades of two
-teenagers from different
types of home life Jane
Powell, Elizabeth Taylor,
Robert Stack 1948

,

•
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7:00 P.M.

saturday
morning

Super 7

5:00 A.M.
(1) -

MOVIE: The Day
Christ Died' A moving account of the arrest, trial and
crucifixion of Jesus in the
politically troubled Romanoccupied city of Jerusalem.
Chris
Sarandon, Colin
Blakely, Keith Michell, Jay
0. Sanders,'Eleanor Bron,
Hope Langr. 1980
O - It's Your Business

5:30 A.M.
Romper Room
(22)- Summer Semester
-

6:00 A.M.
O(29 - Health

Field

O CE _ Summer Semester
O _ Vegetable Soup
(1)_ Agriculture U.S.A.
0C
0

- Weather
- Perspective

6:15 A.M.
- News

6:30 A.M.
O C2)- Camp Wilderness
- cartoon Store
0
O Baseball Bunch
(A)- Drawing Power
o CU - Jetsons
- Better Way
(12)- Saturday Report

_

7:00 A.M.
o c2D au 0 -

The
Suporfriends Hour
- Tom &
O CU 0
Jerry
O - Partridge Family
IX 0
- Flintstone
Comedy Show
0- Flintstonos

7:30 A.M.
0 Men-

Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
o - MOVIE: 'Captain
Scarlett One bold rogue
against an army of enemies,
matches wits and weapons
to win a kingdom and love.
Richard Greene, Leonora
Amer. 1953
Abbott and Costello

_

8:00 A.M.
o

(I)

-

All

C3D

a_

New

a comedy

Blockbuster
- Godzilla
a)0
0- MOVIE: The Crimson
Cult' Young man searching
for his brother arrives at
Greymarsh Lodge in time
for the annual ceremony.
Boris Karloff, Christopher
Lee, Barbara Steele. 1968

JP,

O

Tony Curtis stars in The
Manitou," a film about the
malevolent spirit of an
ancient Indian medicine man
that seeks rebirth in the body
of a young woman, airing
Saturday, July 18 on CBS.

1
New
Popeye Hour
MOVIE: 'King's Row'
The fates of many townsfolk are intertwined in preWorld War I Midwestern
town. Ann Sheridan, Robert
Cummings, Ronald Reagan.
1941

a_

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

9:30 A.M.
filla)CEO - 90 Minutes
of Action Comedy
0
- Daffy Duck
Show
0- MOVIE:'Creatures of
Destruction' A. hypnotist at
a famous lodge predicts a
murder and when it occurs
the'-owner promotes the
mystic's predicitons. Les
Tremayne, Aron 'Kincaid,
Pat Delaney. 1968
10:00 A.M.
O CU 0(12) - Tarzan/
Lone Ranger Show
a)
0
- Jetsons
- GED Course
o

10:30 A.M.
C49 0
Phooey

- Hong Kong

Cl)- GED

Course

11:00 A.M.

O C2)OD0- ABC
Weekend Special
a cto0(112) _ The New
Fat Albert Show
W0
- Jonny Quest
0
- Bonavonture
- Wrestling

11:30 A.M.
o (2) (E)0 - British.
Open Today's program features 3rd round coverage
from the Royal St. Georges
Club, Sandwich, England.
19 - Solid Gold
(1)0
- Flintstonos
0
- Victory Garden
(12)- Disk Pack

afternoon
12:00 P.M.
O

Superfriends

Evil spirits

9:00 A.M.
0
- All

MOVIE: 'I Saw What
You Did' Two teenagers
alone for the weekend play
a mischievous telephone
game. They call a man who
has just murdered his wife.
Joan irawford, John IreLeif Erickson. 1985
(49 - Hot Fudge
0 C4 - Atop the
Fencepost
CrE - Romagnoli's Table
0- Carolina 500
-

- Jason of the Star
0
Command

12:30 P.M.
0
- Rookies
.1149 - Coors Outdoorsman
0(1) Littlest Hobo
- Julia Child and
Company
- 30 Minutes
1:00 P.M.
O (1)- MOVIE: 'Tulsa' A
fiery redhead, made wealthy by oil, is too impressed
with her power and must
change her outlook before
losing the man she loves.
Susan Hayward, Robert
Preston, Chill Wills. 1949
- Soul Train 'CL 0 Cu - NBC Sports'
Summer Season During the
players' strike. NBC will air
a Baseball Update which
will look at the current
strike situation. Should the
strike be over. NBC will televise a Major League Baseball game.(3 hrs.)
- Public Affairs
0
- Cookin' Cajun
MOVIE:
The
Mummy's Tomb' Archaeologists encounter a deadly
mummy that has come to
life, and murders them one
by one. Lon Chaney, Dick
Foran, Turhan Bey, 1942.
- MOVIE: 'Nutty
Professor' A college professor discovers a formula
which changes his appearance and personality. Jerry
Lewis, Stella Stevens, Del
Moore. 1983

1:30 P.M.
O

MOVIE:'Palm Springs
Weekend The college set
invades Palm Springs during Easter week-end. Troy
Donahue, Connie Stevens,'
Stephanie Powers. 1983
MOVIE:'Smokey and
the Bandit II' Some fastdriving,
free-wheeling
truckers get involved transporting 8 pregnant elephant. Burt Reynolds, Sally
Field,
Jackie
Gleason.
1980. Rated PG.
- Lawrence Welk
•
O CS)- Lap Quilting
-

0CFI - Kidsworld
(19 - Movie: To Be
Announced.
_
.... •
0 CL - ono• Upon
Classic 'Rebeccstof Sunnybrook Farm.' First of 4
parts. Good-natured Rebecca breaks Aunt Mirando. strict rules, and, attar
• Viittihgleolded:/una away.

•

e-
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8:00 P.M.
O CU CU a _ Love

2:00 PM.
•

al

(21 -

a_

•

co (31)a _

Eight Is
Enough Tommy gets a job
at the nightclub his father is
trying to close.(R)(60 min.)
0au 012- Enos Enos
and Turk are assigned to
assist the D.A.(R)(60 min.)
CC 0 CU - Barbara
Mandrel' and the Mandrel!
Sisters Barbara is joined by
guests Teddy Pendergrass,
Mickey Gilley and the Krofft
Puppets. (R)(60 min.)
o CID - This Old House
Viewers are taken on the
long-awaited grand tour of
'this new house' that is now
ready and waiting for its
new occupants. (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
Evening at Pope
o
0- Monte Carlo Show
6:1 - Wig h ma n Cup- Tennis

8:30 A.M.
o L29 - Scrappy Doo
.4110 - Batman and the

7/18/81

o

O

2:15 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Murder in the
Blue Room' A man is determined to solve-the 20-yearold murder of his wife's
former
husband. Grace
McDonald, Donald Cook,
Anne Gwynne. 1944

2:30 P.M.

_ MOVIE: 'Lone
O
Ranger
the

and
Lost City of
Gold' Lone Ranger and
Tonto go after hooded riders who are murdering
Indians in order to find the
location of a Indian lost city
of gold. Clayton Moore, Jay
Silverheels. 1958
0
- Forum
- Move*: To Be
Announced
'ism -Vikings!'Bolt From
the Blue.' This episode reveals how the remarkable
Viking vessels dominated
the lives of the adventurous
Norsemen and enabled
them to become legendary
explorers. (R)[Closed Captioned]

- Fitness Motivation
fal CE) - Here's to Your
Health
0CED - Market to Market
You: Magazine for
Women

_

4:30P.M.
CiD - Backstage/Grand

Old
Opry
0
- Sha-Na-Na
o CE) - Tennis For the
Future 'Oh Nol It's a Backhandl' Vic Braden analyzes
the widespread fear of the
backhand stroke. (R)
[Closed Captioned]
- Lawmakers
0
O - Sports Ink

5:00 P.M.

•

0
- Good Times
CAD - Popl Goes the Country
Montage
- Magic of Oil
Painting
o(21)- CookIn' Cajun
0- Wonder Woman
O - Golf Challenge Series
0(2)- News

0 _

3:30 P.M.
CID0C12- cas Sports
Saturday Today's program
will feature 'British Grand
Prix - Silverstone' live from
Northamptonshire.
England.(90 min.)
CI)- Shopemith
O - Minor League
Baseball: Richmond vs.
Rochester
0- MOVIE: 'Doc' Wyatt
Earp, Doc Holliday, the
Clanton Brothers and the
beautiful Kate Elder 'live
again as the 0. K. Corral is
recreated. Stacy Keach,
Faye Dunaway, Harris Yulin. 1971. Rated PG.
- Cinema Showcase
CD
- GED Course
- MOVIE: 'Jalopy' The
Bowery Boys go in for jalopy racing and get caught
on the curves-even with the
'new' gasoline formula.
Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey,
Hunti Hall 1953

4:00 P.M.
(I)(I).7Wide World
•
of Sports Today's show features
Light-Heavyweight
Champion Eddie MustafaMuhammad vs Michael
Spinks in '0 15-round

• munch. pin)

M

n

Porter Wagoner

o

5:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.
CU - News Conference
0
- All About TV
a- GED Course
- Gomer Pyle

Boat
Issec's con artist uncle
takes the cruise; a doctor
causes problems for Doc;
and a mother tries to influence her daughters romantic decisions. Larry Breeding, Demond Wilson, Cindy
Morgan.(R)(60 min.)
0(5)0
- MOVIE:
The Manitou' A demonic
Indian spirit is about to be
born again in this tale of occultism and spiritual hell on
earth. Tony Curtis, Stella
Stevens, Burgess Meredith.
1978
0CC- BJ and the Bear
(4)
BJ, suffering from amnesia,
fights for his life as a mysterious stranger is out to kill
him. (R)(60 min.)
O - MOVIE:'Smokey and
the Bandit II'. Some fastdriving,
free-wheeling
truckers get involved transporting a pregnant elephant. Burt Reynolds, Sally
Field,
Gleason.
Jackie
1980. Rated PG.
- Sneak Previews
Roger Ebert and Gene Sisk& host television's only
consumer's guide to the

-

O

Newswatch

O CL) _ Hes Haw

(3)- Coors Outdoorsman
(3)- Nashville Music
0- Remember When
0
- NBC News
Rifleman
- Up and Coming
0
- Julia Child aid.
Company
0(121- CBS News

4111111Oei

Buying_a
home?

_

iiienheg
Call us and compare our
Homeowners Insurance
price and coverages with
the others. Maybe I can
save you Some money.

6:00 P.M.

- Baxter*

- Lawrence Welk
- News
()
0
00CM- Hee Hew
Bobby Jones'
World
Dick Cavett Show
o
- Kung Fu
O - Miller Billiard
Tournament

Allstate.

-

You're in good hands.

)
(21

AU-tot. in•or•nte Co

6:30 P.M.

Owen Billington

0(/)- Dance Fever
0Er)- News
@9-Teddy Bart's Nashville
0- MOVIE: 'Bon Voyage
Brown' Charlie
Charlie
Brown and Ltn AAP* to
trrope as elerimprinudents..1980. Rated G.
0
- Accent
0 CU - fennel.**
Outdooranwn
0(21)- Dick Cavett Show
- goods Piobe

Northbrook IL

Bob' Billington CPCU.
Guy Billington
Tom Scruggs
Don hipley..
Mike Outland

-r
.

The
Murray
Insurance
, Agony

4

eft1

,Z

'777'...Off'

,',111-41-141441411,14,11.41.1,111.

•

01,

1

•

,

i•
v

„

amoral=

•
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saturday cont.

I

Oa-All Creatures Great
and Small
MOVIE:
'The
Hangmen A Deputy U.S.
Marshall, determined to
track down a man wanted
in connection with a holdup and killing, discovers an
entire town protecting the
suspect. Robert Taylor,
Tina Louise, Fess Parker,
1959

-

8:30 P.M.
CC - MOVIE:

0

'Oklahoma' A young cowboy's girl consents to go to
a dance with a hired hand,
and at the dance they realize they are in love but Ole
hired hand threatens to kill
them. Gordon McRae, Shirley Jones, Eddie Albert.
1955

9:00 P.M.
O G[) GI) U - Fantasy
Island
A
40-year-old
woman becomes a 21-yearold a beauty contest winner
and an undercover agent
tracks down a soldier of fortune. Barbi Benton, Martin
Milner, Dennis Cole.(R)(60
min.)
O TBS Evening News
Games People
0
Play onight's program will
the
America's
feature
Toughest Bouncer Contest,
a look at the martial arts in
Japan and a visit to Donkey
Derby Days in Cripple
Creek, CO. (R)(60 min.)
Duchess of Duke
Street
(Masterpiece
Theatre) 'Lady of Virtue.'
Seventh of 9 parts. In October 1905 George Duggan,a
rising star in the Liberal
Party,sweeps to victory in a
by-election and is clearly a
man of strength and dedication. (R)(60 min.)

0EL -

o

_

10:00 P.M.
Newswatch
O EL Eyewitness News
E3JO-ABC News
Tush
Now*
(1)
MOVIE: 'Rocky
Rocky marries Adrian and
stages a rematch with
Apollo Creed. Sylvester
Stallone, Talia Shire, Burgess Meredith. 1979. Rated
PG.
'Cesar and
Rosalie' A woman in the art
world of Paris tries to decide between two men.
Yves
Montand,
Homy
Schneider. 1972
Wrap Around
O Night Flight

0E2J _
00C1002no-

0 - MOVIE:

0-

10:15 P.M.
arj - News

_ Wrestling

10:30 P..M.
0GU - m•A•t•H
EL- Gunsmok•
3
1 D - Don Kireohner's Rock
Consort
•
- Saturday Night Uve
That Nashville
Music
Jock Van Imps
Blue Jean Network

o (r) 0az-

ley Jones. 1970
MOVIE: 'Across the
is
Brid9e' Every hand
against a man on the run
and millions of dollars can't
save his life. Rod Steiger,
Maria Landi, David Knight.
1958
- Sanford and Son
700 Club

0-

_

_

11:15 P.M.

Movie:
Announced

TV WEEK
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Be

To

By Nancy M.Reichardt
Last week the "Days of
Our Lives" cast played the
"General Hospital- cast in.
a
celebrity softball game in
Burbank, Calif. These aren't
man is accused of his wife's
murder and tries to establish his innocence through
psychiatric treatment. Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter.
1948

4:15 A.M.

11:30 P.M.

0CP - Solid Gold
- Saturday

soap scoop

Night

Live

0- World/Large
4:30 A.M.
0- Agriculture U.S.A.

the only soap stars with
baseball fever. In a softball
game between "The Young
and the Restless" and radio
station MIS in Los Angeles,
"Y & R" was beaten by a
mere three points at the end
of the game. "Y & R"
newcomer Michael Damien
was the star of the day with a
home run that went over the
fence. When he's not on the
ball field, Michael spends his
time in a recording studio;
his character, Danny, will
soon turn into a singing teen
idol on "V &

One of the new faces
around the "As The World
Turns" studio in New York is
Lloyd Alan, who portrays Lt.
Savage,a police detective investigating4-the hit-and-run
blinding of Dr. John Dixon.
Lloyd has appeared on
Broadway as Danny Zuko in
"Grease," and had regular
roles on the TV series "Joe
and Valerie" and "Project
U.F.0." He also had a
leading role in the miniseries "Ike."
Joining "ATWT" in the
roles of Dr. Sam and Mrs.
Yee are Aki Aleong and Kitty Mei-Mei Chen. Aleong has
appeared on Broadway in

-The Teahouse of the August 4.
Moon." Kitty was born In
China and portrays a new
dietician at "ATWT's"
Memorial Hospital. The actress has an extensive
background in theater and is
known for her role as Mrs.
Merkle on "Sesame Street."
"Another Life" is the
name of a new, syndicated
half-hour serial that
premiered nationally last
month. The series stars John
Corsaut as newscaster Scott
Davidson and Mary, Jean
Feton as his wife, Terry.
"Another Life" emphasizes
less sex in the soapsuds.

...••••111,

I.

'

midnight
12:00 A.M.
(37)

-

'The
MOVIE:
Centerville Ghost' Two cowardly ghosts are unwillingly tied to one another
until one performs a courageous deed. Charles LaughO'Brien,
ton, Margaret
Robert Young. 1944
C41) - MOVIE: 'Bathing
Beauty' When his bride
walks out on him just after
the ceremony, a Broadway
composer enrolls at the
girls' school she attends to
be near her. Esther Williams, Red Skelton, Basil
Rathbone, Bill Goodwin,
Ethel Smith. 1944.
MOVIE: 'Human
Factor' A NATO computer
expert sets out to avenge
the murder of his family.
Kennedy, John
George
Mills, Raf Vallone. Rated R.

WM.

0 -

- Star Trek

OD

12:30 A.M.

- Soul Train
0- America's Top Ten
1:00 A.M.
CZ) - MOVIE: 'Ghosts
That Still Walk' Haunted
caves and other unexplained mysteries are explored in this documentary.
1977
MOVIE:'Act Of Love'
An American soldier in
Paris offers a penniless
French girl food and shelter. Kirk Douglas, Dany Robins, Serge Reggiani, 1954.
- News/Sign Off
01:12 - This Ring

0-

1:15A.M.
0(12)- News/Sign Off

1:30 A.M.

- News

2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Killer McCoy'
A young actor-boxer accidentally kills a trainer and
finds himself in the racket.
Mickey Rooney, Ann Blyth,
Brian Donlevy. 1947
Candid
Candid
Camera Join Allen Funt for
a no-holds barred version of
the original 'Candid Camara

0 -

••'

2:30 A.M.

0cr - ABC News
2:45 A.M.
0(21) - Newswatch

•

3:15 A.M.

11:00P.M.
0 IT) - MOVIE: 'Toward
MOVIE: The
the Unknown'Afocket pilot
L•neyenne Social Club' Ai:— seeks tts ritiffthe-confidcowboy in 1867 learns that
ence of those who used to
he has inherited a Wyoming
rely upon him. William Holsocial club from his late
den, Virginia Leith. 1956
brother. To his partner's deMrision Impossible
light he finds that the club
:00 A.M.
is a bedy hawse. James
VIE: 'High Weir A
M
;
fferiry,Fonda. SW.
.a
Stpw.a.q..•..
••• •

0 CD -

O ._

•
•
▪
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tele-puzzle
3

5

10

7

15

ENERGYIA VER
AIR CONDITIONER &
REFRIGERATOR

8

12

14
18

6

13

16

17

19

n
n
31

29
'Mlit dc

34

'''L s'"
39

48
53

32
35
42
46

49

50

54

43

47
1

52

m

.

57

58

ACROSS
1.5 Shown. anchors 20/20
32 That is (ab.)
10 — Hugh-Kelly of
33 Maxwell — of Barney
Ryan's Hope
Miller
12 Baltimore athlete
35 He plays Venus.
14 Take It—Leave It
38 Hee —
15 New Deal initials
39 U.S. troops
16 Fabray to friends
42 — banana
17 Miss de Havilland's
44 Before (poet.)
insigne
45 Desi —
18 Raises
47 — — Clear Day
20 Tatum or Ryan
48 Mary Benjamin, e.g.
22 Refrigerate
49 I — — Camera
23 — Smart
50 Famed cartoonist
24 NY's time
52 Liz's initials
25 Remember The
53 Harley — of Guiding
Flying —
Light
26 Warrick of All My
55 Charlie's —
Children
57 Thomas of What's
29 Wade of Good Times
Happening
31 Mr. Acuff's monogram
58 Grace or Gene
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

•••

30

4() 41

4445

TV WEEK

She played Rhoda
International org.
Kind of rummy
Greatest American —
Peter — of Flamingo
Road
6 Evangelist — Roberts
7 Victory
8 Negative
9 Role for Simon Scott
10 — Cox plays Zwick
11 Singer Abbe
13 Star of Harper Valley
19 Whitman, to friends
21 Miss Sommers sign-off
22 Miss Claire
27 Three (pref.)
28 Holbrook or Linden
29 Make public
30 Ruby or Sandra
33 Rockforerstar
34 Reverence
38 Robert — of Quincy
37 Jeff — of General
Hospital
38 Villechaize of Fantasy
Island
39 Role for Asner

40 All — the Family
41 — Rush
43 — Pease of Search for
Tomorrow
45 John — of Good Times
48 Colleen — of As the
World Turns
49 Supped
51 Vital statistic
54 Mr. Nolte's pajama
decor
58 Miss Lanchester's
insigne

Model TBF19DB

19.04 Cu.ft. no-frost
food saver refrigerator.
Low operating cost.

Adjustable glass shelves
in 20.8 Cu.ft. refrigerator!
Reduced $ 1 5000
Model TBF21ZB

Reduced $100
"
Energy Saver switch in "normal" position helps
cut operating cost. Features 4 split-level adjustable shelves. Twin vegetable,fruit pans. Covered
meat pan. Dual temperature controls. 5.24 cu ft.
freezer. Rolls-out on adjustable wheels. 33" wide.
64" high.

• 20.8 cu. ft no-frost
refrigerator.
• Five split-level glass
shelves are adjustable.
•Two Joe 'n Easy treys.
•8.97 cu. ft. freezer with

toe storage
• Energf saver switch in
normal position helps cut

operating ooet

• Keeps fresh foods longer
with Moist'N Fresh
sealed high-humidity
storage pan.
•And. Cool'N Fresh
lower-humidity pan.
• Rolls out on wheels.
•301
/
2"wide,88" high.
• Equipped for optional
automatic ioemaker.

• Sealed snack pack.

18,500 BTU

14,500 BTU

GE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

Gg ROOM AIR COND:TIONER

17,900 BTU
GE ROOM AIR CONDITIONIR

HI-EFFICIENCY
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Happy Return For Bond

Save
79 EER
AD919D

$50
"

SUPERTHRUSTT"
tender and almost fallible,
By BOB THOMAS
as well as sardonic, imAssociated Press Writer
FOR YOUR EYES ONLY placable and irresistible to
is a happy return to the females.
This time he is chasing
James 'Bond of yore —
dope
dealers through the
brave, brainy, but no Secret
Alps and Greek islands,
Service superman.
pausing only occasionally
Recent films of this for meanin
gful dalliances.
unstoppable series have inTopol is an appealing
dulged in overkill: fanatics Zorba-like accoihp
lice. and
alined at destroying earth ....Carole Bouque
t plays the
and Bond indulging in Nmential Bond woman.
rescues right out of Saturday
Stunts and scenery are
morning TV Cartoons.
first-rates as always. Rated
Roger Moore, in top form PG with the usual amount of
as 007, is allowed to be
violence and playful sex.

Energy Saver Switch
• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• 3 Fan/3 Cooling Spuds
•

Special
7.5 EEFi
AD918D
SUPERTHRUSTTM

• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• 3 Pan/3 Cooling Speeds
• Powerful Air Discharge

8.2 EER
AD718D

$49995

SUPERTHRUEITnI

• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• 11 Pan/81 Cooling Speeds
• Powerful Air Discharge

MURRAY APPLIANCE
ettriCRAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

':"...7...'Mpailiptaaotsrattatts••••••11-

APPLIANCES ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS'
212 E MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

...

753-1586

Xt.

COLORED PAPER

